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PREFACE.

The Hobart Cosmic-Ray Group, comprising members of the University

of Tasmania and of the Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions

(A.N.A.R.E.) under the leadership of Dr. A.G. Fenton, commenced synoptic

observations of cosmic rays at ground level in 1953. By the beginning

of the International Geophysical Year in July 1957 a comprehensive series

of observations x^as in progress at a number of Australian and Antarctic

sites. The observations were continued, and further extended, after the

I.G'.Y, x^ith the intention of observing, if possible, variations in cosmic-

ray behaviour over at least a complete solar cycle. The programme of

data exchange x^ith other cosmic-ray groups, vrhich had been started during

the I.G.Y., X7as also continued.

The handling and analysis of data of the type accumulated by these

observations require the use of a nmber of rtiore-or-less standard techniques,

The data require correction for atmospheric variations before they can be

used. They may subsequently be subjected to some form of ordering, or to

harmonic or pox-;er spectrxm analysis, with or x-ritlxout the prior application

of nxraerical filtering. Analysis requires that the response character

istics of each detector be well determined, involving knoxrledge of its

directions of viex-ring outside the influence of the terrestial mgnetic

field, and of its likely response to any particular anisotropy in the

interplanetary cosmic-ray flux.

Investigators at the time of the I.G.Y., and for a fex; years there

after, x-7ere generally restricted to desk calculators and slide rules for

arithmetic purposes. This severely limited the size and scope of the

investigations x/hich could be undertaken. Under this restriction atmos—
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pheiric correction is the only one of the above techniques which is easy

to apply. Harmonic analysis takes about one hour per analysis; numerical

filtering and poorer spectrum analysis are practical impossibilities; and

directions of viewing must be based on priiaary particle trajectories

calculated for dipole representations of the Earth's magnetic field. The

lastmentioned problem was a particularly severe handicap as it meant that

responses of detectors, in particular neutron monitors and high-latitude

muon telescopes, could not be accurately determined.

Early in 1964 the Hydro-University Computing Centre, a joint under

taking by the University of Tasmania and the Tasmanian Hydro-Electric

Commission, commenced operations with an Elliott 503 Digital Computer,

This machine gave the Hobart Cosmic-dlay Group its first ready access to

computing facilities, and it \;as immediately decided to develop computer

programmes to carry out the various standard calculations. It would then

be possible to undertake more precise analyses, and inter-station comparisons

than had been feasible previously. This thesis is concerned with some of

these investigations, into several aspects of the modulation of cosmic-rays,

and with the development of the necessary computer programmes. Emphasis

is given to the analysis of neutron monitor observations, but data from

muon telescopes are also used where appropriate.

The xTOrk described in the following chapters was undertaken between

1964 and 1970, For the last four years of this period I have been a full-

time member of the teaching staff of the University of Tasmania, initially

as a Senior Demonstrator and latterly as a Lecttnrer, For the whole of this

period I have had oversight of the Cosmic-Ray Group's Data Handling Assis

tants, and the methods and techniques used, and have acted as computing
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consultant - and often programmer - for the other members of the Group.

I have been particularly responsible for the collection and reduction of

data from all the neutron monitors operated by the Group, and for the

fault detection and remedial action for the Hobart and Brisbane neutron

laonitors, and for all the equipment at the Lae observatory until its

closure. In the course of these duties I have also developed a series

of computer programmes for the computer handling, pressure correction,

graphing, and error detection of data from all the Group's various detec

tors, and also for the preparation of data tapes in standard format for

transraittal to the World Data Centres. Prior to undertaking this work

I spent a year at llax^son in charge of the cosmic-ray observatory.

The draft of this report v;as completed early in 1971. Few

papers published outside Australia after September 1970 reached Kobart

Iji time for consideration. Unfortunately I vjas unable to attend the

11th International Cosmic Ray Conference held at Budapest in 1969, and

the Proceedings of that Conference did not start to arrive in Hobart until

late July 1971, too late for general consideration. Teaching duties,

and preparations for the 12th International Cosmic Ray Conference held

at Hobart in August 1971, have delayed the final stages of the production

of this report until after the Hobart Conference. In these circumstances,

only limited mention is nade of a few matters discussed at that Confer—
—-J"

ence.

This thesis contains no material v;hich has been accepted for the

award of any degree or diploma in any University or other institution.

It presents the results of my own work, and so far as I am aware it con

tains M copy or paraphrase of any material xnritten or published by any
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other person except where this has been noted and acknowledged in the

body of the text. All computer programmes used (except the trajectory

calculation programme in its original form) are of my ov7n design, and I

have undertaken all my own programme x/riting, testing, and evaluation.

An investigation of this nature benefits greatly from the inter-

cliange of ideas between various investigators. I have been particularly

fortunate in this regard. It is a pleasure to thank fellox7 members of

the Cosmic-kay Group, in particular my supervisor for this work,

Dr. A.G. Fenton; and lir. D.J. Cooke, Dr. K.B. Fenton, and Dr. R.M'. Jacklyn,

for many interesting and thought-provoking discussions. I am also most

grateful for a number of stimulating discussions with Professor K.G. McCracker

and Dr. L.J. Gleeson. I thank Drs. Gleeson, M.A. Forman, and G.B. Tucker

for making their work available to me before publication. I am also

iniebted to the directors of the various cosmic-ray observatories around

the x-;orld, vrho have made their data available. The staffs of the World

Data Centres at Boulder and Tokyo have been most co-operative in providing

data x\Thich were not available through data excliange.

One cannot process large quantities of data unaided, particularly

when they arrive in a varied collection of formats whose only common feature

appears to be that they cannot be presented to the computer xvithout some

form of pre-processing. The help rendered by the Group's Data Handling

Assistants in this regard has been indispensible and is most gratefully

ackrsoxvledged. I have particularly appreciated the cheerful responses

of Mrs. P.E. James, Mrs. D. Chappell, 1-irs. B.M. Jensen, Mrs. P.E". Bashford,

and Miss J.J. tTlaelan when, individually or collectively, they have been

presented x^ith large quantities of data with the request that they be



processed as soon as possible. Grateful tlianlcs arc also due to the

staff of the Conputer Centre, and particularly to Hiss II. Dunlop,

Miss M. Lane, Miss C. Letjis, and other operators for their patience

and tolerance with my long and often comple:. runs. I also wish to

thank Mrs. J. Scott and Mrs. J. McLeod for typing assistance.

I an deeply iidebted to General Motors Eolden's ?ty. Ltd. for

the av/ard of a Research Fello^rship, and to the Ccmmonwealth of Australia

for a Cotiiionwealth Research Scholarship, which covered the earlier years

of this work. Finally my thanks go to uy wife, both for her invaluable

drafting assistance and for putting up with long and peculiar hours of

work over the past few years, and to Mrs. L. Shelton for tjrping the final

draft of this thesis.

^ ^
(J.E. Ilvnnble),

Hobart, December, 1971.
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SUK-IAP.Y.

The investigations described in this thesis fall naturally into

three main sections. The relevant introductory reviews and theory are

presented at the beginning of each section, rather than being grouped in

one or more separate introductory chapters.

The first section, covered by Chapter 2, considers some of the

modulations which cosmic rays undergo betv/een the entry of the primary

particle into the magnetosphere and the detection of the secondary particle

at ground level. The calculation of the primary particle's trajectory in

a high order simulation of the magnetic field is described. This work is

not new, but is a necessary precursor to much which follov7s. Some of the

various available simulations of the field are reviewed in connection with

these calculations.

The effects of modulation processes affecting secondary particles

within the atmosphere are then considered, particularly in relation to the

absorption of neutrons. It is emphasised that good pressure data are

essential, and some factors which affect the accuracy of pressure readings

are discussed. An investigation is reported into possible v/ini-induced

errors in the Ilavrson barograph recordings. No significant errors were

found until the barograph was moved to a nevr location in 1965. Large wind-

associated errors were found at the new site, and the procedures adopted

for the retrospective correction of the pressure recordings are detailed.

The main part of the studies reported here concerns the analysis

of the mean annual solar diurnal variation observed in cosmic rays at ground



level. Chapter 3 presents relevant background material, whilst the

investigations themselves, together with the calculation techniques employed

are discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The conventional simple model,

that the anisotropy =AR^ for Rigidity R_< R^, aiid equals zero for
R > R^, is examined for several years (1961 to 1966) around solar minimum.

The method used is the intercomparison of observations from many different

neutron monitors, and some underground muon telescopes, for different

assumed values of the model's parameters.

Detailed investigations are undertaken into factors which can affect

this type of analysis. As a result it now appears that the conclusions

which can be drawn may not be as reliable as previously has been supposed.

The selection of stations to be used is of crucial importance since some

detectors display diurnal vectors which appear to include components quite

unrelated to the cosmic-ray flux. Comparison and statistical techniques

for the detection of such instruments are discussed. Doubt exists in

some cases and the results of including or excluding such stations in

analyses are considered. It is shovra that the analysis is insensitive to

the set of coupling coefficients employed, and also that the anisotropy

has - at least at the lower rigidities - a cosine dependence on asymptotic

latitude.

It is found that it is insufficient to consider only the amplitude

or the phase alone of the diurnal variations observed by the various

detectors. The final analyses consider differences betv/een the free-

space vectors predicted by each detector, on the basis of its full diurnal

vector, as the model parameters are varied. Likewise it is found tliat

it is not valid to treat 3 and R separately. Varying one whilst keening
u



the other fixed leads to incorrect results. Overall it is found that

3 may be slightly positive through the years considered, vrith a most likely

value in the region 0.0 to +0.2. This is at variance with previously

reported results, but is permitted by the recent theory of Forman and

Gleeson. R appears to lie in the range 60 to 100 GV, with indications
u

of the lowest values being reached at solar minimum.

The parameters of the model which give rise to the best agreement

between various detectors still generally leave a bigger scatter between

the estimates of the free-space anisotropy derived from observations by

the different detectors than would be exi^ected on purely statistical

grounds. Either incanplete allowance has been made for terrestial

modulation at some of the detectors or the model is inadequate. It is

probable that both causes contribute, and possible further developments

in the techniques and model employed are discussed.

The statistical methods employed are checked experimentally, and it

is found that the variance observed in neutron monitor data is about twice

its expected value.

The methods developed for the diurnal analysis may conveniently be

used, with appropriate modifications, for the study of transient events

such as Forbush Decreases. A study of a particularly unusual type of

transient event is reported in Chapter 7. This event is a sudden decrease

in cosmic-ray intensity, but displays a number of features which distinguish

it from normal Forbush Decreases. Possible mechanisms for normal Forbush

Decreases are discussed, and it is suggested that this event may have been

associated with a situation in which the magnetically disturbed region

of space vjas principally located to one side of the ecliptic plane.



CHAPTER 2.

TERRESTLAL IDDULATIQNS - DIRECT AITP IIIDIREGT.

2.1 IFTRODUCTION

Any measuranent of cosmic ray intensity made within the earth's

atmosphere represents the free space intensity in the direction of view

ing of the detector only indirectly, since the incoming cosmic rays are

modulated successively by the geomagnetic field, the atmosphere, and the

detecting instrument itself. Tlie total modulation will be a product of

these effects and may be expected to depend on the magnetic rigidity of

the primary particle and its direction of arrival at the top of the

atmosphere, the type of secondary particle produced, the type and

geographic location of the detector, and the atmospheric structure above

it. Consequently before any deductions can be made concerning free

space cosmic ray fluxes, both isotropic and anistropic, the effects of

these modulations must in some way be eliminated. We are concerned in

this thesis primarily with sea level neutron monitors and hence the main

attention in this section will be devoted tovzards then. However, we will

also use data from other surface and underground instruments, requiring

appropriate adjustments to the correction procedures in such cases.

It should be noted that "Free-Space", as used in the above context,

is used to describe the region outside the terrestrial magnetosphere. The

terms freer-space flux, free-space anisotropy, etc., refer to the flux, or

anisotropy in the flux, observed outside the magnetospheric boundary by

an observer in the frame of reference of the moving earth.

t'Then dealing with the various corrections necessary to determine

free space conditions from ground level observations, it is useful to

divide the corrections into time-dependent and timerinvariant groups.



The former comprise the corrections for varying atmospheric structure

whilst the latter are those for deflections in the geomagnetic field and

the energy and geometric sensitivities of the detector. The detector

energy sensitivity imorporates the specific yield functions which

essentially determine the transparency of the atmosphere for secondaries

produced by specific primaries. It is not of course totally true to

assume the magnetic field is time-invariant. • Hox^ever, for many cosmic

ray purposes it can be so treated, at least to a first approximation,

making appropriate corrections at a later stage in the analysis. In

the case of the quiet time diurnal variation, allowance may need to be

made for the deformation of the magnetosphere by the solar wind, com

pression on the upwind side and stretching out to a pear drop shape on

the dowis-/ind side. Forbush decreases are usually acconqianied by magnetic

disturbances and these may need to be considered. Greater attention will

be given to these matters at the appropriate points in the text.

2.1.1 Llagnetic Observations

Primary cosmic rays, excluding the numerous but hard to detect

neutrinos, are mostly protons, which form about 88% of the particle

flux observed in free space near the earth. The majority of the remainder

are alpha particles, together with a percent or so of heavier nuclei.

There is some evidence for the existence of neutrons of solar origin

during disturbed periods (Apparao, Daniel, Vijayalakshmi and Bhatt; 1966),

but their proportion appears low and their energy seems insufficient to

penetrate deep into the atmosphere, certainly not to sea level. In

coE?)uting the path of an incoming cosmic ray we are therefore faced with

the problem of the motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field.
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Early investigators, attempting to define a mean direction of

vietring of their cosmic ray detectors, made use of a centred dipole

magnetic field and basic Stormer theory. It was found that this did

not give really satisfactory agreanent between observations made at

various stations. Later the offset dipole field was employed and this

too was fouiai to have shortcomings when inter-station comparisons were

made. More recently, more complex models of the geomagnetic field,

involving spherical harmonic expansions to several orders, have become

available, arid these have formed the basis for most recent studies of

cosmic ray variations. The present work is no exception,

A number of sets of such spherical harmonic coefficients rxDw exist,

the degree of expansion used, arid consequently the number of coefficients

obtained, varying somesirhat. An analysis by Hurwitz, Knapp, Nelson and

Watson (1966) goes to 12 degrees. Earlier expansions tended to be smller.

Those of Finch and Leaton (1957) and Jensen and Gain (1962), for example,

went only to 6 degrees. All the analyses use common basic data, as many

magnetic observations as can be obtained from various parts of the world,

up to 450,000 observations. Rejection and preliminary smoothing techniques

differ, as do the epochs to which the results apply. The degree of

expansion used only partly reflects the extra data available to the later

investigations, it is also based on criteria involving the investigators

vi®-7 as -to the reliability of the higher order terms, the amount of

con^JUtiiig time available, and the immediate likely use of the results.



From the cosmic ray viewpoint, all expansions have certain common,

although unavoidable, disadvantages. Firstly, the observations on which

the aialyses are based are far from equally distributed over the surface

of the earth. Naturally there is a preponderance of observations in

the more populated regions, and from the more densely trafficked sea

routes. This means, in effect, mid and lov? latitudes. The paucity of

reliable data from Antarctic and Asian, and to a lesser extent Arctic,

regions is commented on by all workers and they caution against unthinlcing

use of their results in such areas. Even Hurwitz et al, having access

to PROJECT MAGNET world-r^ide data gathered over several years by the

United States Naval Oceanographic Office, find large areas of Antarctica

inadequately covered. It is not a good assumption that a numerical

description of the field which gives a good fit to the mid- and low-

latitude observations will necessarily give an equally good fit to the

actual field elsetdaere on the earth's surface.

Secondly, the analyses are performed on observations of magnetic

field intensity on the surface of one shell only, that comprising the

earth's surface, unless some satellite data obtained at heights of one

to a fa^ hundred miles are included. Backus (1970) has shmm mathe

matically that it is possible to construct, from magnitude data obtained

on the surface of a sphere, two models vjhich vanish at infinity, agree

everyvjhere on the observational svirface, but which differ throughout the

intermediate region. It is therefore not possible to determine a uniquely



correct set of hamionic coefficients from the available observations, even

assuming that the latter are perfectly accurate and evenly distributed.

In practice, fortunately, the various models obtained by different

investigators are not disastrously different (compare, for example, the

Finch and Leaton, and the Jensen and Cain, field expansions). Even so

it is R3t valid to assume without qualification that these models will

give as good a fit to the actual field at some distance above the earth's

surface as they do at ground level. Care must therefore be taken when

extrapolating upwards (Cain and Hendricks, 1964; Cain, Daniels, Hendricks

and Jensen, 1965). Since we are interested in trajectories of charged

particles incident at the top of the atmosphere at such places as Wilkes

and Mawson in Antarctica, and further we require to calculate the

trajectories inc^ard from the magnetopause, we must take account of these

limitations. Thirdly, we need some criterion to enable us to obtain the

expansion best suited to this purpose.

There is at present nothing which can be done concerning the first

objection. It is found in high latitude regions that strong magnetic

focussiig effects exist for particles of rigidity below about 20 GV, i.e.

regardless of their zenith and azimuth angle on arrival, they all cone from

a restricted region of the celestial sphere. The effect of ai^r field

errors will therefore presumably be to shift such regions bodily. If

appreciable such shifts, particularly in longitude, might show up in

inter-station comparisons. Small errors of order a degree or two would

not be easily detectable, except possibly during the onset phase of a

flare of solar protons sufficiently energetic to be observed at ground

level.
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The lower reliability of the field expansion at increasing

distances from the earth is compensated by the lov7er magnitude of the

field, resulting in errors becoming proportionately less serious for

particle trajectory calculations. The higher order terns, being

relatively small even at ground level, become progressively less

significant and are therefore gradually omitted from the calculations

as the radial distance increases. This can be opposed by the increasing

effects of any ejrt:ernal magnetic sources such as ring currents.

Up to the present time most of the non-dipole trajectory calcu

lations for cosmic ray studies have used the Finch and Leaton simulation,

based on the 1955.0 epoch. This is, partly at least, a historic accident

in that this field was available vrhen the first such calculations were

being performed. In the absence of any demonstration of the superiority

of any of the other expansions, the use of this field has been continued

by most investigators to facilitate intercomparison of results. It has

been shown by Shea, Smart and McCracken (1965) that the use of other

simulations, in particular that of Jensen and Cain, does not produce

a significant difference in the effective vertical cut-off rigidity

obtained, although the penumbral structure is notably different.

Table 2.1 compares asynptotic directions (section 2.1.2) calcu

lated for vertically arriving particles at Mawson using different field

expansions. The KIS differences between the two sets of directions

are about 0.9 degrees in latitude and 0.4 degrees in longitude.



Very similar differences are found for particles arriving at Mawson

from inclined directions. Such differences are insignificant.

10.
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85 -59.9

70.7

-60.0

70.4

6.5 -32.3

57.4

-33.4

57.2

19.0 -37.9

60.8

-38.6

60.4

95 -60.7

70.3

-60.9

70.0

7.5 -37.2

55.6

-38.1

55.2

25.0 -42.6

66.1

-43.2

65.7

150 -63.3

68.5

-63.5

68.3

Table 2,1

Asymptotio D-ireotioyis of paa>tioles -inoident vertioolly at

Mawsorij caloulated using Finah and Leaton (FL) and Jensen and Cain

(JC) field expansions. The FL talues one from MaCraaken et al

(196S), JC directions by the author.
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since the calculation of the trajectories used in this thesis

an International Gecxnagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) has been published

(lAGA Canmission 2, 1969). The field was chosen by a Working Group of

the International Association of Geomagnetisni and Aeronoiay to represent

the field of internal origin aiid its secular variation. The lAGA

recaitmend the use of this field in future work for epochs 1955.0 to

1972.0. For later dates it will be updated as required. It seems

clear that this should be used for future cosmic ray calculations.

2.1.2 Trajectory Calculations

It is possible to calculate the motion of a charged particle through

any magnetic field provided the initial conditions of motion of the

particle are known and the field is explicitly determinai at all points.

The relevant equation of motion is, in the Gaussian system,

( dr )

~2 = |( — ^ B) 2.1
^ ( dt )

where e and m are the particle's charge and inertial mass, c

is the velocity of light, and _r and _B are the position and magnetic

induction vectors. In the general case there is no analytic solution

to this equation for a non-uniform field, and numerical integration becomes

necessary.
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In practice vre vrish to know the direction, termed the asymptotic

direction of approach, from which the particle V7as travelling at entry

to the geomagnetic field when it is observed to arrive at the top of the

atmosphere at some particular geographic location X,ri v/ith particular

zenith and azimuth angles 6 and' ip. If we calculate the trajectory of

a negatively charged particle ejected froa X,ri in a direction specified

by and having energy E, equation 2.1 shows that the trajectory will

be the same, but traversed in the opposite direction, as that of a

positively charged particle of the same energy observed to arrive at

X,r| from the direction Clearly the direction of motion of the

n^ative particle on exit from the field will give the required

information.

The composition of primary cosmic rays has already been mentioned.

Neutrinos do not affect normal types of cosmic ray detectors and can be

ccmpletely ignored for the present purposes. for the charged particles

with V7hich we are concerned it would clearly be unsatisfactory to consider

protons alone since a significant proportion are nuclei of helium and

heavier eleaents. He may, however, define magnetic rigidity R in

the usual way, as the momentum to charge ratio of any particle.

R = pc
ze 2.2

Particles of equal rigidity have equal gyro-radii and therefore identical

paths in a magnetic field. All calculations and results in this thesis

are in terms of rigidity unless otherwise noted.
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McCracken, Rao and Shea (1962) published the first set of

trajectory results, together with their Fortran computer programme.

Since then, several other sets of results have appeared using the same

programae, includin® those of McCraclcen et al (1965), Shea et al

(1965, 1968), Kondo and Kodama (1966), Daniel and Stephens (1966), and

Shea and Saart (1967). Doubtless publication of similar results V7ill

continue. In all cases, the end results are asymptotic directions of

approach for various particles with specified E, X, n, 0, and The

directions are given as coordinate pairs in a terrestrial centred

spherical polar coordinate system.

The programme performs numerical integration of the trajectory

of a negative particle projected from the top of the atmosphere above

the detector in the manner already described. It employs the fotorth

order Runge-Kutta method of integration. As the radial distance of

the particle increases, the higher degree terms of the field become

progressively less significant and therefore the field expansion is

gradually truncated. Beyond 10 earth radii all terms of the third order

and higher are disregarded. The calculation is stopped

(a) when the particle reaches a predetermined distance from the

earth, the assumed position of the magnetopause, or

(b) when the particle re-enters the atmosphere, indicating a

forbidden trajectory, or

(c) when a specified number of integration steps have been

performed without either (a) or (b) eventuating.

For fuller details of the basic programme and its method of operation,

reference should be made to McCracken et al*s document.
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Many of the asymptotic directioi^ required for this thesis have

been taken from the abovementioned publications. However, asymptotic

directions other than those published liave been needed, and in any case it

not known at the outset just what would become available elsesvhere.

It was therefore decided to calculate trajectories and asymptotic

directions on the then newly available Hydro-University Elliott 503

cotqjuter using HcCracken et al's basic programme. The only programming

language available on the 503 is Algol and translation of the Fortran

programme v/as therefore necessary. During the translation a number of

additional features were added. These permit automatic calculation of

one or a series of directions at fixed or individually specified rigidity

intervals; more detailed internal back tracking if an excessive calculation

error is detected; and facilities for automatic cessation of computation

after a given time has elapsed and for manual interruption of the programme

by the computer operator; in both cases a new data tape specifying the

uncalculated trajectories being produced. The programme will also

automatically stop if a pre-determined number of successive trajectories

in the same direction but with different rigidities are re-entrant, for

use in calculating cut-off rigidities. This feature has been particularly

useful for viewing cone and penumbral studies (Cooke, 1971; Cooke and

Humble, 1970).

It has been the practice of most authors to cease calculations at

a distance of 25 er (earth radii). lb explanation of this figure has

been given. Possibly it originated as a likely mean value for the

distance of the magneto spheric boundary. It is now known that, due to
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the effects of the solar wind, the magnetosphere is compressed on the

sum;ard side with the boundary lying at 10 to 12 er, or less, whilst on

the night side the magnetic field lines are draxra out into a tear drop

shape, the boundary being rather ill defined but apparently extending at

least some tens of earth radii. Calculations of asymptotic directions

on the basis of a spherical magnetopause of radius 25 er therefore result

in only approxinmte values of the true asymptotic directions. Ahluwalia

and McCracken (1966) have demonstrated the local tine dependence of the

error, and ix)ted the effect on the observed solar daily variation, using

varying degrees of compression of the suni-jard side of the magnetopause.

The problem is complicated by the dependence of this con^iression on

general interplanetary conditions and the mean solar wind velocity.

In addition to the regular variations in the magnetosphere as the

earth rotates beneath it, there are the more erratic variations in the

real field due to terrestrial magnetic storms, sudden commencements,

etc. Such events have their origin in solar disturbances, being

transmitted to the earth by the solar wind. The precise configuration

of the geomagnetic field cannot be determined at each instant under such

conditions and hence detailed trajectory calculations are impossible.

In any case even were the field known explicitly the conputer time

involved in calculating trajectories for each individual configuration

would be prohibitive. We must therefore proceed by calculating average

trajectories and then making corrections as best we can for individual

departures of the field from the normal mean configuration. For com

patibility with other results, trajectories calculated at Hobart for
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the present studies have been terrainated at 25 er. All the trajectories

used neglect the effects of a magnetospheric ring current.

The cessation of calculations when a particle re-enters the

atmosphere is self evident. Such an occurrence indicates that the

particular trajectory, and therefore the particular combination of rigidity

and arrival direction, is inaccessible from outside the magnetopause;

such an incoming particle first strokes the atmosphere at some other

point, as shw^n in Figure 2.1. The decision when to cease calculations

as a result of trajectory complexity is a little less straightforward,

since a particle with such a trajectory my or may rjot finally be re

entrant. Ahluwalia and McCracken's figure 2, reproduced here as

Figure 2.2, shows the trajectory of such a particle after carrying the

calculation to 25,000 integration steps. The outcome is still indefinite,

but inspection of the trajectory shows that it is likely that a small

variation in the field could make a notable difference in the outcome.

In consequence the value of carrying calculations to this length can be

questioned, especially as the computer time involved is considerable.

The computers available to McCracken, Shea, and their co-^^orkers

run at about 1000 integration steps per minute on complex trajectories.

In the early publications, they ceased calculations and reported

"Integration Failure" after 3,000 integration steps; later publications

have used limits of 10,000 and 15,000, partly for close determination of

penumbral structure. They state that it is their experience that such
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loi^ and complex trajectories are generally eventually re-entrant, and

also that the cumulative errors inevitable in such calculations are

still not serious. (This point can be demonstrated by reversing the

sign of charge and velocity components of the particle on reaching the

mgnetopause, retracing the trajectory, and showing that the particle

does in fact re-enter the atmosphere at its initial point of projection.)

The Hobart computer is only capable of 300 integration steps per minute

in such conditions when programmed in Algol, and hence a 3,000 step

limit was applied. It was found that re^^riting the field evaluation

sub-routine and integration section in machine code raised the speed by

a factor of about 2.8. The resultant programme is closely tailored to

the available computer and could only be run els adhere on computers of

the same model. It should be noted that the run time of a programme

of this type tnritten in Algol, Fortran, or a similar language, will

in general be longer than that of the same programme H'/ritten in mjachine

code, due to extra facilities provided by the general purpose compiler

which the individual programme may not require.

Another method of calculating directions has been suggested.

Webber (1963) has demonstrated that for geomagnetic latitudes greater

than 45° in either hemisphere, and rigidities below 5GV, single parameter

families of trajectories, called nullbahnen, may be utilised to provide

asymptotic directions of all members after only one member has been

calculated by numerical integration. Within the limits quoted, the

asymptotic directions thus obtained usually agree within ±2° with those
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obtained by direct integration. The method has not been used here

since relatively few of the required trajectories which were not avail

able elsewhere fell within its limitations.

2.1.3 Asymptotic Cone of Acceptance airl ViCTjing Region

Tlie asynrototic direction of approach of a cosmic ray primary has

been defined as the direction from which the particle appears to be

travelling when it comes under the influence of the geomagnetic field.

We have already seen that we have considered this to occin: when the

particle is located 25 er from the centre of the earth. We couldj

hov/ever, had we wished, have taken it to be the direction from which the

particle appeared to be travelling when it entered the interplanetary

magnetic field, or indeed at any other place where the direction of

appearance is of interest. In this thesis, the term "Asymptotic

Direction of Approach" will refer to the direction of appearance of the

incoming particle at 25 er, unless otherwise specified.

The asymptotic cone of acceptance may be defined as the solid angle

containing the asymptotic directions of approach of all particles capable

of reaching the detector. As such, it is a most useful concept but is

not easy to depict. It is perhaps easier to thinlc of the Vies^ing Region,

being the surface of intersection of the asymptotic cone aid the celestial

sphere. It is therefore the totality of the free-space directions which

the detector sees. With individual directions plotted on an asymptotic

latitude-loi^gitude grid, the Viewing Region appears as the envelope of
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all such directions. Figure 2.3 shows asymptotic directions of approach

for particles of various rigidities arrivii^ at a mid-latitude station

from five selected directions. Four of the arrival directions have

zenith angles of 32° (see figure 2,5 and associated discussion) and the

corresponiing asymptotic directions lie near the edge of the viev/ing

region. The latter may then be approximately obtained by sketching

the envelope of the indicated directions (Figure 2,4b),

Even under conditions of completely isotropic flux, equal areas

in the viev/ing region do not contribute equally to the instrmental count

rate. Particles whose rigidities lie betvreen 1 and 10,000 GV, corres-

9 13
ponding to proton energies of 10 to 10 eV, contribute more than 99%

of the sea-level neutron monitor count rate. In this range the primary

spectrum varies as E and therefore those parts of the viewing region

which are seen by means of the loxirer energy particles in the range will

contribute a large proportion of the count rate. Even if this were not

so, the non-uniform distribution of asjmiptotic directions within the

viewing region xrould ensure nonrequal contributions to the count rate.

Typical viewing regions are shov7n in Figures 2,4a and 2.4b,, vrhere an

attempt has been made to indicate the regions of major contribution to

the count rate. These form relatively small parts of the entire region.

This is particularly true for a high latitude station such as that shown

in Figure 2,4a. The mid-latitude station shown in Figure 2,4b has a

rather different distribution. In this situation the only possible

approach to computing the response of a detector to any particular free-

space flux is by numerical integration over the entire viewing region
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giving appropriate weight (according to pritoary spectrum and coupling

coefficients) to each part of the region.

In figures 2.4a and 2.4b the edge of the viewing region is

defined usually by single asymptotic directions. We shall see later

that the choice of the particular trajectories giving rise to these

directions is somei^hat arbitrary, both in total number and arrival

directions. In practice, the viewing region must be delineated x?ith

a relatively small total number of asymptotic directions, rather than

the large number envisaged in the original definition. At low energies

it is apparent, from these figures, that for a given rigidity belov;

10 GV the asymptotic direction is well-nigh indepeident of the arrival

direction at the top of the atnosphere. At rigidities above about

lOCGV this is not true, and due to our arbitrary choice of arrival

directions the viewing region is not clearly delineated at such rigidities,

at least to within 5° or 10°. The percentage contribution to the count

rate at such rigidities is, for a neutron monitor, Im and the poor

resolution is acceptable. In view of this, and other approximations

which have to be made in the treatment which follows, it is sufficient

to redefine the asymptotic cone of acceptance as being the solid angle

encon^jassing all asyraptotic directions which contribute significantly

to the count rate. This is the definition ustially found in the

literature.
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Having a knowledge of the asymptotic cone of acceptance, we may

then determine the counting rate of a detector in the presence of any

flux, if we can explicitly allow for the various modulations occurring

in the atmosphere and detector. Folloxjing Rao, McCracken and Venkatesan

(1963) we will divide the hemisphere above the detector into a number of

small solid angles 6co , in the direction d,ip where 6 and are the

zenith and azimuth directions of arrival of a primary particle at the

top of the atmosphere. Similarly, we will divide the whole Air of

possible asymptotic directions into a number of small solid angles

5J2. If the cosnic ray differential rigidity spectrum for particles

coming from Sfi is R), then the flux observed at the top of the

atmosphere in the direction &l) is, by Liouville's theoran, J(5fi,R) if

"s accessible from 5Q,. else it is zero. At the detector, in the

accessible case the count rate due to this flux is

6C(Sa),5S^,R) = 5C(e,ii;,6J^,R) = J(6f2,R) .T (R,0,iiJ) .6w 2.3

xjhere T(R,6,if)) is a transmission factor of the atmosphere and detector.

We will assume that the latter is a separable function of rigidity and

direction and therefore

T(R,0,i{i) = S(R).D(0,T|J)

Considering that equation 2.3 holds for all particles in the rigidity

range R to R + dR, and identifying the individual as we may
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vnrite

and, sunming over all 6to,

AC(fl^,R) = J(fij_,R) .S(R).Y(f^^,R) dR 2.4

where Y(J^^,R) is the sum of all D(0,ip) over all directions 0,ij^ which

are accessible from for particles in the rigidity range R to R

+ dR.

If radiation is isotropic, J(f2£,R) becomes >1^(51) for all

and we nay integrate equation 2.4 over R, obtaining the total instru

mental count rate

CO

N= I J^(R).S(R).Y(4Tr,R) dR 2,5
0

The actual differential count rate of a detector has been defined

(Dorman, 1957) as

„^s dc 1
~ dR * N 2«6
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Tables of U(R), called coupling coefficients, may be prepared by

considering the results of experiments vrith mobile detectors operated

in different sites for which the cut-off rigidities are known. Such

tables have been published by Dorman (1957), Webber and Quenby (1959),

Mathet^s and Kodama (1964), Locksrood and Webber (1967), and others.

They incorporate the primary spectrum J(R) and the atmospheric and

instrumental modulation term S(R), and therefore differ with different

spectra, Mathews and Kodama produced sets of W(R) for both solar

maximiffii and solar minimum conditions. Since W(R) contains atmospheric

modulation, individual sets are valid only for the atmospheric depth

for which they we're prepared. Usually sets are given for sea level

and some height around 700 gm.cm ^ (about 10,500 ft,).

Examination shows that do in equation 2,6 equals the term inside

the integral in 2,5, Therefore

S(R) = N,W(R)
J^(R),Y(4tt,R)

Equation 2.4 then becomes

J(fi.,R) Y(n.,R)
i!^(f2.,R) = N,W(R). * i* ' , dR

J^(R) Y(4'rT,R) 2.7
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We are interested in anisotropies in the primary radiation,

Tliese are generally observed as deviations from the normal count rate

of a detector, and therefore are thought of usually in the form dN/N.

We may vnrite Integrating equation

2,7 and making this substitution, v/e fiisi

C(Q.)

But dN(.Q^)
N

Therefore dN(J^p

AC.(Q.)
1 1

N

00

N,W(R) 1 +
AJ.CR)

JoC^-O

Y(n.,R)

• Y(47T,R)

Y(J^. R)
dR

.dl

N

Aj. (r.)

Y(4it,R)
2,a

and the observed quantity

where

N

n

I
i=l

n AJ.(R)
I W(R).

i=l

n. = 4Tr
1

Jo(R)
Y(J2.,R)

Y(47r,R) , dR

2.9
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It follows that we can compute the response of any detector to

a specified anistropy if vre know the coupling coefficients and sufficient

about the asymptotic cones. The accuracy of the calculation will depend

on the number of directional elements chosen.

To accurately evaluate equation 2.9, we obviously need as many

areas as possible, thus requiring a large number of asymptotic

directions. Ue have already discussed the time consuming aspect of

these calculations; individual directions take anything from 10 seconds

to 1 minute to compute in reasombly straightforward cases, aid can

easily extend to 5 minutes for complex trajectories in the penumbral

zone. It is therefore necessary to determine the smallest number of

which will adequately describe the response of the detector.

We have seen that, at least at low rigidities, the asymptotic

direction of a particle is only slightly related to its arrival direction.

About 78% of the count rate of a high latitude sea level neutron monitor

is due to primaries of rigidity below 100 GV, and it is therefore apparent

that it may be possible to use a fairly small number of Rao et al,

enploying the same assumptions used in deriving the Gross transformation

(Janossy, 1948), have demonstrated that the counting rate of a neutron

monitor -as a function of zenith angle of arrival is roughly in the ratio

1:454 for the annuli 0° <.0 < 8°; 8° < 0 < 24°; and 24° < 0 < 40°.

This is grossly independent of whether the monitor response in a parallel

beam of high energy nucleons is assumed to be iidepeidcnt of, or cosine

dependent on, the zenith angle of arrival of the nucleons. It is
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reasomble to state that the sensitivity of a monitor is iiKiependent of

azimuth, and Eao et al therefore divided the annular rings for 8° < 0 < 24°,

and 24° < 6 < 40°, into four sectors centred on geomagnetic Worth, East

South and West. They then approximate that if, for the rigidity R, a

direction 8 ,0 is accessible fromfl,, then for all rigidities between
o' o i

(R, , + R, )/2 and (R, + R, -)/2 all arrival directions specified by
K""! K. u K.+ i.

0 > 8° and bounded by 6 ± 8°, and ± 45°, are accessible from .
o o ' o ' 1

For < 8°, the approximation applies to the entire solid angle defined

by 0^ < 8°, independent of ip. The resultant sectors of arrival are
depicted in Figure 2,5.

It must be decided whether the above is in fact a reasonable

assumption. Phillips and Parsons (1962) have experimentally determined

the zenithal dependence of count rate of a neutron monitor, using a stone

quarry to intercept the incident flux in one direct-ion. Their results

are plotted, in differential and integral form, in Figure 2.6 together

V7ith the mean of the two rather similar theoretical curves used by Rao

et al. The theoretical values assume there is isj scatterir® of fast

neutrons in the atiaosphere, in that all members of the nucleon cascade

are assumed to be travelling in the same direction as the primary. This is

certain to be untrue. Such scattering would lead to a relatively higher

contribution to the count rate from higher zenith angles, exactly the

sitmtion observed by Phillips and Parsons. Whether the extra contribution

is as much as their evidence suggests is debatable. They remark the

possibility of contamination by fast neutrons scattered in the quarry

face, and also a possible contribution from thermal neutrons produced in

the rock (Phillips, 1961). There is need for further work on this problem.
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Figure 2,6. Zenithal degendenae of neutron monitor count rate. PPj
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I'ltiilst the use of 9 arrival directions appear to be satisfactory

for neutron monitors, it will not be so when detectors having a higher

mean energy of response are involved. In the extreme case, for undergrouiKl

muon telescopes at 36 n.w.e., Jaclclyn and Humble (1965) have shown that it

is necessary for some purposes to consider more than 500 directions,

2.1.4 Variational Coefficients

In studying any anisotropy V7e are generally considering the case

of a detector at a fixed location on the earth with its cone of acceptance

sweeping across the anisotropic region as the earth rotates. We are

therefore especially interested in the varying response of the detector

in asymptotic longitude. It is useful therefore to consider an asymptotic

longitude belt j, defined by the meridians ± Aip. We nay then sum

equation 2.8 over all lying within j aid obtain

3

YfO ^ ^
WCR).J (PO . dR 2.10

Y(47r,R)

vrhere J. (R) is the spectrum of the anisotropy AJ.(R)/J (R) .
A 1. . O

The right hand side of equation 2.10 is frequently referred to as

til
the variational coefficient corresponding to the j longitude

belt aid the particular variation spectrum J^(R). Variational co

efficients v(flji^) or v(Aj^) corresponding to the solid angle or

latitude belt may be calculated in a similar fashion. In this thesis,

we shall be concerned exclusively with v(^j), and will refer to it as

v(j). It is emphasised that numerical values of variational coefficients

have no meaning unless the particular variational spectrum to which

they refer is also given.
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For the reasons already mentioned in the discussion on arrival

directions, we cannot compute asymptotic direction for an infinite nunber

of rigidities. It is sufficient instead to calculate them for a number

of rigidities, the intervals being chosen so that there is a relatively

small change in asjmptotic directions when going from one rigidity to the

next. I7e can \jrite, from 2.10,

Y(Q.,R, ) R -R
vO) = |. • 2

This equation is the basis for all subsequent work.

In order to obtain the various v(j) V7e need to evaluate the terms

y(J^^,Rj^)/Y(4'iT,R^P. They represent the fractional contribution to the
tilcount rate due to the primaries in the k rigidity group coming from

the region fi.. In practice, however, we do not sum over all but
^ X

rather over the arrival directions, of v/hich we have considered 9

to be ad'squate. Equation 2.11 is evaluated by taking each rigidity in

turn ami computing the contribution to some v(j) from each arrival direction

The value of j is determined by the asymptotic longitude. In these

circumstances, is the asymptotic direction corresponding to

aiii Y(fl.,E,, ) takes the value 1 if w, is accessible frcsn or zero
1 k 1 i'

if it is not (implying in fact a forbidden arrival direction), Y(47r,R )
Ic

is then the number of arrival directions at rigidity Rj^ which are

accessible from any asymptotic direction at all.

Tables of v(j) have been published (e.g. HcCracken, R.ao et al, 1965)

for various assumed spectra of the daily variation. The present work

required the use of spectra and stations other than those publishedj it
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was therefore decided to compute all the variatioml coefficients required,

Sample sets have been compared vjith IlcCracken et al*s results and found to

largely agree. The small differences are thought to be due to different

treatments of the detector response close to cut-off,

Variational coefficients by thenselves only appear to be useful

in the study of transient anisotropies, In the diurnal (or semi-diurnal)

case we are actually interested in the phase and amplitude of the vector

due to the anisotropy. Sets of v(j) are tools for such determinations.

It has been found preferable, for a particular station and variational

spectrum, to generate sets of v(j) and then to use them, in the same

programme without explicit output, to generate the required amplitude

and phase information. The principal advantage of this approach is that

the amount of data required to be output by the computer per station

spectrum is reduced from 72 to 2 items.

One further approximation is necessary. In the penumbral region,

the asymptotic directions can change very rapidly with small changes in

either rigidity or direction of arrival. In particular, the assumption

that, for a particular arrival direction if 0,^ is accessible

from then all 0 ± 8°, ± 45° is accessible is quite untenable, since

a small change in arrival direction could easily result in tliat direction

becoming totally inaccessible, or vice-versa. HOT/ever, we can reasonably

assume that, in most cases, the error so caused is small, and that greater

error V70uld be incurred by omitting such terms altogether. This last

assiimption has been made in the present work.
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It is necessary to show that the various approximations made in

obtaining the variational coefficients are in fact acceptable. To some

extent, errors are going to be dependent on the form of the variation

•"1 5spectrum used : if the-latter v;ere of the form const. B. ,

for example, errors in determining as3nnptotic directions at high rigidities

V70uld be negligible, whereas pehumbral errors could be seriousj in the

+1.5case of a const, R * spectrum, the reverse would be the case. It is

in fact found that, in the case of the diurnal variation, the spectral

exponent is of order zero. In this case therefore errors in asymptotic

directions or coupling coefficients at either end of the spectrum can in

principle contribute to the overall error. It is found, however, that

the variation is constrained to the region below about 100 GV, and imst

of the error will come from errors in the penumbral region,

2.2 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Reference will be made in Chapter 3 to the history of investigations

concerning the correlation between atmospheric structural changes and

observed ground level changes in cosmic ray intensity. It is sufficient

here to detail the main effects.

Tlie charged secondary flux observed at ground level is dependent

on the quantity of air traversed (the mass absorption effect, sometimes

called the barometric effect), on the height of the atmospheric layer

where the majority of the secondaries are produced (negative temperature

effect), and the actual temperature of that layer (positive temperature

effect), as well as on variations in the incident primaries. The



relative proportions of each of these effects differs according to the

effective energy threshold of the detector« Approximate magnitudes are

given in Table 2.2.
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High Latitude

Vertical Cubic

Muon Telescope

Underground (Ilobart)

Vertical Semi-Cube

at 36 m.w.e.

Partial Pressure Coeff (%/cm.Hg) -1.55 -0.59

Negative Temp, 1! (%/lun) -4.8 -0.46

Positive " tl (%/°C) +0.05 +0.02

Total Pressure If (%/cm.IIg) -1.87 -0.65

Table -2,2

Approa^nate values of some atmospheric correction cO"
efficients. Since the parameters depend on the primary
spectrum they are likely to vary slightly through the solar
cycle.

Tvvo pressure coefficients appear in table 2.2. The partial

coefficient is obtained from 4-fold correlation analysis of observed

cosmic-ray flux, atmospheric pressure, and temperature ani height of

the production layer. It is used for data correction when all these

quantities are available. The total pressure coefficient is an attempt

to svimmarise the effects of changes in atmospheric structure in a single

measurement, for use on occasions when height and temperature measurements

are unavailable or when, as in the case of underground observations, the

temperature coefficients are small. These matters, are further discussed

in sections 3.2 and 5,2,
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For the neutron component of the secondary flux the situation is,

nomimlly, rather simpler. The only major effect is that of mass

absorption, but unfortunately the coefficient is large, of the order

0,7 %/inb. Writing the corrected count rate N' vrhich would be observed

at a standard pressure p as a function of the observed count rate K and

pressure p we have

K* = Nexp ^^^^ j 2,12

2
vxhere X is the attenuation length, usually given as around 138 gm/cm ,

p is normally the mean pressure at the station.

Whilst the use of this equation would appear simple enough, two

problems arise. Due to the magnitude of X, and the consequent large

correction coefficient, the pressure measurement used requires high

accuracy. In addition, doubt exists as to the correct value of X to

be applied to any particular instrument at any time. Use of this

equation also makes the unavoidable assumption that the barometric

pressure above the detector is a good representation of the mass of air

traversed by all secondary particles, many of which reach the detector

from inclined directions,

2,2.1 llass Absorption Coefficients

Determination of a suitable pressure correction coefficient for

neutron monitors is usually difficult due to the simultaneous occurrence

of jaressure and cosmic ray primary intensity variations. Error tails on

the results obtained tend to be ± 2 or 3%, Various attempts have been
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made to obtain more accurate estimates, either by use of a number of short

segments of data and assuming tloat no genuine primary variations occur

during the period (eog. Fornan, 1965), by use of a second station as a

control to eliminate such variations (e.g. McCracken and Johns, 1959),

or by use of a filtering procedure to eliminate large primary intensity

variations, usually in combination with a control station (e.g. Loclarood

and Kaplan, 1967). Forman concluded that, for Climax and Chicago, there

were no significant changes in the mass absorption coefficient between

1952 and 1963. Lockwood and Kaplan, on the other hand, found distimt

trends for the ilount Washington monitor, with a minimum value of the

coefficient occurrirg roughly coincidental v/ith solar maximum. Bachelet,

Dyring, lucci and Villoresi (1967, 1968) have confirmed this viet-7 workii^

with a combination of the above methods, and a number of stations. They

obtain minimum values of the coefficients in various years between 1957

and 1960, according to the station, but indicate a definite rise in the

values at each station, except llavjson and Ottawa, between solar maximum

and solar minimum. They claim that the variation of these two instru

ments from the generally observed pattern coiild be attributed to instru

mental changes. They are supported by Forman (1967, 1968), v7ho also

finds a solar cycle variation of about 0.04%/mm.Hg. to exist in sea level

high latitude monitors.

The correction factor originally used for all Hobart Group monitors

TTas -0,708 %/mb (-0.944 %/inm Hg). This corresponds to an attenuation

length of 145 gm.cm . It was realised subsequently that this was rather

loi^, and on January 1, 1962, a new coefficient of -0.744%/mb (-0.992%/iiim

Hg, 138 gm.cm ) was introduced, based on the v7ork of HcCracken and Johns,
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and Phillips (1961) . Figure 2,7 shOTJS the relationships betxjeen the

values of the correction coefficients estiaated by Bachelet et al and

those actually used. Clearly, the attenuation length used up until

-2
Deceaber 1961 was in error by about 7 gm,cm. , about 5%, rmplying that

residual pressure effects exist in the pressure-corrected data,

40,

2,2.2 Accuracy of Pressure Measurement

The accuracy required in individual pressure measurements varies

according to the purpose for which the final results are required, and the

statistical accuracy of the recorder involved. Since the majority of

neutron monitor records are published for general use, these requirements

involve the removal of all systematic errors from the pressure recording

system and the reduction of statistical errors (such as reading the pressure

transducer) to a level X'zhich xvrill not seriously enlarge the normal statis

tical variations due to the recorders mean count rate. Typical correction

coefficients lie in the range 0,68 to 0,72%/mb, The normal IGY type

neutron monitor as used by the Hobai^t group has a count rate, at sea level

and high latitudes, around 35,000 cts/hr, givirg a standard deviation

of about 0.5%/hr or 0,1%/day, A pressure accuracy of ±0,2 mb in hourly

readings is satisfactory in these cases, provided that na systematic error

exists. In the case of Super Monitors, of the type nox^r operating in

Eiany places, the pressure accuracy needs to be much better, say ±0,05 mb

for an hourly average.

The pressure recording systems used by the Hobart group to date

have been based, for all stations except Ht, Wellington, on visual

averaging from a barograph chart which is clianged daily. One hour's
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record on such a clmrt is 15 mm long, and the amplitude scale is 1 mb

equals 1.5 mm. The charts are calibrated every 3 hours by readings from

a mercury barometer at the local meteorological station. It is generally

thought that inaccuracies in this system v^ill be of the order ± 0,2 mb

for readirg the barograph trace, ± 0.1 mb for the calibrating barometer,

± 0,1 mb for trace width and ± 0.1 mb for hysteresis and sticking in the

barograph pen assembly. A total error of ± 0.5 mb is therefore indicated.

At Mt. Uellingtcn, prior to the destruction of the old station by fire in

Febri;iary 1967, photographic recording was in use, and a 9" diameter dial

aneroid barometer calibrated in hundredths of an inch of mercury was

employed. Similar errors were likely with this instrument. It is clear

that, for super monitors, better pressure recording systems are necessary.

It is hoped at this stage to introduce digital recorders, xdiich integrate

over the recording period, to all stations run by the Hobart group.

Hov7ever the Mt. Wellington 6M64 instrument still relies on a photographic

system, using a 9" dial aneroid calibrated in half nm. of Kg,, and readable

to tenths mm. of Kg,

Systematic errors in pressure measurements can stem from three

causes. These are faulty barometer calibration; correction to some

pressure other than the mean for the station ; or systematic errors in

the barometer readings due to outside influences.

The use of both barometer and barograph will detect any calibration

errors apart from possible zero errors in the barometer. It is not

coiceivable that such zero errors could be large enough to affect the

accuracy of pressure corrections, provided that they do not vary with

time.
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Use of an incorrect mean pressure for the station V70uld be serious

only if an incorrect attenuation length vrere used. It is known (section

2,2.1) that an incorrect length was used at Ilawson for several years. In

such a case, use of a grossly incorrect mean pressure for correction

purposes would increase the amplitude of the deviation of observed

pressinre from the 'mean' value, -and hence increase the error in the

'corrected' pressure. Ilm^ever, the annual mean pressure at Mawson

generally lies close to 990 mb, which figure has been used as the

correction mean.

Systematic errors in the barograph, and possibly the barometer,

therefore remain as the major soiirces of possible error. Several authors

have remarked on the possibility of hysteresis in the barograph giving rise

to a false component of the observed seai-diurnal variation in pressure-

corrected cosmic ray data. T-Tnilst this possibility certainly exists, it

is difficult to check accurately. Evidence obtained by the Hobart group,

and others, from underground muon telescopes and surface neutron monitors

suggests that a genuine soni-diurnal variation does exist. Contribution

to this from hysteresis of the barograph cannot be ruled out, but does not

appear large. The reading of a barometer may also be seriously affected

by the flow of air past the instrument. The next section deals with the

theory of this effect; subsequent sections xvill detril measurements made

at Hawson, where high winds are prevelant.

2.2.3 Uind Induced Errors in Barometer Readings

A barometer measiircs the apparent atmospheric pressure in its

immediate vicinity whereas we are, for cosmic ray purposes, interested
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only in the total aiv mss situated betvjeen the point of production of

the secondary particles and the detector. The region of atmosphere

through which most of the secondary particles pass, and in which many

are absorbed, is roughly a right circular cone, of half angle 45°, and

apex at the detector (Section 2,1,3). The assumption has therefore to

be made that the reading obtained from a barometer situated at the

detector is in fact representative of the air mass within this cone.

In the presence of a reasonably hoimgeneous atmospheric structure this

is generally true, although the passage of "fronts" can cause systematic

errors at some stations (Jacklyn, 1954; Fazzini, Galli, Guidi, and Randi,

1968). yJlien an air flow exists past the barometer or its housing, there

will be a contribution to its reading due to the Bernoulli effect. We

may vnrite

. . 2Pq = P - J cifn:

where P is the pressure reading obtained, P^ is the "static" pressure

reading which vre require, ^ and v are the density and velocity of the

air and c is an arbitrary constant.

The error in pressure readings thus caused can be large unless

either c or v is small. Table 2.3 shovrs the magnitude of errors

-3
which may be expected for ip = 0.0012 gm.cm , corresponding to

P^ = 1000 mb and a tei:5>erature of 15°C.
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c 10 20

Wind Speed v(m.

30

-1.
sec )

40 50

0.2 0.1 0.5 1.1 1.9 3.0

0.4 0.2 1.0 2.2 3.8 6.0

0.6 0.4 1.4 3.2 5.8 9.0

0.8 0.5 1.9 4.3 7.7 12.0 .

1.0 0.6 2.4 5.4 9.6 15.0

1.2 0.7 2.9 6.5 11.5 18.0

2 —1
Table 2,5. Values of ^ g in millibars (1 m.sea - 2,25

mile hr~l )

Shirauzu and Kimura (1957), experimenting with various model rooms

in a wind tunnel, demonstrated that c tended to take any value between

+1.0 and "1.0, depending on the angle between the room and the air flow,

the shape of the model, and the number and position of the orifices in it.

They concluded that, in general, no reliable correction could be made for

this effect.

Table 2.3 shows that, at stations where the wind speed frequently

exceeds 10 m.sec the problem may vrell be serious. At stations at

mountain altitudes, such as Mount Washington; or Mawson, Casey, or Syowa

on the Antarctic coastline, winds can exceed 40 m.sec ^ on occasion and

v/iiKis of 30 m.sec ^ are frequent. Consequently correction becomes

important.

Lockx-rood and Calawa (1957) have reported that the system used at

Ifount Washington, whereby the barometer is located in a sealed cistern
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connected to the outside of the building via a pitot tube and head

(Falconers, 1947), appears to give satisfactory results. Tliis system

asstunes a value of c of 1,0 and relies on the dynamic pressure in the

pitot head to provide compensation for pressure errors due to airflow

around the mountain. For the method to be satisfactory, it is essential

tliat the pitot head be located well away from any other obstructions which

could cause brealcdov7n of laminar flOT>7, since in such conditions c no

longer necessarily has unit value. There is also the possibility that

the design of the pitot head might cause trouble in this regard.

Taking the opposite vi®-7, Kodama, Ishida and Shimizu (1967) liave

attempted to design a static head which wotild register without any

correction and which would, in particular, be independent of vzind direction.

Th^ produced a hcxahedral design which, although in fact nst a perfect

static head sirce it has a c value of 0.04, is a considerable advance.

It does hoT-rever, require to be vaned into the wind.

In principle, either of these methods could v;ell be employed at

stations where high winds are a severe problem. A difficulty is that,

at least as far as the Antarctic stations are concerned, high wind

velocities are frequently accompanied by severe snov; drift or full blizzard

conditions. Under such circumstances, heads, bearings, etc., freeze up

very rapidly and the requisite amount of electrical heating is not always

available.

2.2.3.1 Studies at Ilawson. Data

Mawson, by virtue of its location and local topography, experiences

remarkably constant winds. The station, which is operated by A.N'.A'.R'.E'.
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is small, with a normal wintering party of 25 men. It is situated on a

rocky outcrop, about half a mile long, 1/4 mile deep and 100 feet high,

on the Antarctic coastline. Immediately behind the station, the

continental ice shelf starts sloping upwards towards the high plateau.

As a consequence, the station is subject to a strong daily katabatic

wind, .cold air travelling down the ice slope, A pronounced diurnal

variation exists in the phenomenon, the wind frequently dying av7ay around

midnight local time and recurring in the late morning. The afternoon

wind speed is up to 15 or 20 metre sec and by virture of its nature

is constant in direction, blowing from directions betX'/een 130° and 140°.

In winter, the I<atabatic vrind is erratic. This state of affairs indicated

that if a house effect with an appreciable c value existed, then systemic

diurnal errors in pressure readings vrould result, figure 2.8 shows a

plot of typical monthly mean values of hourly wind speeds.

Additional high winds are caused at Mawson by the passage of regions

of lox7 pressure, A continuous series of such regions circulates around

southern polar areas, passing to the north of Mawson at intervals between

7 and 14 days. They produce strong wiids v/hich can range anjn-rhere betx^een

25 and 50 metre sec The direction of these x-zinds is strikingly constant

being from around 90° to 105° prior to the passage of the loxj across the

station meridian, and 110° to 130° subsequently. These directions more or

less coincide x^ith those of the katabatic x-;ind. High winds from directions

outside the ranges mentioned above are almost totally unknoxra, only one

case being recorded betx^een 1960 and 1967. In these circumstances, sj'ste-

matic alienation of pressure records seemed likely and studies of the

problem xrere initiated.
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Figure 2.8. Typical monthly mean hourly wind speeds^ Mawson. There
is littTTchjange in this pattern from year to yehr.
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2g2,3c2 Pressure Measurenents at I^Iawson

From the founding of the station in February 1954, up until April

1965, all pressure measurements at l-to/son were made in the original

meteorological building. This building, no^7 kncn-7n as "old met" (Figure

2,9) is a hut of early AM.RE design, and in fact was transported from

Heard Island where it was first installed about 1948 or 1949, By the time

the author came to kix)w it, in 1960, it could int be described as weather

proof in any sort of strong wind. There were a considerable number of

pin hole cracks and small slits through which snow drift could penetrate.

Ko "dead bench" was provided, and perforce both barometer and barograph

vrere mounted on one wall of the building on normal shelves, subject to

some vibration during high winds, V7ith cons«iuent thickening of the

barograph trace. On the face of it, it vrould be inmgined that pressure

measurements obtained under such conditions would be unreliable to say

the least; however in practice this did not,turn out to be so, as will

be shown below.

In April 1965 a new meteorological building, of the current standard

AMEE weatherproof pattern, vas brought into use. This building is knoxirn

as "new met". It was at once apparent from "pressure" corrected cosmic

ray data that the pressure measured in this building was partly dependent

on wind velocity. The cosmic-ray physicist immediately obtained perraissior

to use the Bureau of Meteorology's spare barograph and barometer in the

cosmic ray laboratory - krcwn as "cosray". In February 1966, the incoming

cosmic-ray physicist reverted, due to a misunderstanding, to obtaining his

pressure records from new met and did not notice the resultant peculiarities"

in his results. During the year the only means of returning results from

Mawson to Australia is by telegram, detailed results being brought back
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with the returning operator at the summer changeover. The telegraphed

results were, at that time, as a routine confined to pressure-corrected

neutron hourly count rates, together v/ith daily mean values of muon

count rates and pressure records. In consequence, the correlation between

pressure and ncciinally pressure-corrected neutron results was not detected

at liobart until the June data v;efe examined, when it became apparent

that considerable disagreement existed betvreen results from ilav/son and those

from Uilkes, From then until January 1967 simultaneous pressure measure

ments were made in cosray, old met, and new net. Subsequently, all

pressure measurements have been made in old met. Following these events

both uncorrected neutron and pressure data are now telegraphed to Hobart

for examination.

From the analysis aspect, it is clear that the problem requires

treatment in tv70 stages, prior to April 1965, and subsequent to it, Ue

will first consider the earlier period.

2,2.3,3 Analysis, 1960-1964 data

Hourly values of mean wind speed and direction were obtained, and

a correlation analysis carried out between v/ind speed and pressure-

corrected neutron count rate on an hourly basis. Preliminary analyses

were undertaken on a desk calculator, subsequent ones on the computer.

It was necessary to eliminate secular drifts from the neutron data as the

average wind speed varies through the year, being highest in simmer. This

x^as achieved by multiplying each hourly neutron count by a correction factor

equal to the mean count rate for the entire period divided by the annual

running mean hourly count rate centred on the day in question. The reference*
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mean used was 555 scale counts per hour. To eliminate as far as possible

the effects of genuine variations in the incident primary cosmic rays, all

hours for which the data, after adjustment as described above, were five or

more standard deviations different from the mean were rejected from the

analysis.

This last procedure is open to criticism. The chances of obtaining

a purely random deviation of 50 from the mean are negligible. However,

allowance must be made for deviations genuinely due to faulty pressure

records as a result of high vrind speeds and this figure was chosen as a

compromise. Tiie alternative procedure would have been to employ another

neutron detector, xi7hose cone of acceptance was similar to that of Maws on,

in a threefold regression analysis. Tlie choice of a station for such an

analysis is difficult, although Ottavra or Churchill would probably be

suitable. However, the extra data preparation involved and, more serious,

the limited storage available on the 503 computer when the project was first

tackled, caused the method to be rejected until such time as it was shown

to be necessary. This did not eventuate. There is no reason to suppose

that there is any significant correlation between those genuine cosmic ray

variations which remained in the data after the 50 limit had been applied

and the wind data, except for the possibility of a connection between the

diurnal variation in wind velocity due to the l<atabatic influence and the

nornal diurnal variation in cosmic ray intensity, which will be considered

later. ' .The only effect of any other cosmic ray variations present will be

to decrease the signal to noise ratio of the calculations, thereby reducing

correlation coefficients. It was necessary to use hourly, rather than

daily, figures to get sufficient wind variability.

So far as could be ascertained frcsn the preliminary calculations,
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the dependence of count rate upon wind speed vias very small, if not zero,

regardless of the direction of wind. It has already been pointed out tb^t

the winds at Mavrson come mainly from tv70 fairly similar directions, and

accordingly the v^ind data were divided into three groups, corresponding

to winds from directions between 90° and 120°, 120° and 180°, and all

others. A fourth group, for all winds regardless of direction, v/as also

established. Uithin each group the data v/ere further classified in classes

of width 5 miles hr ^ as depicted in Table 2.4. The mean wind speed

within each class, the mean neutron count rate for the corresponding hours,

and the number of hours involved vrere then computed and printed for each

individual class.

. Group 2 Group 3 Group 4Class Speed J°^J ~ South- Other All directions
® east directions (sum of groups 1-3)

1 0 toi 4 mile hr ^
2 5

II
9

II II

3 10 It 14 ft

4 15
II

19
ft

5 20 II 24 II

6 25 II 29
If

7 30 11 34 If

8 35
II 39

If

9 40 II 44 If

10 45 II 49 II

11 50
II 54 If

12 55
II

59
If

13 60 •1 64 It

14 65
II

69
If

15 70 II 74 II

16 75
II 79

It

17 80 II 84 It

18 > 85

Table 2.4: ClasHfioation of breaMown of wi-iid data. The choice of
unitSj Mile hv-l and 16 -points of the ccmpassj in the ox>iginal analysis
•ms dictated by the scales p-^ovided on the anerrograph cJiarts in the
earlier' years. More recent charts liare been calibrated in knots
(1 l<not = 6280 feet ~ 0,53 metre sec ) and tens of degrees.
For simplicity of -tabulation^ data obtained on this scale hare been
converted to the original one before use.
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The basic period used in the analysis was the calender month. For

o» ^1 ^2each month, the coefficients a^, a^ and a^ of the equation

2
n = a +a-v+a„v 2.13

V o 1 2

where n^ is the apparent neutron rate corresponding to wind speed v

were obtained by regression analysis for all winds regardless of their

direction (group 4). Three separate sets of regression analyses v;ere

performed.

(a) Usins all data points completely independently

(b) Grouping and averaging first, and then using the resultant

mean values vzeighted by the number of hoiars involved in each

class

(c) Grouping and averaging but not weighting, giving each point an

equal value.

Every calendar quarter this process was repeated on the total results

for the quarter, but on this occasion the analysis was performed on each

of the groups 1 to 4, instead of on group 4 only. This procedure was

adopted because in general there x^ere insufficient hours in some groups

in some months to justify individual statistical analysis.

For the total results for each year, and also for the total results

for the four years 1960-63, arxl five years 1960-64, the quarterly procedure

was repeated, this time using linear, quadratic, and cubic functions to

test for best fit to the data, instead of merely assuming the qtiadratic

case as for the shorter term data.

In the ideal case of no alienation of pressure data by wirai speed

one x^ould expect a^ to equal n^, and a^^ and a^ - and a^ if
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calculated "• to be zero. However, any statistical analysis will invariably

give non-zero values, and it must be determined if they are in fact

significant. The choice of the quadratic expression was made on grounds

. that the Bernoulli effect vras involved. In the case of a pure Bernoulli

effect a^ vrould be zero. Tlie linear and cubic cases were added since
o

it was obvious that more than a simple application of | cijJv could be

involved. The significance or otherwise of the regression coefficients

was tested using the standard "t" test on the simultaneously obtained

correlation coefficient. All vrere found to be significant.

2.2.3.4 Pv.esults, 1960-1964

It is clear that no consistent major correlation betn/een pressure-

corrected neutron count rate and observed winl velocity existed during this

period. Figure 2.10 shows the relationship observed be1r,-reen the two

quantities averaged over each of the five years, the direction of the

wind being disregarded. The average relation for all five years taken

together is also shown. In each case, the value shown is that of the

mean count rate for the period corresponding to the particular X'rind speed

group. The 95% confidence limits, based purely on the total counts

involved in the observation are also shown. The curve is the computed cubic

curve of best fit, obtained' using the individual points on the graph weighted

according to their statistical accuracy. It is evident from the graphs

that the sitiiation may have been somewhat different during 1950 and 1961

than during the other three years. A definite upturn in neutron intensity

is observable in 1960-61, except for the two rather low points at high

velocities in 1960. The curve of best fit rises throughout. Curves for
0

the other years tend to fall as the velocity rises. It may be therefore
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that the apparently near horizontal graph for the five year average reflects

the sum of two more or less eq-oal and opposite effectSj, the fall av;ay at

highest velocities being due to the greater preponderance of high winds in

the later years.

The error tails, being statistical, take no account of possible bias

due to small cosmic ray events causing variations in count rate not exceeding

the 5a rejection limit. Tlie two low count rates obtained in 1960 at high

wind speeds are definitely due to this cause. Such variations are not

eliminated by the running average technique employed unless they are of

considerable duration. It is unlikely, hovyever, that all cosmic ray data

obtained during high winds would be biased in this vray, and it is still

less likely tliat it v/ill all be biased in the sane direction. It is

thought that any accidental concurrence of high winds and genuine low

neutron intensities vrould add no more than another 2a to the error tails,

and even in this event there vrould still be a definite tendency for the

observed intensity to decrease with v/ind velocity during the final tliree

years. It is therefore concluded that a definite relationship exists

in the Mavrson data between wind speed and apparent neutron intensity, and

that the relationship varied betvreen 1960-61 and 1962-64.

Turning to individual wind directions, the five-year averages for

the East, South East, and Other, groups are shovrn inFigiure 2.11. In the

E and SE sets-, the same sort of reduction of intensity at high velocity

is observed. The reduction seen in the Other Directions set is not

significant due to the very lov; incidence of high Vi?inds in these directions.

From the graphs, it seems reasonable to deduce that the effect is indepenient

of direction, at least within the accuracy attainable.
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The suggestion was put forward earlier in this chapter that any

correlation observed may be due to the effects that high wird velocities

may have on barometer readings. It was pointed out that, in general, the

magnitudes of such effects are highly dependent on Xijird direction and local

topography. It has been customary at liawson to stack large quantities of

weatherproof stores in close proximity to the old met hut. The exact

location of these stacks tends to vary from year to year, and their si2e

decreases more or less linearly between replenishment of the station supplies

each February and the end of the tour of duty 12 months later. The store

stacks are generally located downwind of the hut, although close enough to

affect the air flow. High swxf drifts form on the upwind side of the hut

between ilarch and December, In consequence, changes in the effects could

be, although not necessarily must be, observed from year to year and

season to season. This sort of thing could account, at least partially,

for the variability of results from month to month.

Another possible explanation exists. It has already been mentioned

that high winds at Mawson, those above the maximum katabatic velocity of

40 mile hr are invariably associated with the passage of regions of lov?

pressure over the station. Generally the centre of the cyclone passes to

the north of the station, and pressure vrill drop to around 950 mb, but at

times it will pass overhead and a sea-level pressure of 937 mb has been

record^. The annual mean sea level pressure at Mawson is 990 mb.

Conversely, periods of high pressure, up to 1030 mb, are generally charac

terised by relatively windless conditions. Consequently, an apparent

relationship betvreen wind speed and pressure- corrected neutron intensity

could imply a failxirc to correctly compensate for pressinre effects, i.e.

the use of an incorrect pressure correction coefficient.
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Figure 2,12 shov/s the correspondence between pressure and observed

vrind velocity for 1966. The pressure values are those obtained after

correction for the known v/ind-induced errors in the barograph. The

tendency for high winds to be acconpanied by periods of low pressure is clear

It was not thought necessary to repeat this calculation for other years

since the general laeteorological pattern repeats itself fairly closely

from year to year, and no other pressure data were immediately available

on tape. It should be an acceptable approKimation to use the trends

indicated in Figure 2.12 when considering data from earlier years.

2.2.3.5 Effects of Incorrect I-!ass Absorption Coefficient

The neutron data prior to January 1, 1962, were corrected using a

faulty correction coefficient (see previous section). Figure 2.7 shows

that an acceptable attenuation length for 1960 and 1961 would have been

-2 -2
138 gm.cn instead of the 145 gm.cm actually used. Successive sub

stitution of the correct and faulty attenuation lengths in the correction

equation (eqn. 2.12) reveals that the error caused by use of the incorrect

value is given by

e = -0.036 (p - p^) 2.14

vjliere e is in percentage, and the observed pressure p and mean pressure

are in millibars. Figure 2.12 reveals tliat the average pressure at

a vzind speed of niles/hr is about 980 nib, and is lower at higher vzind

speeds. Therefore, on the. average, the error in the pressure-corrected

neutron count rate at this speed will be, from substitution in (eqn. 2.14),

at least +0.36%. The error vrill be greater at higher wind speeds.
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He can now return to the graphs of neutron intensity versus wind

speed (figure 2.10). The discrepancy between the plots for 1960 and 1961,

and those for the remaining tliree years, is explicable on the basis of faulty

attenuation length. If we apply the above suggestion to the I960 and 1961

plots, we find tliat they will indeed tend to turn dov/nsrards at wind speeds

in the 40 to 50 mile/hr range, confirming the results of the other years.

2.2.3.6 Correction to Ilawson Pressure, 1965-6

Pressure measurements at Mawson were different during 1965 and 1966

from those of other years (section 2.2.3,2). Details are shown in Table 2.5.

Period Measurements made in

Prior to April 18, 1965 Old Met
April 19, 1965 to February 12, 1966 Cos Ray
Feb. 13 to Sept. 5, 1966 Met
Sept. 6 to Hov. 22, 1966 Cos Ray
I1)V. 23, 1966 onwards Old Met

Table 2.5: Loaat-lon of Mawson Barographs,

The use of this number of locations is unfortunate, and was due to

misunderstandings between the several people involved at Mav7son, Hobart,

and Melbourne. The short period of observations in cosray late in 1966

folloi-red the author's insistence of an immediate transfer away from new met

as soon as he became aware that it was in use. It was not immediately

known in Hobart whether old met was still available.

Study of the Forbush effects in the neutron data for the end of June

1966 revealed, when compared with data from elses^here, discrepancies which

could be explained by errors in pressure measurements of the order of 5 mb.

A V7irrf of average speed 50 to 60 mile/hr was blowing at the time. Simul-
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taneous readings of pressure in n©-7 met, old met, and cosray, were then

instituted and continued for several months.

Each set of readings was reduced to sea level pressure, and the

differences taken. As e:cpected there v;ere lo consistent differences

between pressures measured at the three locations during periods of lov; wind.,

At higher wind speeds this \i3.Q not so. The results are shox/n in Table 2.6,

Wind Uind Speed Range (knots)Location Direction 25-30 31-35 36-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 >70

Old Met - Na; Met aD°-124° 0.3
" " 125°-190 0.3

Old Met - Cos Ray 80°-124°
125°-190,1 „ - , „ ^o , ^o

0.8 1.3 1.8 2.9 3.4 4.7'
0.4 0.8 1.2 1.7

0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.8

0.2 0.4 0.7 0.9

Table 2.6: Fressvre diffeaenee^ in rnb^ registex'ed, between
new met3 cos ray^ and old met huts (1 hiot ~ 6080 ft/hr -
0,514 metre secrl ).

It was reported by the experimenters at Mawson that the barometer

in old met suffered least 'pumping' during high v/inds, indicating that it

probably had the least error. This was supported by the fact that this

barometer always read higher than the other instruments, since it was

already kncR-m from the cosmic ray data tliat the nev; met barometer x^as

readiig lovrer than the true pressure in high x^ind conditions. In vi©7

of this, and since the calcxilations referred to in previous sections had

not revealed a serious bias of old net pressure x^ith x^ind, the pressure

measurements xrere finally returned to old met. This arrangement has been

continued in subsequent years.

It was clear that the pressure obtained from nexj met could not

be used to pressure correct cosmic ray data. Therefore it xv-as decided to
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modify all 1966 pressure data to the old met standard, tahing into account

the wind speed and direction. The error, AP, is given by

AP = av + bv 2.15

where v is wind velocity in some specific direction or group of directions,

The expression contains no constant term, since all instruments agreed at

low wind speeds. Least squares analysis of the data in Table 2.6 produced

the coefficients listed in Table 2.7.

New Met data

Cos Ray data

Direction

80°-124°
125°-190°

80°-124°
125°-190°

-3

-3

-3

-4.756idO
-7.884x10

2.987x10

-4.663x10

-4
6.941x10

5.478xl0"

7.301x10

3.032x10

-5

-5

Table 2»7: Factcvs to obtain true pressure from pressure
measured in Mauson cos ray and new met huts. For use with
V expressed in rniles/hr^ and pressure in mrillibars.

All 1966 pressure data were then corrected to the old met standard

using equation 2.15 and the appropriate coefficients from Table 2.7. No

correction was applied for winds v/hose directions were outside the ranges

irdicated. Such winds are almost invariably light and the errors are

therefore small. The 'corrected' pressure was then considered to be

the best estimate of pressure available, although it undoubtedly still

contains some errors, and wa.s used to pressure correct the 1966 raw neutron

data.
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The 1965 pressure data^ although partly obtained in cos ray^ have

not been treated in this fashion, since the pressure error is rauch siisller

than that involving net? met. Some errors will therefore remain in the 1965

pressure-corrected neutron data.

2.2.3.7 Errors at IJilkes and Casey

The AMRE station at IJilkes experiences even stronger vjinds than

does Mawson. However close inspection of the pressure corrected neutron

data obtained at Uilkes during periods of high wind showed no indication

of a wind effoot on the barometer, and consequently an analysis of the

type undertaken on the riawson data was not attempted.

Wilkes station was built in 1957 on a rocky outcrop on the Antarctic

coastline. By the mid nineteen sixties the station was alrsost totally

buried by snowdrifts, was in poor structural condition and judged to be a

serious fire risk. The separate neutron monitor building, erected in

1961, did not suffer from these problems. Rather than repair the base

an entirely net-7 station, named Casey, was built a fe^-7 miles avray. Casey

was commissioned in January 1969, and Wilkes was finally closed at the

end of April 1969. The neutron monitor was moved from Wilkes to Casey

between April 9th and 12th, 1969.

It was immediately apparent that extremely large vzind associated

errors existed in the Casey barograph. Visual inspection of telegraphed

data suggested barometer errors of the order of 8 mb. at wind speeds of

80 mile/hour. Unfortunately extensive experimeriation has failed to

find any better site, around the station, for the barometer, and finance

has not been available to install a suitable static head system. Recourse
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lias had to be made to retrospective correction of the pressure data using

the best possible estimation of the i/ind effect, the same technique as was

used on the 1965 llavrson pressure data.

Co-incidence of several Forbush Decreases and periods of high wind

at Casey during 1959 caused some difficulty in evaluating coefficients for

use in eqn, 2.15. Elimination of Forbush Decrease periods led to elimin

ation of too great a percentage of the high wind periods. Eventually

pressure corrected ilawson data were used as a control to remove as much

of the Forbush Decrease effects as iwssible from the Casey data. These

revised data were then used in the usual way.' This process must result

in greater residual errors than if it were not necessary, and the revised

pressure and pressure-corrected neutron data produced should be treated

with caution wherever high winds are indicated on the data sheets.

There was no need to group the pressure data by wind direction at

Casey, since all high winds were closely from the same direction. The

•"2coefficient values found were a = 1.0817 x 10 , b =-• 6.97 x 10

They again refer to wind speed in miles/hr, and pressure in millibars.

Tlie majority of the numerical xrork involved in the Casey analysis

xjas carried out by Mr. G.G. Cooper, under the author's guidance.



CII-'iPTER 3. '

THE SOLAR DAILY VARIATIOII " HISTORY AlTD THEORIES. '

3.1 ICTROPUCTIOIT

The existence of a regular variation^ of period 24 hours, in the

grounl level cosmic ray flux lias been known for almost years. Lindholm

(1928), cited by Elliot (1952), reported the existence of such a variation,

having an amplitude of something less than 0.5% and a maximum in the early

afternoon, local solar time. This variation has come to be called the

solar daily variation, which will generally be abbreviated to "d.v." in

this report.

Hie variation lias been shown by many investigators to be not a pure

sine wave but best represented by the sum of two sine waves, of period 24

ard 12 hours respectively, and having different amplitudes and phases.

These components are termed the first and second harmonics of the d.v.

and are obtained by Fourier analysis of the original data. Their amplitudes

are small, typically between 0.2 and 0.4% for the first harmonic and 0.03

to 0.1% for the second. The eiact figure depends on the tjrpe of recording

equipment, its geographic location, and the state of solar activity. The

time of maximum of the first harmonic is usually sometime in the afternoon,

local solar time, and that of the second somewhere around noon. The

pliases are also depeident on the factors just mentioned. Recombining the

tv70 harraonics leads to a d.v. .with peak to peak amplitude (as opposed to

the zero to peak amplitude mentioned above) around 0.6 to 0.8%, maximum

normally sometime in the local afternoon and minimum usually about 8 to

10 hours earlier.
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A similar in appearance, althoush very different in character, d,v.

exists in sidereal time. This will briefly appear in this investigation

in Chapter 5 in relation to the results obtained underground, arid will be

mentioned only in passing elsewhere.

The classic approach to the daily variation problen is to obtain

total counts for a period for each hour of the 24, after days containing

recognisable cosmic ray events, and days of incomplete data, have been

rejected. The period chosen depends on the aims of individxial esiperinents

but must always be long enough to obtain reasonable counting rate statistics.

The resultant data have then sometimes been smoothed by some process, at

least to remove any secular trends which may be present, and have then

been subjected to Harmonic (Fourier) Analysis. Vectors of components of

period 24 and 12 hours, and at times 8 or even 6 hours, have been obtained.

The values thus obtained represent vectors of the mean d.v. for the period,

as opposed to the mean of the vectors of the d.v, of individual days. The

difference can easily be seen by considering a 12 day period durirg v/hich

the first harmonic vector lias the same amplitude rl each day, but occurs

two hours earlier than on the preceding day. The summation dial is

shown in Figure 3.1, Clearly, the mean amplitude of the individual

vectors over this period is still rl, the mean time of occurrence being

indeterminate. If, hovrever, we add the data over the 12 days and then

perform harmonic analysis we will obtain a first harmonic vector of zero

amplitude, and therefore again of indeterminate time of occurrence;

clearly a quite different result from that obtained by considering

individual days.
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Figure 3.1. Svjmatio7i dial of 12 veatars of eqval amvli-
tvAe a-rid constant phase difference hetxoeen adcaoent vectors.



This classic approach is therefore a guide to the day-to-day dail^'

variation only if it can be shown that the pliases of the latter are

reasonably constant; if they are not soj then it is necessary to dissociate

the two effects entirely. Patel, Sarabhai, arid Subrainanian (1968)^ using

Hd64 Super nonitors, liave shown that the majority of individual days display

diurnal maxima in free snaca directions between 225 and 285 but that

a small number of days display maxima in ail other possible directions.

Additionally, series of days of erlianccd diurnal variations (Duggal and

Pomerantz, 1962; and others) exist. These liave highly varied directions

of maximum intensity, and amplitudes ranging up to 3 or 4%, ten times

greater than the long tern average amplitude. These effects are due to

transient variations iia interplanetary conditiora. Hie long-tejrm mean'd.v.

is therefore not siiaply an average of daily values, but rather a measure

of the average (over the term) interplanetary magnetic conditions.

Two criteria must be applied when selecting the length of the period

to be analysed. It must be of such a length as to make the resultant

average physically meaningful, and must be long enough to enable reasonable

statistical accuracy to be obtained in the results.

The first of these requireuents depends somewhat on the question

being asked of the data. In cliapters 4 and 5, for example, we vrill be

concerned with changes in the average diurnal variation through part of a

solar cycle. Annual averages are convenient for this purpose. They liave

the added advantage of being free from contamination by any diurnal variations

which exist in sidereal time. As part of the analysis v;e vrill also be

concerned with internal consistency of the observed variations both between

individual sections of a particular neutron monitor and also betv;een various
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different monitors. For such tests monthly averages are appropriate.

Concerning the statistical accuracy it may be shoiruj based on

Poisson statistics (e.g. Parsons, 1959), tliat the standard deviation a

of the aiqjlitude of any harmonic of the daily variation equals %j
/ 12N

where N is the mean hourly count total involved. If we require

a ^ 0.02%, H = 2 X 10 counts, A standard IGY type neutron monitor

operating at mid-latitudes v/ill require approximately two months' operation

to achieve this figure. For one month's operation G - 0.028%. The

errors in the times of mximum of the iiriividual harmonics depend on both

the amplitude of the harmonic vector and on its standard deviation. In a

typical case of a monthly vector O - 0.028% and the amplitude rl of the

first harmonic might equal 0.25%. The standard error of the phase of the

first harmonic then equals 0.44 hours. In the same case r2 might equal

0.04% and the consequent standard error of the pbiase of the second harmonic

is then 1.66 hours. In practice the standard errors will be larger tlian

those indicated by Poisson statistics (section 4.7.2), Standard errors

of such magnitude are as large as can be tolerated and therefore for work

with such neutron monitors it is inadvisable to attempt this type of anilysi:

for periods of less than one month.

For this reason primarily, very few attempts were made to study the

d.v. on a day-to-day basis, except for enhanced variations, until the advent

of very high counting rate recorders in the last tlnree or four years. The

largest neutron monitor now opcratins» as far as the author is axrare, is

the 48-1-11-64 at Deep River, having a counting rate of 2 x 10^ cts/hr. This

meets the statistical requirements quoted above. Ifcist other "Super"

monitors have IS counters and a count rate about 6 x 10^ /hr at high
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latitudes. The high count rate scintillator nuon telescopes at Ilassachusett;

Institute of Technologyj Deep E.iver, and other places, have count rates

1.3 X 10 /hr. Such instruiUents have been used by some investigators

for studies on a day-to-day basis.

The extensive studies of the time-averaged d.v., often, but not

exclusively, the annual average, have had to answer three main questions

since Liniholm's experiment \m.s performd. Tliese axe'.-

(a) Are the variations seen in the secondary component at ground level a

reflection, true or distorted, of similar \'ariations in the primary

radiation incident on the top of the atmosphere?

(b) If a genuine variation is present in the primary radiation, does its

source lie in .modulation of a purely isotropic flux by geomagnetic

effects or is it a reflection of a genuine flux anisotropy incident on

the magneto sphere?

(c) If the latter alternative is correct, and a genuine anisotropy, regular

in time, does exist in interplanetary space, vrhat are its features arid

causes?

It is clearly necessary to treat these questions in the order given.

The solution of the first problem tool; by far the lorigest' time, up until

the early 1950's, That of the second was a subject for debate until about

1960.

3.2 ATIDSPKERIC EFFECTS

The effect of the atmosphere on the incident cosmic radiation is

complex, and dependent on the primary energy and secondary component involved.

It is however useful to consider the charged and neutral, i.e. muon and

neutron, components quite separately.
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3.2.1 The charged component, 1911 to 1950

This was the first of the tv70 coi:5)onents to be detcctedj the first

real confirraation of the arrival of charged radiation in the atiiiosphere

coming from the manned balloon flights of Eess and Kolhorster in 1911-14,

Questions concerning the source of this radiation were at once raised.

Several investigators tackled the problem but for some years their results

appeared to be mutually contradictory, liventually it became apparent tliat

the radiation was largely isotropic, but that various irregular decreases,

and less frequent increases, also existed. If the observations V7ere

averaged over a suitable lei^gth period it transpired tliat there was a

regular variation in solar time having an aiiplitude of something less than

1% Sivd a time of iraximum generally in the range 1200 to 1800 hours local

time. There was some suggestion that a seasonal variation existed in

this effect.

Miilst these investigations were still in progress the barometer

effect was discovered, in 1928, by llyssowslcy and Tuwim. The cosmic-ray

intensity, as measinred by ionisation chambers, V7as negatively correlated

with changes in atmospheric pressure. Later a negative correlation with

ground level toaperature was also found. It was clear that both these

effects would have a profound effect on the observed cosmic ray daily

variation since both barometric pressure and ground level temperature

have regular variations with period 24 hours. In theory therefore

appropriate correction coefficients to eliminate these effects could be

obtained. Correction of the observed data could then be undertaken and

the residual d.v. should then represent the true d,v in the cosmic radiation

incident at the top of the atmosphere.
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It subsequently appeared that these corrections were insufficient.

Blaclcett (1938) suggested that the ground temperature effect was actually

a reflection of a change in the mean production height of the muons involvedj

since warming of the atmosphere at ground level would lead to a general

warming at higher altitudes, and hence to the rise of any particular

pressure level. The muon, which is the principal constituent of the

charged secondary radiation, lias a half life of 2.2 x 10 seconds, and

any increase in its production height would increase the chance of it

decaying before reaching grourd level. It iias considered unlikely that

a one to one correspondence v/ould exist between the ground level tsaperature

and the height of any particular pressure level, and therefore corrections

made to the observed d.v. on this basis could well be incorrect. This

doubt v/as re-inforced when experiments revealed an apparent seasonal

variation in the ground level toaperature coefficient (Kogg, 1947).

Duperier (1944) meanxjhile had investigated, also using partial

correlation techniques, the correlation between the day to day observed

intensity at ground level, the barometric pressure, and the heights of

various fixed atmospheric pressure levels. Prom the mid 1940's oiwards

the laSt-mentioned had been available from regular daily balloon-borne

radiosonde ascents. He found that if threefold correlation xjas carried

out betx-7een the cosmic-ray intensity I, the barometric pressure B, and the

assumed height of the production layer H, the partial correlation coefficients

betvreen I and B, holding H constant (xnritten as r^^ ^) and betx-reen

I and H X7ith B constant (r^ „) both increased as H increased.

They xrere still increasing at 100 mb., the highest level x/hich he could

investigate, aid he concluded tliat the production region X7as above this ^

height.
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Duperier's first e^qjermevits were carried out usiix? a geiger counter

telescope having no absorber. It therefore detected both nuons and

electrons, • The experiments were then extended to exclude the electron

component by means of suitable absorber placed bet\7een the trays of

geiger counters (Duperier, 1949). In this experiment internal

inconsistencies were found between r ^ and r^„ Unlike the first

experiment these quantities were now found to liave maximum values at

different heights. Duperier proposed that this could be due to a change

of density in the production region affecting the rate of muon production.

Since density is inversely proportior.al to temperature he proposed that an

observed change AI in muon intensity due to atmospheric effects may be

vrritten as

Here B and II have the same meanings as previously and T is the

temperature of the production layer. The various coefficients are obtained

by four-fold correlation analysis, considering the variation of only one

variable at a time vzhilst the other tx70 are held constant.

Much of the foregoing section is condensed from part of a compre

hensive review by Elliot (1952).

3.2.2 TIxe charged component, 1950 onX'7ards

Other irvestigators have continued studies of this problem, in

particular Dorman (1957, 1963) and Ilada (1961). Both conclude that the
¥

matter is more complicated than indicated by Duperier, aid ^hey recommend
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the use of correction nethods which take into account changes in atmospheric

structure between the production layer airi the recording instrument.

The differences betv/een the various methods are rot important from

the vieT«^oint of d.v. studies. Most, if r£>t all, investigators must rely

for atmospheric data on radiosonde flights conducted by their local Bureau

of Meteorology or equivalent organisation. Such flights are normally

launched once, or at some stations twice, a day, vrith launchings being at

the same time(s) each day. Useful information is thus obtained on day to

day changes in atmospheric structure, but nothing is found about hour to hoiir

clianges therein. Information on the latter is required for correction

of d.v. data by the Dorman, Wada, or Duperier techniques.

In this situation only two possibilities enist. Some sort of

estimate of AH ani AT may be made, and equation 3.1 used to correct

the data. In this case AH must be known fairly accurately since the

negative teaperature coefficient (6,„ „ „) is large for surface level muon

detectors (Table 2,1). Alternatively a total barometer coefficient may

be used in the equation

^ = 3 , AB 3.2
I total

3 is larger than 3 t. rn. ani to some extent compensates for the other
total IB.HI

two omitted terms. Neither possibility is really satisfactory and the

direct use of surface level muon telescopes for d.v. studies has generally

been regarded as of questionable value in recent years, although such results

have been used at times in conjur.ction vrith neutron monitor studies.
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There is at least on e:a:eption to this situation, Bercovitch (1966)

has reported that it appears possible to satisfactorily reconcile the doV.'s

recorded by the Deep R.iver neutron and mi.ion detectors when due allowance is

made for the d.v.'s in pressure and ground level temperature. He suggests

two possible reasons for this apparent contradiction of the results of

earlier workers. Firstly, tanperature inversion conditions occur fairly

frequently in the atmosphere above Deep River, The existence of such

conditions inhibits the normal convective heat transfer between the lower

and upper atmosphere xrtiich is characteristic of nontal adiabatic lapse

rate conditions. Secondly, he finds evidence that true day-right

temperature differences in the atmosphere abo\G 300 mb, are negligible above

Canada, thus supporting conclusions reached by Teweles and Finger (1960)

and Finger, Harris and Tewles (1964),

A quite different method of avoiding atmospheric contamination of

observations was employed by a nuriiber of investigators in the nineteen

fifties. This involves simultaneous observations with two (or more)

telescopes whose azimuthal headings are in different, generally opposite,

directions. The assumption is then made that the telescopes are looking

through esentially the same air mass and that the secondaries each detects

have therefore been subjected to the same atmospheric modulation, Tlie

difference between the intensities recorded by each instrument, after

standardisation to the sane detector efficiency, then represents the

difference between the primary fluxes being sampled by each instrument.

Assuming tliat the differences are purely a matter of direction of vie;;ing,

as is the case with the daily variation, the anisotropy giving rise to then

may be determined.
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A review o£ several such experinents is given by Sandstroia (1965),

pp 242 et seq, Soine conflicting results, v/hich in retrospect were

possibly due to insufficient knowledge of the detectors' asymptotic cones

of acceptance, caused the technique to be largely ignorai for several years,

Ibwever some observations v/ith crossed telescopes were continued by the Hobart

group, and these have recently been shovra to be rather useful in some aspects

of d.v. studies (Jacklyn, Duggal, and Poneranta, 1970),

3,2,3 The neutron component

Tlie large mass-absorption effect in secondary neutrons, due to

energy losses in neutron-hydrogen collisions in the atmosphere, has been

discussed in section 2,2,1, The reduction in neutron intensity at any

given atmospheric depth is a function of the total mass of hydrogen traversed.

In turn this is represented by the total mass of air above the level of

interest, one measure of vrhich is the barometric pressure at the level,

A significant d.v, exists in barometric pressure and if the data correction

method is inadequate a residual d.v, will remain in the data after correction.

The most probable cause of incorrect correction is use of an incorrect

barometric coefficient; e:q)erimental estimations of the magnitudes of such

errors are given in Section 4.7,3.

There are unfortunately other possible means of introducing

spurious d.v.'s into neutron monitor data, Neither the positive nor

negative temperature effects, so troublesome with muon data, should exist

since the half-life of neutrons is Iotq relative to their time of flight

and the reaction with hydrogen is not, to first order, temperature

dependent. However rat all neutrons recorded by normal types of neutron

monitors result from a pure neutron cascade through the atmosphere.
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Table 3.1, due to Harman and Hatton (1968), indicates the state of affairs

for normal neutron monitors.

Itffi-a C ompo nent IGY nM64

1 neutrons 83.2±4.8 83.3±4.0

2 Protons 6.2±1.2 6.7±1.5

3 Stopping muons 4.5±1.9 1.8±1.3

4 Fast muons (producing neutrons
l.S±0.4 1.9±0.5in flight)

5 Pions 1.2+0.3 0.8+0.2

6 Background anjd local production 3.0±1.0 5.5+0.5

Table 3.1 Peeaentage oonteibiit'ions to the oov.nti-ng rates of
IGY ard 11164 monitor's.

It is evident tliat items 3 to 6 inclusive will all display some

form of variation with tenperature, due to ve-riations in temperature of

the monitor pile itself arxil in the atmosphere at and below the muon

production level. Dorman (1957) calculated the magnitudes to be

appro:dmately -0.01%/°G for the local temperature dependence of an IGY

neutron monitor, and -0.03%/°C for a uniform rise in atmospheric temperature

throughout the region between the production layer and the site or a sea-

level mid-latitude neutron monitor. The magnitude of this effect will

be, according to Dorman, larger for an equatorial station and ^/ill

decrease with station altitude. Clearly diurnal variation's in pile or

atmospheric temperature can lead to residual variatior.s in neutron

monitor data. These could be large enough to affect conclusions drawn

from the data.
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Ilarmn ani Ilatton (1968), surveyirg the tenperature effect, firjd

tliat Dorr;an^s atmospheric coefficients must be revised upwards to compensate

for his irnorrect estimate of the relative contributions to the detector

count rate. They find that his coefficients should be multiplied by niiabers

of the order of 1.6 for IGY monitors and 1.2 for 11II64 monitors, for Leeds

near solar minimum. Bercovitch (1967), using older percentage contribution

data, reached a si.milar conclusion.

The presence of water vapour in the atmosphere will also affect the

counting rate of a neutron monitor sirae the attenuation length for neutrons

in water differs from tliat in air. Thus varying amounts of water vapour

will absorb varying amounts of the neutron flux. Bercovitch and

Robertson (1966) found the resulting coefficient for observed nautrons

to be 0.09 ± 0.03%/(gm.cra ) water vapour.

Ground lying snow appears to have a significant effect on the

counting rate of 11164 type monitors. The normal design for these detectors

calls for a shield of polyethylene, 7.5 cm thick, around the pile. In

contrast an IGY monitor is surrounded by a 30 cm thick paraffin was

shield. It has subsequently been shown (Bercovitch 1967; K.B. Jenton at

al, unpublished, 1970) that the 7.5 cm is insufficient. VJhen smvr is

lying on the ground in the vicinity of the monitor the number of locally

produced albedo neutrons decreases. The monitor count rate is found to

decrease in these conditions, indicatirg tliat a significant number of

externally produced neutrons are penetrating the shield. In principle

this difficulty is easily elirainated. However the shields are expensive,

sin^Jly due to their large volume. To increase the shield thickness of

the 61*164 monitor at Mt. Hellington xrould cost about $(A.us) 2000,

($1 Aus = $1.14 U.S.)' and this sum has xxjt been forthcoming. This particular
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monitor will therefore the subject to some snoxr effects in winter. Other

investigators find similar financial problems.

Only some of the abovementioned effects significantly affect the

observed d.v. in neutron intensity. Temperature changes in the monitor can.

be eliminated by control of the laboratory temperature. Cane (1971) has

shovzn that temperature variations of at least ±1°C are tolerable. Ground

sva\7 thickness is not likely to show a consistent daily variation, although

a regular sequence of overnight precipitation and daytime tiiauing can occur

at temperate climate sites. Some effect would probably be detectable at

Mt. Wellington, Snow falls of 3 or 4 inches occur a few times a year,

followed by thawing in a couple of days. At this particular station the

thin Aluminiuni walls of the building do not offer much in the V7ay of

additioml shielding.

Iiowever atiaospheric water vapour, beirg partly temperature dependent,

may exhibit a daily variation, and atmospheric temperature-itself certainly

will, at least below the tropopause. Fortunately the effects on secondary

neutrons are of opposite sense, although the degree of cancellation thus

invoked will vary \7idely. Little can be done about these problems, except

to hope - supported by some experimental evidence - that they are small.

Bercovitch (1967) has stated that the atmospheric temperature effect in

neutron monitors is about 20% of that in muon telescopes. This should

make the effect detectable in IItl64 monitor records if adequate tenqjerature

observations are available.

3.2.4 Conclusior.3, Atmospheric Effects

It had been shown conclusively by the early nineteen fifties, by

crossed telescope ej:periments, that atmospheric effects were not the sole
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contributors to the observed cosnic ray daily variation, althoush they

could give rise to large effects v^hich could partially or completely

obscure the genuine daily variation in radiation intonsitj' at the top of

the atmosphere. Most of the recent ^rork, some of which lias been outlined

above, lias been concerned with improving knowledge of the various co

efficients involved,

3.3 POSSIBLE GEOMA.GITETIC ORIGIM

For a period in the middle and late 1953's, there was considerable

speculation vjhether the daily variation observed after the removal of

atmospheric influences was of terrestrial or eictra terrestrial origin.

The main difficulty lay, prior to 1957, in the existence of only a handful

of neutron monitors at Chicago, Mt. Uashington, and one or two other places.

Consequently the majority of d.v. vrork was dona using muon telescopes.

The pitfalls inherent in such ec^periments liave been discussed in section

3.2.1 above. A full length revi®; of the work at tl^t time is not

justified here, several such exist in the literature. The main difficulties

lay in attempting to reconcile results of various experiments, some of

which appeared at the tine to be contradictory to others. Some of this

confusion arose from an imperfect knDv;ledge of the directions of viewing

of the instruments employed, due in turn to the difficulties associated

with trajectory tracing in the then inperfectly known earth's nmgnetic

field. Ife one paper could easily be singled out as demonstrating

conclusively that the observed daily variation was indeed mn~geomagnetic

in origin, but by the end of the decade it V7as generally thought that this

was so, at least so far as the mean daily variation was concerned.
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3.4 IITTERPIAIF.TARY ORIGIN

The daily variation observed in cosmic rays, after known atmospheric

and geomagnetic effects liave been removed, is not purely sinusoidal in

character. Neithcxr is it necessarily constant from one day to the next,

although long period mean values do shov7 remarkable constancy. We are at

present concerned mainly with these long term mean values.

Plotting typical data reveals that there is a naximum of intensity

in the late afternoon, local time, which corresponds to the 1800 direction

outside the magneto sphere. A minimum in intenaity occurs some 8 to 10

hours earlier, roughly in the 0900 direction. The observed variations

can be well represented by takirg the first and second harmonics from

Fourier amlysis of the data, and then recombinirg the:a (Fig, 3.2).

The question then arises vrhether the physical causes of the observations

are related to the first and second loarmonics, or whether a virtual

source and virtual sirdc exist in the appropriate direction. Both

suggestions Iiave received much attention in recent years. The mechanism

invoked for both the virtual source and for the first liarrnonic is usually

the same, and vrill be treated in the next section.

3.4.1 The Diurnal Component. The Virtual Source

Using a technique involving asymptotic cones of acceptance, Rao,

McCracken and Venlcatesan (1963) danonstrated that the mean diurnal

variations observed by a world wide selection of neutron monitors during

the IGY could be explained by an anisotropy of definite characteristics

in the primary radiation. This had an anplitude of 0.4% in the 1740 hrs

free space direction. In the range of rigidities 1.0 to 100 GV, they
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found that the anisotropy was independent of rigidity. Subsequent

analyses, including that of the present author (Chapters 4 and 5), have

shov7n tliat the anisotropy has remained constant, in gross features,

through the solar ninamun in 1965. Tliere are, however, significant

variations in some of the parameters involved.

The diurnal maximum in, approjdmately, the 1800 direction outside

the magnetosphere, implies a maximum in the received radiation from a

direction along the trailing side of earth's orbit. The problem is

cor^licated by the variation of the observed free space diurnal vectors from

day to day. In particular, large clianges in the vector exist at geomagnet-

ically disturbed-times, and efforts to obtain explicit relatioriships between

these vectors and .other geonagnctic parameters bjave not always been success

ful. It seems then that several factors must influence the directions of

motion of energetic particles in the vicinity of earth's orbit. A number

of theories designed to account for the observations have appeared in the

literature in recent years. Some are discussed in the remainder of this

section.

Parker (1964, 1966 ) suggested that the difficulty of the day-to-day

variability could be overcome when the non uniform, both in space and in

tine, nature of the interplanetary magnetic field, B, va.s considered.

He demonstrated tliat in a completely stationary large scale B field no

anisotropy could exist. In time varyipg fields, anisotropies could be

observed due to non cancellation of cosmic ray density gradients and to

streaming caused by the electric field created by the lajviis solar wind.

However the long term field change is clearly zero, consequently no long

tern average anisotropy could exist from this cause. He also found that,
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if the B field is grossly (on the scale of the gyro-radii of the particles

involved) regular inside earth's orbit, so that the guiding centre

approximation holds, and if there are sufficient irregularities outside the

earth's orbit to largely destroy the cosmic ray density gradient produced

by the electric field inlierent in the solar wind, then a net streaming

of cosmic rays parallel to the earth's orbit vrill result. The mean value

of the streaming velocity will be the solar co-rotation velocity at 1 a.u.,

400 km/sec. Axford (1965) independently came to a similar conclusion.

llcCracken and Rao (1966) shov/ed that this effect should result in

a mean annual diurnal variation of 0.7coo(lat)% and discussed reasons Tdiy

the observed variation, although apparently following the cosine rule

quite closely, has an amplitude of 0.4% instead of 0.7%. They postulated

that this could be due to the edstence of a time varying cosmic ray gradient

normal to the ecliptic plane. Variations in the amplitude of the diurnal

vector could, in the light of this suggestion, be due to variations in the

perpendicular density gradient.

All the abovaaentioned authors agree that some upper rigidity lirait

must apply to the co-rotation model. Clearly particle gyro radii must be

less than the scale dimension of the rotating system. Parker suggests

around 100 GV, whilst Axford predicts that the limit may be solar cycle

dependent, being lowest at solar minimum, as the result of variations in

irregularity dimensions outside the earth's orbit. Chapters 4 and 5

of this thesis will present observational evidenrie for such changes.

Axford suggests that at rigidities above this limit the observed daily

variation will be in sidereal time, and below the limit will be in

solar time.
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Evidsrce exists for abrupt char^ges in the monthly mean diurnal

vectors observed near the solar minima in 1932 and 1954. No such clianges

V7ere observed at the 1943 or 1965 minima. This has been taken by some

investigators as evidence for some form of 22-year cycle. Tliat the actual

changes in the vectors did occur is certain, that such changes must occvn:

every other solar mininin is open to question on statistical grounds. TS-ro

'successes* out of four 'tries' ^70uld scarcely con/ince a statistician that

P necessarily equals 0.5'.

Tlie obser\'ed changes uere mainly in the phase of the vector. The

1932 minitAm occurred in the infancy of cosmic ray observations, when only

a fer.-7 ion chambers \7ere operating, but the 1954 observations were made with

all varieties of detectors, albeit not many being neutron monitors. The

monthly mean vector at Huancayo rotated anti-clockt-rise by almost 2tt radians

during 1954 (Gonforto aid Simpson, 1957). The use of monthly vectors leads

to possible confusion between diurnal variations in solar and sidereal

time, and Gonforto and Simpson showed that the observations were consistent

if they were plotted in sidereal, rather than solar, tine. Tiie suggestion

was made that the solar influence at that tine could not extend as far out

as Earth's orbit and hetice the full galactic intensity and influences were

being received. The direction they obtained for the sidereal anisotropy

was IT radians out of phase with subsequent northern hemisphere observations

at higher energies, and was suspect for that reason. However they

synchroni-sed solar and sidereal time on 2lGt Harch instead of 21st September,

and if this is corrected their sidereal explanation does fit in with other

observations. The explanation could be that the solar wind outer limit

had receded inside earth's orbit, leading to a cessation of the normal solar

daily variation, or that the upper limiting rigidity had dropped to 25 or
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30 GV. Since the monthly vectors, when plotted in sidereal time, are rather

more consistent at liuaimayo than they are at the lower cut-off rigidity static

Climax, the lox7er"value of upper limiting rigiditj' seems a more attractive

eiq^lanation, however the other cannot be ruled out. The natter is likely

to remain open for speculation, at least until the 1976 solar minimum.

Forbush (1967, 1969) "nas propounded an entirely different interpre

tation, I'sing observations obtained from the ion chambers at Cheltenliam,

Christchurch, and Huancayo. He finds that the ISOO LT vector may in fact

be splint into tv?o components, one in the 1^0 direction whose amplitude is

linearly dependent on magnetic activity, ard one in the 19.11 direction,

approxiroately in the direction of the Archinedian spiral field, xdiose

amplitude is independent of magnetic activity but denonstrates a sine wave

v/ith a period of two solar cycles. The last zero in this wave occurred,

according to Forbush, in mid 1958 about the tine of a reversal in the sun's

general magnetic field. The magnitudes of the two effects are comparable,

for ion chambers, and were this the case for neutron monitors also prssimably

a phase variation xrould be evident over a period of 3 or 4 years. Tliis does

not seen to be the case at first sight. If Forbush's interpretation

of his observations is correct, it will be necessary to modify the Parker-

Axford theories. On the other liand, one of the difficulties of the

streaming model is to understand why the irregularities required to exist

beyond the earth's orbit should remain so apparently constant throughout

the solar cycle, since one would expect their frequency, size, and solar

radial distance all to be dependent on the state of solar activity.

Forbush's explanation would obviate this requirement. The variability

which he observed in the diurnal vector coni^onent in the garden-hose

direction may be understarj2able in viev? of observations of the variable
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(1969) appear to show that the polarity of the dominant field at a given

heliolatitude is the same as the polarity of the weak solar dipole field

in the same solar hemisphere. Since the annual mean heliolatitude of the

earth is zero these observations imply that the nett annual B flux past

the earth in the ecliptic may be close to zero, v/hich argues against this

particular explanation of Forbush's observations. The fact remains though

tliat these observations must almost certainly be somehow connected with

the 22 year solar magnetic cycle.

All the abovaaentioned work takes little account of conditions avray

from the ecliptic plane, partly because the majority of detectors at all the

highest latitudes scan in that plane. The amplitude of the observed

anisotropy due to azimuthal streaming should fall off with the cosine of

the asymptotic latitude of viewing. The experimental results obtained

have been generally taken as agreeing V7ith this expectation. In some

theories conditions have been laid down concerning the maximum cosmic ray

density gradient perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, usually it is

required not to exceed a few percent per a,u.

A theory of changing cosmic ray density vzith heliolatitude and

solar cycle period has been developed (Sarabhai and Subramanian, 1966) and

the consequences on the various observeable cosmic ray modulations have

been explored (Subramanian and Sarabhai, 1967). The model predicts

variations of cosmic ray density with heliolatitude, and possible non-

symmetric density distribution North and South of the ecliptic plane, on

the bases of latitudes of maximum solar activity, latitude distribution

of the 5303S green coronal line intensity, and other similar parameters.

They suggest that at some heliolatitude 62 the cosmic ray density can be
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less tlian in the ecliptic plane, -ijhilst at the solar poles the full

galactic density should be observable. The latitude of the ininirnum is

solar cycle dependent, and pay or may not be the same on both sides of

the ecliptic. linking various assunptions about the rigidity dependence

of the 11-year variation in intensity, and interplanetary field strength,

they shov: that, so long as the rigidity exponent is - -1, and the density

distribution is spnmetric about the ecliptic, the effect on the diinrnal

vectors observed by the Iluaticayo and Deep River neutron monitors vrill be

small, regardless of the shape of the distribution of density with

heliolatitude. For a symmetric distribution about the equator, an 11-ye^r

cycle irdependent of rigidity, and a siixiothly increasing density with helio-

latitude, they predict amplitudes of 0.047% at 1.3 hrs LT for Deep River,

0.085% at 23.6 hrs LT for Huancayo, assuming a by field. These vectors

should be observable. For the case of S37mmetry about some helio-

latitude 0^ 0, they predict variations ranging from 0.3 to 1.2% at

both stations in the general direction of midnight LT, depending on the

exact field and exponent values assumed. Such variatioriS would be clearly

observable when compared with the vectors, approximately perpendicular

to therii and comparable in amplitude, which are due to azimuthal streaming.

They do not appear in the annual mean or monthly mean observed vectors

except as a possible explaiiation for the 1932 and 1954 anomalies. It must

therefore be concluded that, at least on average, the cosmic ray density

distribution is similar north and south of the ecliptic.

Forman ani Gleeson (1970, not yet published) have joined other

investigators in stressing the difficulty of reconciling the theoretical

ar^litude of the diurml variation as predicted by the Parker-Axford model
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with the amplitude actually observed. Part of the difficultj' lies in

erroneous evaluations of the Parlcer-Axford model. Ponnan (1970) has shown

that the llcCracken and Rao (1966) estinmte of 0.7% is too large owing to

their incorrect evaluation of the Compton-Gettii^ coefficient (Section 5.2.4),

Use of the correct coefficient reduces the theoretical amplitude to about

0,6%, still 50% or irore larger than that actually observed. The perpen

dicular density gradient postulated by McCracken and Rao to obtain this

reduction has not been observed (Forman and Gleeson, op.cit) ,

Forman and Gleeson present in their paper a development of the

Parker-Asford model which differs from its predecessors in its treatment

of the density gradient and of the effects of magnetic field irregular

ities, They are able to shov; that the electric field drifts of cosmic-ray

particles perpendicular to the interplanetary magnetic field combine with

convection cf the sane particles parallel to the field to form a simple

convective flow in the solar wind direction. The other bulk flows of

particles are due to diffusion and to magnetic drifts. They obtain an

expression for the differential (with respect to energy) streaming ^ of

cosmic rays in interplanetary space. They find

O _ (_9U B)

Here C is the Comptonr-Getting coefficient, U the differential number

density, the solar wind velocity, m the gyro-frequency of the particles

and T the mean collision tine, _B is the magnetic field vector and jr

the displacement vector from the sun. The diffusion tensor is defined by
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9U ( 3U ) ^ ( au )
^ (°3r )i 3.4

where parallel and perpendicular refer to the direction of Ei.

There is no direct relationship in a complex field situation between

the parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients Kn and i<i_.

Kii = K = 1/3v^t, where v is the particle speed. In the case of a

K •smooth field Kj^ = 'i'-i- ('oi'Ty'z ♦ when random walk of the field lines

(Jokipii, 1966) is taken into account becomes larger than this.

Forman and Gleeson suggest that Ki_ can become as large as the order of

Kii, Gleeson (private discussion) lias suggested that the magnetic drift

term is probably negligiblej due to the low value of the coefficient.

In the long term this term will vanish anyi/ay, due to field reversal.

We are therefore left with

^ - CW ( 3r )ii -^ ( 3r )i

The streaming manifests itself as a sinusoidal variation in intensity

recorded by a detector rotating at uniform angular velocity, with the

maximum occurring when viewing directly upstream against the direction of

S. Wlien the detector is fixed on the earth's surface a diurnal variation

will be observed.

Ifo explicit co-rotation term appears in these equations, and Forman

aid Gleeson suggest that the notion of co-rotation should be abandoned.

Instead they suggest that the observation of an anisotropy exactly in the
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cross-radial direction sliould simply be taken as confirmatory evidence

of no radial streaming. It is customary to assume tliatp on average,

there are no sources or sinks for high energy cosmic rays (liavirg energies

greater than, say, 1 GeV/nuclosn) inside the earth's orbit. . The feu solar

flares which emit particles in this range, and small convective flo^r which

essists in particles in the |ew GeV/ruclear range through the solar cycle,

are secoixi order effects for this purpose. It follows therefore that an

observation of strictly cross-radial streaming implies also tliat there is

no nett energy gain or loss - on the average - for particles approaching

the sun in the energy range of observatf-on.

Short term sinks (e.g. Forbush Decreases) and sources (e.g. the

subsequent diffusive replernshment of the depleted region) certainly e-lst.

Tliey have characteristic time scales of a few days, or less. As vrould be

expected streamirg in markedly different directions, with sizeable radial

components, is observed-. Itore surprisingly such streaming can also occur

in magnetically quiet times. A possible explanation is that changes in

the relative magnitude of Kn and fCj^, related to variations in the

degree of irregularity in the field, could be responsible.

3.A.2 The Seriii-Diurnal Variation

TJliilst there is now no doubt about the existence of an increase in

radiation energy received from the direction SO E of the sun and giving

rise to the observed diurnal variation, there is still some dispute con

cerning the semi-diurnal variation. Katzman and Venlcatesan (1960)

observed such a variation in data from 16 neutron monitors through the

IGY period. They felt that they could explain the observed semi-diurnal
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vectors on meteorological grounds in 13 cases. The three exceptions

were all equatorial stations. This is significant in the light of more

recent work, Ahlm.'alia (1962) attempted to shoi-r a relationship between

the semi-diurnal vectors for individual days and values of relationship

betvreen the semi-diurnal vectors for individual days and values of K .
P

He showed tliat considerable variability existed betv/een vectors from

different days. Rao, !!cCracken and Venlcatesan (1963) applied the cone of

acceptance/minimum variance technique, which they pioneered, to the mean

semi-diurnal variation for the IGY period. They found that the minimum

variance which they obtained greatly exceeded the value they expected on

statistical grounds, and concluded that their vrork neither proved nor

disproved the existence of a genuine semi-diurnal variation.

Sandstrom (1965) pointed out that the semi-diurnal vectors obtained

from East and West pointing telescopes, at m.ediura zenith angles, at Uppsala

were considerably different, implying that their origin could scarcely be

atmospheric. He drew the same conclusions from Worth and South pointing

telescopes at ICiruna. The vectors which he obtained appeared to vary

considerably from one short period to the next, and he suggested that the

fairly small amplitudes observed for the annual mean vectors were due to the

apparent random vralk nature of the effect from day to day. Abies, KcCracken

and Rao (1966) found a definite, consistent, mean annual semi-diurnal

variation in neutron monitors for the period 1953 to 1965. They obtained

an average amplitude of the annual vectors of approximately 0.1% directed

approximately perpendicular to the interplanetary field direction, approxi

mately at O-^iOO and 1600 hours L.T. ' This result was obtained by a numerical
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filter technique, the time of maximum allocated to each station beirg

the raost probable time of maximum, not necessarily the same as the mean

time obtained from conventional harmonic analysis. The author's remark

that the effect could be rigidity dependent, however the direction was

calculated on the basis of its being rigidity independent.

The theory of the semi-diurnal variation is not clear at the present

time, Parker (1964) put fort7ard a possible two-n^ay streaming in the

ecliptic plane perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, Tlie term

in his expression for cosmic ray transport va '̂ies as B_x O-'hi^ ~ where

Wii and \'li_ are the velocity components of cosmic rays parallel and

perpendicular to the B field. Since the average value of ~

will be approximately constant, and the direction of B reverses every

fev7 days So that the average value of [b] goes to zero over a period of

a year, this mechanism can scarcely give rise to an annual mean semi

diurnal variation, although it can certainly produce one on individtial days,

Subramanian and Sarabhai (1967) have put forward the consequences

of their perpendicular deraity gradient theory as it applies to the semi

diurnal variation. They find various rather complicated changes in the

expected vectors as the density distribution and field strength change.

In general the vectors, which they predict to denote the times of maximum,

lie either approximately radially or cross-radially with respect to the

earth-sun line, and do not therefore appear to agree too well with

observational results (Section 4,9).

Lietti and Quenby (1968) proposed two possible models for the semi-
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diurnal variation. Both require the e:cisteme of a. cosnic-ray density

gradient perpendicular to the ecliptic^ but mhe different assumptions

concerning the relative magnitudes of the diffusion coefficients in and

perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. Both lead to prediction of a

rigidity deperident semi-diurnal anisotropy with a direction of naxinum

in the solar equatorial plane perpendicular to the "garden-hose" direction,

3
Tney e:q)ect the latitude dependence to be as cos (asymptotic latitude)

and approximate asymptotic latitude above the equatorial plane ^.^ith

geographic asymptotic latitude. They suggest tliat the model assuming

Ki 1 » gives a better fit to the observation's. This is taken further

by Quenby and Lietti (1968) in the rigidity range 1 to 15 GV, and corifirneid

at higher rigidities by Hashin, Peacock^ Quenby, and Tharabyahpillai (1969).

The latter authors, utilising data from the Loiklon 60 underground

directional muon telescopes, show tliat a rigidity dependent variation up

to an upper limiting cut-off bet^-reen 60 and 100 GV is consistent with their

observations, both in ampli-tude and pliase.

3.4.3 The Virtual Sink

Combination of the first and second harmonics of analysed data

results in a quasi-sinusoidal curve of the type shown in Figure 3.2.

A typical curve ;7ill have a minimum between 0600 and 0900 LT and a maximum

between 1400 and 1700 LT, some 8 to 10 hours later. Sarabliai, Pai and

Wada (1965) noted the consister.cy of this time lag from day to day and

compared details of the lag v/ith clianges in the B field direction. Tliey

suggested that the daily variation might be composed of two components, a

virtual source in the 1800 direction due to azimuthal streaming, and a
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virtiial sinlt in the direction looking sunward along the B field. They

suggested the possibility of sunx-zard bound particles, spiralling along the

field lines follovring the guiding centre approjcinmtion, having maximum

chance of scattering if irregularities of scale sice equal to the particle

gyro-radius ercist near the mirroring point. If a significant proportion

of particles are scattered at that point, a decrease in radiation coming

from the sun along the field lines should be observed. Irregularities of

5 6
order 10 to 10 Km are required.

At first sight this effect night be thought of as sinusoidal, xjhen

observed by a detector on the rotating earth, in the sane manner as the

sinusoid obtained from azimuthal streaming. The sum of tx^o sine vraves

of equal period but different phases is also a sine wave, of the same

period. Hovxever the streaming gives rise to a true maximum in the 1800

direction and a true minimum in the 0600 whereas the virtual sinic is non-

sinusoidal, liaving a definite minimum at 0900 but no corresponding

maximimi from the anti-solar 2100 direction. Thus the combination can

give rise to the type of effect observed.

Another suggestion xxas made by llercer and Wilson (1955). They

discussed the solar capture of the insjard bound protons which, due to their

pitch angles on entering the interplanetary field, nominally mirror below

the solar surface. They computed that only 0.01% of all primary cosmic

rays are so captured, hovrever due to the finite opening angle of a neutron

monitor (or any other detector), this would result in a decrease of about

0.6% v;hen looking imard along the field direction. The decrease xrould

vary from day to day, both in amplitude and direction, as the average
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solar wind velocity, and thereiore field direction, changed.

3.5 COICLTISION

The review, and coments, presented above, particularly in sections

3,4.1 to 3.4.3, do not attenpt to cover all of the vast amount of work

VT'hich has been done in this field in recent years. However, an attempt

has been made to present most of the work which seems relevant to the

author's investigations. The omission of comment on many papers, particu

larly by Japanese and Russian authors, does not mean that they have not

been read, rather that the line must be drawn somev/here. Were one to

rigorously mention every paper published on this subject over the past

five years, one would etid up vrith a thesis the size of 12 months' issues

of Scientific Abstracts - or so it at times seems I

Many details of the solar daily variation are not yet fully known.

Clear knowledge of rigidity exponents, latitude dependence, and upper

and lower effective rigidity liraits for both harmonic components, is

essential to permit the various theories to be verified. The next

chapters present investigations into methods of obtaining these para

meters, into the values of the parameters themselves, and into some of

the pitfalls which strevr the investigator's path.
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CimPTET^. 4.

PARAI-IETSR3 OF THE SOLAR DADA^ VARIATION

4.1 IIITRODUGTION

The parameters of the solar daily variation are, as indicated in

the previous chapter, of paramount iiiiportance in investigation of inter

planetary magnetic conditions, in particular at the higher energies where

satellite data are not useful. By late 1964 it was apparent that the daily

solar variation was relatively invariant over the solar cycle, at least in

the energy range to which neutron monitors primrily respond. However

results from the underground muon telescopes at Hobart indicated some

decrease in amplitude at higher energies, and furthermore the first hannonic

appeared to be decreasing proportionately more than the second. Such

chai^jes could be due to an alteration in the spectral exponents involvedj.

or a reduction in the upper rigidities at which the cor::pone:its ceased to

be effective, assumii^ that such limits existed. The changes might or

might not be evident in the mutron data. It therefore appeared reasonable

to investigate whether the solar daily variation in the range 1 to 200 or

so GV was in fact as invariable as it appeared.

Rao, McCracken, and Venlcatesan (1963) showed that in 195S the first

harmonic had a free-space amplitude around 0.4% with the maximum in the

direction 265°. It was independent of rigidity, up to an estimated 200 GV.

Their results for the second liarmonic vrere iixionclusive since they found

such variations only in data from low latitude stations. The amount of

clerical work involved in a study such as this is considerable, and to keep

within reasonable bounds it was decided to restrict the main analysis to

the period 1961-3. If the 1961-3 results were not si;nilar to those of
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Rao ct al then further work would be necessary. 1963 was origirjaily

taken as the final year for vxhich data files at Hobart were essentially

couplete. It was hovrever hoped from the onset tliat v;ork could be continuedl

through solar miniraurii, to detemine if anj' effects similar to those of 1954

could be seen.

4.2 CALCULi^TION TECHlilOUES

Rao et al showed hox7 the response of any particular detector to

specified anisotropies could be predicted, and how the results could then

be used in a least squares analysis to determine ^7hich, if any, of the

assumed anisotropies in fact fitted the actual observations. The method

depends on the different forriis of the asymptotic cones for various

detectors. It has been used, with variations, in the present analysis.

4.2.1 Calculation of Modulation Coefficients

From a knowledge of the asymptotic cones of acceptance we may,

by the appropriate use of variational coefficients, calculate the expected

response of a detector to any specified anisotropy. In particular we can

predict the tine variation to be observed in the count rate as the Earth

rotates relative to the anisotropy.

Let the rigidity spectrum of the anisotropy be given by

T/T5\ / for R, < R < RJ (R) = ( f (A) .R 1 - - u
(
, 0 for R < R- and R > R
( 1 u

where R^ and R^ are the Icn/er and upper rigidities between which the anis

otropy is effective (called the lower and upper limiting rigidities
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respectively), and f(A) is a function of asymptotic latitude. For f(A)

we will take the function cos^(A), t7here p remains to be determined.

Note that the case p = 0 correspoixls to an anisotropy independent of

asymptotic latitude, and p = 1 is the direct cosine dependence generally

predicted for the diurnal variation. It remains to determine gCn), the

response to this anisotropy of a detector vieiring in the direction Tj.

The angles used to define the direction of viei'/ing are shown in

figure 4.1, vrhere p is the direction of vie^^ing relative to the earth-

sun line. All angles are in degrees, T is universal time in hours.

Any anisotropy will be a function, as seen by the detector, of p, and

my he expressed as a Fourier series,

S (n) = S A^ cos H(ri-n^)
^ m=l

where A and n are amplitude and phase constants,
mm'

A consequence of this should be noted. Analysis of any cosmic-ray

data which contain departures from isotropy, includir^ departures due to

the statistical fluctuations inherent in finite count rates, will reveal

apparent harmonics at any specified frequency. If, for example, a severe

Forbush decrease occurs during the period under analysis, it may contribute

markedly to the calculated first and second harmonics x^ithout being

connected in any xiay xrith genuine periodicities in the data. Care must

therefore be taken to eliminate such events before harmnic analysis is

undertaken.
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From figure 4,1 ^ ri "= 15T, x/here ip is asyinptotic longitude,

.*• S OP) = J, (PO ? A cos m (xp + 15T - n ) 4.1
A , m n

ni=l

From eqn. 2,11 we find, for a lopgitT-ide-^arying anisotropy

= sC^-) . v(j) •
H ^

4.2

V7here • • ' represents the counting rate from a longitude belt defined

by the meridian planes ± Axp, Assuming 72 such longitude belts, each

of width 5°, and combining equations 4.1 and 4.2, we find the counting

rate of the detector at tine T varies from the isotropic rate by

AN(T), V7here

AlKT) _
"IT" ~ ^

S®j_)
V.

j=0 j

Since ^ + 2.5

" V, .S A

where B
m

2 V 2 A cos m (5j + 15T + 2,5 - n )
• J 1 ^ ulj=0 •' m^l

IIF=1

A B cos
m m

m(15T - n ) + Y
m 'n

(71 )
(S V. sinm(5j + 2.5) )
(j=0 J )

(71 )'
(E V- cos m(5 + 2,5) )

(j=0 )

4.3

4,4



and Y = arctan
'm
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f71 •

z V. sin ra(5j + 2.5)
J

71

z V. cos m(5i + 2.5)
j=0

k

J

i

4.5

From eqn. 4.3 the observed amplitude o£ the biarmonic is equal

to A B , and majcimun intensity is observed at time
mm' •'

T _ mn ^ - Y„
= mm

m
15ui

hours U.T'.

Tl:ie local time of mKimun, at a station v7hose geographic loi^itude

is L is, therefore

t • = mn - (Y - tii)
m 'm m

15m
hours L.T'. 4.6

Since is rigidity dependent it follows from eqn. 4.3 that

A , the amplitude constant of the anisotropy, only becomes the actual
HI

free-space amplitude in the case 3 =0,

In eqn. 4.6 the terra (mL - y^^j) is the correction for primary particle

deflection in the geomagnetic field. If, as is usually the case, y is

th
greater than mL the intensity maninum of the m harmonic will be observed

earlier at a given station than it vrould be if no geomagnetic field existed.

Ue will let

= (Y„ - mL)
m m

15m

Due to the dependence of asymptotic cones on asstmed variational
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spectrum and on type aril location of the detector uc would e;q5ect the

calculated values of B and G to change for each different detector and
n ra

assuTiied spectrun. This is indeed found to occur. Ue may therefore cal

culate sets of values of B and G for each detector, using different
m m

parameters in the asstimed variational spectrun used to calculate each pa jr.

B and G are referred to as the-modulation coefficients of the detector,
m m

Sub-jecting the observed data for some period from each station to

Fourier analysis we find values ?. and t for the observed amplitude and
mm

tlx
local tine of maximum of them. liarmonic.

From eqn. 4.6

n

t = - G
m. 15 m

n = 15(t + G )
m ^ m m

A free-space direction is often described in terms of the local

time associated vrith it, defined as the time T at which the direction

n lies in the local meridian plane. T = n/lS. Free-space directions

are described in terms of T in this thesis where

T = t + G
m mm

— T + G + rr? / -j
m m 15 4.7

Tills is illustrated in figure 4.4.

The anisotropy is clearly the same regardless of the means with which

we vievj it, and therefore the estimates and (T^)g of and

obtained using the s^^ detector should be the same as those obtained using
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predictions and data for all other detectors if we loave selected the

correct fom of the anisotropy and if all the detectors are perfect. In

practice detectors liave finite count rates, imperfect meteorological

corrections, and instrumental troubles and the values of (A ) and (t )
' m s m s

are therefore subject to statistical and quasi-statistical fluctuations,

If the values of (A ) and (T ) "obtained have a variance which can be
m s m s

attributed purely to statistics we may claim that the spectrum used is

compatible with the observations. It is not necessarily the only spectrxmi

v;hich v;ill give such a fit. We can proceed therefore by obtaining estimates

of and (ijjj)g using various spectra, taking as most likely the spectrtim

giviiig minimum variance of these estimates. We then enquire whether the

minimiim variance so obtained is in fact attributable to the differences in

the observed data which must be expected on purely statistical grounds.

A computer programme has been vnritten to calculate values of and

for use in this process. It is generally found that only the first and

second harmonics of the solar daily variation are significant and hence the

programme functions for m = 1 and 2 only. Variational coefficients are

essentially only an intermediate step in calculations of this type and are

of little direct use apart from illustrative purposes. They were not

therefore normally obtained as computer output.

In the spectrum assumed above there are four parameters, 3,

and p. If we follow the method suggested to the letter it would be necessary

to calculate sets of predictions for every possible combination of these.

In practice this is neither necessary nor desirable. It is necessary to

use a sufficient number of values of each parameter to ensure bracketing

the correct value and at the same time maintaining intervals between
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successive values vjliich are reasonably consistent xjith the resolving powe?:

of the method. Twelve values of each variable appeared to be a reasonable

compromise. If all possible combinations were computed this would result

in 12 • (= 20736) sets of predictions beir^g required per detector. The

observed run-time to calculate each set varies, according to station cut-off

rigidity, between about 3 and 4 seconds on the Elliott 503. At an average

of 3.5 seconds/set this is about 20 hours. Quite apart from this objection

the greatly increased amount of data for the vari^rj;e calculation programme

could not have been easily liandled since the total available computer

storage, for both programme and data, is only 23000 words. ITo discs or

magnetic tape were available. If, on the other hand, the four parameters

are all independent then it is sufficient to give three of them arbitrary,

but reasonable, values and calculate modulation coeffi-cients fgr 12 values

of the remaining one, and perform this operation for each parameter in turn.

The resultant 48 sets of coefficients are quickly produced and easily handled

The initial programme x;as based on the assixmed independence of the

parameters, and also on the likelihood of the spectral parameters of the

ttro harmonics being of the sane order. It was immediately evi.dent that

neither assumption V7as justified within the accuracy of the calculations.

It was obvious that the spectral e^qponent 3 of the first harmonic was in

the near zero region as reported by Rao et al (1963), X7hilst that for the

second harmonic appeared markedly positive. Furthermore the values of

obtained for the second harmonic were very lov7, not at all consistent

with the underground measurements at Hobart. These values were obtained

with an assumed spectral exponent of 0.0, thus giving a strong suggestion

that R^ at least cotild not be treated as independent of 3. The programme

was therefore modified to produce 4 groups of coefficients. The first



Read &Store Differential Coupling Coefficients ^

Read & Store Asymptotic Directions for one station
& standard set of rigidities & arrival directions.

Read detector vertical cut-off rigidity. Select
set of Coupling Coefficients & normalise them to

percentages, taking account of cut-off.
R, := 0 GV; R := 100 GV; p := 1.0;

-i.O; 62 - " "•0.0:

Compute, print, & punch B^^, G^, B2, G2.

JL

B, := B, + 0.2;
B2 := ^2 + 0.2;

lYes

:= -0.2; := -K).8;

I ~
R^ := 0 GV; p := 1; R^ 30 GV;

Compute, print, & punch G^^, B2, G2.

R 100 GV; R, := 0 GV;
u 1

Choose next

highest value
of R

Compute, print, &punch B^, G^, B2, G2.

1

/ i \ No . Choose next

highest value\ = 15 GV>
of

Yes

0 GV; p := -1.5;

Compute, print, & punch B^, G^^, B2, G2.

No j

more

^ Finish )

S. := B,+ 0.2;

62 ^2'̂ 0.2;

Select next station >

F'tqicoe 4.2» Flow ohart of •pvogvamme for aalculat'Lon of
modulation coefficients.
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Group

B

R Gv
u

100

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

150

250

500

1000

100

Gv

0,0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

12.0

15.0

I.O

1.0

1.0

-1,0

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4
-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

iua,

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

Sub-Group 1
-0.2 0.8

Sub-Group 2
0.0 1.0

Sub-Group 3
0.2 1.2

Sub-Group 4
0.4 1.4

Sub-Group 5
-0.2 0.8

Sub-Group 6
0.0 1.0

Sub-Group 7
0.2 1.2

Sub-Group 8
0.4 1.4

100 0.0 -1.5 Sub-Group 9
-1.0 -0.2 0.8

-0.5

0.0 Sub-K3roup 10
0.5 0.0 1.0

1.0

D 1.5 Sub-Group 11
2.0 0.2 1.2

2.5

3.0 Sub-Group 12
3.5 0.4 1.4
4.0

Table 4,1 Speatrat pai>amete:^ values used i-n 'iwiti'a'l 'Lwest'tgat'tons of
daity vcvciation.
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group involved varying 3, with R^, R^j, and p held constant at reason

able values. The remaining groups were divided into four sub-groups each;

3 being given a different value in each sub-group whilst R.^, R^^j or p

were varied. The values of 3 chosen v/ere judged, on the basis of the

preliminary runs, to cover the most likely values. To overcome the

difference in exponents v/as.put equal to 32^ + 1.0. The flow chart of

the programme in this form is given in figure 4.2, whilst the actual paramete

values used are listed in table 4.1.

4.2.2 Calculations of Harmonics

The Fourier coefficients in polar form , T^^, R2 and T^ of the

actual data have been obtained by conventional harmonic analysis, of which a

brief description follows.

The basic assumption is tliat the count rate of a detector at any

instant, after correction for atmospheric effects and the removal of Forbush

decreases, flares, and like effects will be describable by the furjCtion

f(t) = S r cos -rr- (t - t ) , „
^ m m 4.8

m=l

V7here t is in hours. It may be sha;-7n that this expression is the same

as

, 2Trmt , , . 2'nmt)£(t) . - J cos -jj- +
ia=l

where r = (a^ + b^)^ and t = —z arctan
m mm m ZmTT

b
m

m

The expansion may be taken as high an order of m as seems desirable.
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T'lhittaker and Robinson (1944) have shown that, for a system of equally

spaced (as in this case in time) observations of magnitude the expression!

f (t) is the closest fit to the observations, as determined by a least

squares method, when

« n-1
a = — 2 U. cos

"15=0'=
2mkTT

n
and

,, n-1
b = — 2 U- sin
m n 1 _ k

1^0

2mkTr

n
4.10

I'Je have therefore a method of obtaining the amplitude and phase of any

periodicity, of frequency m, in our data.

VThen used in the conventional manner for cosnic-ray v7ork two correction

need to be made to these expressions. T'Jhittaker and Robinson took their

ordimtes to be instantaneous samples of f(t) and also took their time

origin at the first such ordinate, U^. Neither of these assumptions are

true when dealing with time averaged cosmic-ray data.

Cosmic-ray results are usually presented as a set of 24 hourly or 12

bi-hourly count accumulations. The published figure for KOl in hourly

tabulations in fact refers to the total accvimulated betX'/een 0000 and 0100,

usually universal time. It must therefore be considered as the average

value for that period, and be deemed true at 0030, Similarly the bi-hourly

total for HOl/2 is centred at 0100, The phase obtained when using the

method outlined above must be corrected for this shift by the addition

of ^ hour in the hourly case and 1 hour in the bi-hourly; in general this

12
amounts to — hours,

n

The effect of time averaging in production of the ordinates is to

reduce the amplitude of the sine wave obtained by a factor of ^ vrhere
0)

mir
03 =« —. m and n having the meanings assigned above (Parsons, 1959),

n *
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Therefore the amplitude of any harmonic obtained from time averaged data may

be corrected for the averaging effect by multiplying by • •. We finally
S X XI 03

find therefore that

m7r(a^ + b^)^ , ^ f12 arctan (b /a ) . 12
m m' and T =1 ^ m m +R

m .—. _ j . mn sin (mir/n) mrr
hours

In these e:^ressions R^ represents the conventional amplitude of a

sine wave, the displacement of the peak from the mean, and not the peak"to-

peak amplitude. Throughout this thesis amplitude is taken as the peak-to-

mean displacement,

A computer programme was xrritten, using the above technique, to obtain

values of R^^, R^ and from any suitable set of hourly or bi-hourly

data. It also produces the standard errors of these quantities arid a

statistical indication of the closeness of fit of the individual harmonics

to the data. The values and times of occurrence of the maximum and minimum

of the function

Ott Ait
f (t) = Rj^ cos (t - ^2 24 " ^2^

representing the maximum and minimum an^jlitudes of the daily variation, are

found and a statistical indication of the closeness of fit of this expression

to the data is given. All amplitudes are given in percent and times in both

hours and decimals of hours, and degrees, the latter to facilitate the plot

ting of liarmonic dials. The mean count rate of the supplied data is noted

and, as an option, the percentage deviations (the deviates) of individual

ordinates from the mean may be produced. The programme internally checks
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the data in all cases for a statistically unlikely difference between adjacen

ordinates, and in such cases automatically prints all deviates in the data

concerned to permit checking to be carried out.

The programme is arranged to produce monthly mean values of the

various quantities indicated. It also, by internal averaging of the

deviates, produces annual values and values covering the entire period for

which data is supplied. Percentage deviates are always produced in these

cases. The programme will also, on optional command from the computer

consolei produce percentage deviations of all monthly data, with or without

output of the harmonic coefficients; ihliibit the calculation of monthly

harmonics, only producing annual and total period values; produce annual-

running-mean harmaonic coefficients, and deviates, in solar time; or re

arrange the data in sidereal or anti-sidereal time and again produce annual-

running-mean harmonic coefficients and deviates. Table 4,2 shox-rs part of

a typical set of results.

It has been suggested (Abies, McCracken and Rao, 1966) that the use

of a numerical filter on the data before analysis leads to an irprovement

in the statistical accuracy. However Forbush, Duggal, and Pomerantz (1968)

have shown that, in the limited case of data which does not contain persis

tent variations whose periods are noh-harmonic to the periods under reviex'?,

no such improvement results ani the two methods have identical statistical

accuracy. It is just this case x?hich is met in practice, Straightforxrard

harmonic analysis vTas originally chosen for the present project on the basis

that it appeared to give satisfactory statistical accuracy for both harmonics

in trial analyses, aid that the data preparation required x-jas substantially

easier, v/ith the available facilities, tlian would be the case x/ere filtering



CHICAGO NEUTRON

1961 JAN

PEB
HAR

APR

MAY

'JUN
JUL

AUG

S6P
DOT

NOV

DEC

196? JAN
PER

HAR

APR

HAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT
NOV

DEC

DAYS ERROR. TIME IN DECIMAL HOURS GMT. ANGLES IN DEGREES.
ACT ROSS X HAG T1 T2 RIX TMAXl ANG VAR R2X TMAX2 ANG VAR MAXAM TMAX ANG MINAMP THIN ANG VAR MEAN

FROM •HOURLY data
28 31 90 .023 0.61 0.85 .146 20.49 307 .29 .054 06.53 256 .91 .200 20.52 308 -.105 05.35 80 .20 3421.0
25 28 89 .025 0.77 6.00 .123 20.04 30] .44 .023 04.81 144 .98 .128 18.60 262 -.132 09.13 137 .43 3427.0
29 31 94 .023 0.82 2.29 .108 21.11 317 .4? .025 04.50 135 .97 .099 19.32 290 -.129 09.77 147 .39 3433.5
24 ?7 89 .025 1.45 6 .00 .068 19.20 288 .70 .021 08.56 257 .97 .086 19.95 299 -.063 04.87 73 .68 3430.8
25 30 83 .025 0.7V l.HO .120 21.63 324 .46 .030 06.40 192 .97 .130 20.08 301 -.135 10.97 165 .45 3439.0
28 30 93 .023 0.63 l.?7 .143 22.29 334 .33 .038 06.28 180 .95 .142 20.40 306 -.171 11.30 169 .28 3429.5
21 21 100 .027 1.41 1. 28 .075 23.14 347 .66 .044 07.04 211 .89 .090 20.25 304 -.112 12.47 107 .55 3392.3
24 31 77 .025 0.43 1.27 . 224 22.08 331 .13 .041 03.87 116 .97 .184 22.62 339 -.265 09.90 150 .10 3418.6
27 29 93 .024 0.66 2.02 .138 21 .60 324 .26 .027 08.26 248 .97 .162 21.02 315 -.126 11.13 167 .23 3434.3
29 29 100 . 023 1.06 0.89 .083 20.00 300 .59 .051 02.47 74 .85 .077 15.98 240 -.133 08.33 125 .45 3457.2
29 30 97 .023 0.69 1.45 .099 21.34 320 .38 .033 08.21 246 .93 .129 20.70 310 -.089 11. 92 179 .32 3482.7
19 27 70 .028 1.73 0.71 .064 10.28 274 .82 .077 06.75 203 .74 .141 18.67 280 -.092 01.53 23 .56 3478.4

308 344 90 .007 0.24 0.61 .111 21.17 318 .10 .022 06.55 196 .96 .122 20.05 301 -.115 10.53 156 .07 3437.5

2Q 31 94 .023 0.53 2.67 .163 20.97 315 .18 .023 06.74 202 .98 .176 20.22 303 - . 160 10 . 05 151 .16 3404.5
24 24 100 .025 0.51 6.00 .188 21.92 329 .23 .023 08.66 260 .99 .200 21.52 323 -.173 10.77 162 .22 3468.2
29 30 97 .023 1.32 6.00 .067 20.79 312 . 73 .020 07.79 234 .98 .066 20.25 304 -.058 11.20 1 68 .70 3472.6
27 28 96 .024 0.84 2.02 .109 23.29 349 .31 .027 09.08 272 .96 .127 22.22 333 -.110 13.03 195 .27 3455.2
31 31 100 .022 0.71 6.00 .120 22.8? 342 .28 .019 06.60 204 .90 .115 21.62 324 -.132 11.55 173 .26 3459.6
29 30 97 .023 0.71 1.66 .124 20.98 315 .31 .030 06.72 201 . 96 .143 19.90 299 -.126 10.65 160 .27 3455.5
26 29 90 .024 0.66 6.00 .140 22.45 337 .24 .011 07.96 239 1.0 .145 21. 93 329 -.139 11.05 166 .24 3454.5
28 29 97 .023 0.51 2.04 .176 22.38 336 .19 .026 07.64 229 .98 .166 21.45 322 -.180 11.45 172 .18 3454.1
26 30 93 .023 0 .69 0.68 .130 21.64 325 .42 .067 08.17 245 .65 .190 20.65 310 -.130 12.70 191 .27 3449.5
30 31 97 .022 0.82 6.00 .105 22.02 330 .36 .017 03.66 116 .98 .089 22.30 335 -.122 09.95 149 .35 3454.0
27 30 90 .024 0.47 1.73 .190 22.54 338 .17 .030 08.36 251 .98 .209 21.73 326 -.187 11.73 176 .15 3471 . 7
29 31 94 .023 0,46 6.00 .187 P0.37 305 .19 .009 02.02 85 1.0 .179 20.27 304 -.196 00.43 126 .19 3480 .1

337 354 95 .007 0.18 0.65 .138 21.04 328 .05 .020 07.72 232 .98 .150 21.10 316 -.135 10.95 164 .03 3463.3
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,090 17,
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088 21.
,176 10.
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03 301
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55 293

22 268

95 284

70 280

07 316

22 316

82 342

05 316
97 284

52 293

.123

.055

.120

.096

.160

.152

• 164

.107

.051

.119

.135

.105

11.83 178

01.53 23

10.52 158
11.68 175

11.60 175

08.90 134

06.97 135

12.20 183
07.92 119

09.32 140
09.90 149

10.50 159

.32 3514.5

.54 3503.4

.33 3504.0

.30 3408.7

.19 3493.9

.25 3492.0

,22 3491.2
.46 3489.1
,41 3494.3

,30 3504.5
,23 3520.6

,04 3499.4

196J-63A 936 1053 69 .004 0.13 0.35
CHECK SUMS 1200.731 1290.582

,116 21.34 320 .05 .022 06.82 204 .97 .127 20.30 305 -.116 10.68 160 .02 3466.0

ntviAiiONS IN thousandths X
1961 TOT 85 -6 -4 23 -23 -31 -107 -65 -93 -125 -119 -78

-78 -80 -60 14 52 83 107 1S2 90 123 76 66

196? lor 70 32 65 6 -18 -68 -61 -81 -100 -144 -139 -117
-132 -60 -63 -59 42 62 116 112 156 144 162 115
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used. It now seems that this choice was better than it at one time appeared

4.2.3 Calculation of Variance

It is necessary to obtain a measure of the scatter of the various

estimates (A ) and (x ) obtained using each set of parameters, and then
m s m s

to decide which set of parameters gives the minimum scatter in these

quantities. A suitable measure of the scatter for this purpose is the

2
sample variance S of the estimates. If only a fen? such calculations are

involved it is quickest to perform then on a desk calculator. If, as in

the present case, large numbers of estimates are involved and the process

must be carried out for each harmonic coefficient and several different

sets of data, computer operation is essential. It v/as decided that the

amplitude and phase estimates would initially be dealt with separately.

A conputer programme was ;rritten to produce the required information

from knowledge of the various sets of predictions and the actual observations

To this end it accepts as data result~tapes from the prediction and harmonic

analysis programmes. Each tape bears a detector identification number for

computer recognition. Taking one group of predictions at a time the

programme calculates the variance of the estimates of associated with

each set of predictions in the group. The minimum value of the variance

is found, and the parameter set giving rise to it is determined. The mean

value of A for this set is calculated, together with the consequent value
m

of T , Standard errors of A and x , and of the minimum variance itself,
m mm

are printed. The same operations are then repeated for the variance of the

estimates of (x ) . The entire process is then repeated for each of the
HI s

variable parameters in turn, for both harmonics, and for as many periods of

data as required. In every case the probable value of 3^ was obtained
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Figia>e 4.3. Flow ohco't of prograrme for caloulation and
minvnisation of mrianse of estimates of atnplitvde and phase.
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first and the sub-group of predictions (Table 4.1) using this, or the

nearest available, value was used when obtaining values of the other three

parameters.

The programme flow chart is given in figure 4.3. All data are read

in before corputation starts. Sum checks are ui:>ed on the data tapes, even

though the latter are computer produced, to guard against possible reader

errors.

. • 2The sample variance, S , of n estimates x. of a quantity is defined

1 " - 2as ~ S (x. - X )
i=l ^

Xi7here x is the mean of the values of x^e Expansion shows that

o2 1 ? 2 -2 ,
S = - Z X. - X 4.12

XI • •• X
1=1

2In this form S is well suited to computation. However its value

depends on the magnitude of the variable as well as on the scatter of the

various x^ about x, and its use in the manner outlined is therefore justified

only if the various values of x^ obtained are of closely similar magnitude.

The restriction is largely obeyed in the case of the phase calculations,

where the mean value of phase varies by only an hour or two over the whole

range of parameters considered, but is violated when the amplitude constant

is being investigated. The amplitude constant can vary by several orders

of magnitude in the parameter range. To obtain a measure of relative

scatteriig under these conditions it is necessary to use the coefficient

2.2 — 9of variance, v , defined as lOOS whose magnitude is independent of x ,
-2
X
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For computational uniformity this quantity has been used in all variance

calculations.

2The minimum value of v obtained in these calculations will not be

zero even if one of the sets of chosen parameters does fit the freespace

anisotropy exactly. Tne estimates (A ) and (t ) will still show a
m s m s

scatter due to

(a) The finite count rates of the individual detectors.

(b) Possible errors in corrections for geomagnetic deflection or

meteorological modulation.

(c) Any systematic errors present in data from one or more stations.

The factors (b) and (c) can cause errors in the estimates which nay

or may not be serious. Suppose an estimate (A - T ) of the free space
m m s

harmonic is obtained using data contaminated by factors (b) and (c). The

estimate may be represented as a vector (figure 4.4). The possible error

in this vector due to purely statistical causes may be represented by a

circle whose radius e is the standard error associated with the detector
s

count-rate. The vector (A , x ) , corresponding to ttie true estimate
lu in s

obtained from station s without effects from (b) and (c) being present may

also be drawn. If the point of this vector lies within the error circle

of the (A^, vector then the two vectors may be regarded as statistically

indistinguisliable and the contamination caused by (b) and (c) may be dis

regarded. The argument is reversible since the error circles of the two

vectors have the same radius. Note that the argument is true for any

value of the rigidity exponent, and that vectors of the form shown in figure

4.4 represent the aii?)litude constant, only becoming the actvial free-space

amplitude if the rigidity exponent is zero.
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Figicre 4,5.^ ^Hyvothetioal estimated free-space vectors obtained by
separate minimisation of the variance of estimates of amplitude ard
phase.
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We liave seen tliat, so far as can be ascertained, the errors due to

(b) are indeed small. Those due to (c) are less easy to determine, t'Jhilst

the obvious ones are easy to eliminate (section 4,4.2) some systematic

errors are not easy to detect. For instance a systematic advancement of

phase at a station by, say, one hour, cannot easily be detected by an

examination of the data either before or after harmonic analysis. Such

errors can be caused by, for instance, the use of an erroneous barometer

coefficient, the taking of spot barometer readings instead of averages

fran a barograph, vrind effects on the barometer (Section 2,2,3; Chiba and

Kodama, 1969), or hysteresis in a barograph pen. Other possible causes

certainly exist.

A different class of errors, affecting the amplitude but not the

phase, can also occur. An e:mmple would be some instrumental effect

proportional to the count rate. Whilst this seems unlikely at first sight

an apparent case has been observed. At one station for which data from

individual sections were analysed separately the observed ratio of the

amplitudes, of both harmonics, recorded by the two sections vecc in the

ratio 1,35:1, consistently through the three years considered. The phases

recorded by the two sectiora were statistically the sane, llo satisfactory

explanation has been found. Clearly these data are unsuitable for use in

an analysis based on minimising the variance of amplitude estimates but

could possibly be used in minimisirg phase estimates.

If the amplitude and phase are treated independently we should, if

ISO such quasi-statistical effects are present, obtain the same result in

both cases. In particular the plots of the end points of the (A^

vectors will be the same and form a more or less circular pattern. The
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expected variance of these estiraates \7ill be that due to statistics alone

1 ^ 2
and will equal — E (e.) , depeixling on v^hether phase or amplitude

^ i=l ^ A or T
has been minimised. In both cases the expected figure should be achieved.

If, however, systematic errors are present in either amplitude or phase

observations wemay find that minimising the phase variance does not auto

matically minimise the amplitude variance, and vici-versa. Indeed it

generally liappens that minimisation of one results in a far from minim.un

value of other. Figure 4.5 shows this in exaggerated formj it can be seen

that the end points of vectors determined in this manner tend to lie within

elliptical regions of the harmonic dial.

4.2.4 Variance of Vectors

Estimated values of the free-space parameters of both harmonics

obtained by separate variance analyses of phase and amplitude proved, perhaps

not surprisingly, to produce different results. Possible reasons for this

have been discussed in the previous section. Tliere being r-O physical reason

to prefer one of these analyses to the other a "vector variance" technique

has been devised to avoid placing undue emphasis on amplitude or phase alone.

It involves the minimisation of the length of the difference vectors which

result from vectorially subtracting the mean free-space vector obtained

from a given set of stations from the actual free-space vectors obtained

from each of the stations. For this purpose it is preferable to revert

to the orthoganal a and b components of the daily variation harmonics, from

which the ustjal polar com^ponents are derived (Section 4.2.2),

For any given observation and allotted set of free space parameters

a particular free-space vector r having amplitude A , and phase x
s HI s iHy s

will be obtained for the m^^ harmonic at the s^^ station. Introducing

unit vectors i, j, in the directions 0 and it/2 on the harmonic dial it



follows that

r
—ni,s
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r ? = a" cos 0 X + b" sin 6 t 4.13
m,s — mjS myS — m,s m,s

V7here 6
n.s

= T.
Zfrni

m.s 24

The angular conversion is from hours to radians, and unit vector r

is in the direction of r. The coefficients and h" in the e:q?ression

should be distinguished from the coefficients a and b in equation 4.10,

which refer to the variation actxially observed by the particular detector.

m,s •

m,s

fa Ks,3,R^,Ri,p)
4.14

They are related as indicated in eqns 4.14, the functions f^ and f^ being

fully determinable at all points.

The subscript m may be dropped, for clarity, at this stage, since

the work which follows applies indifferently to either harmonic.

A mean vector r is now defined, such that

where a" =

r = + b'

1 ^ ~
- Z a' and h'
n , s

s=l

1 "
- Z

s=l

4.15

In order to minimise the scatter of the end points of the various



estimated free-space vectors we actually need to minimise the variance

of the amplitudes of the various difference vectors

n

= - Z
n I

s^l

122,

1

n

n

E

s=l

—) 2
a')

)

)2
b")

)
4.16

I ( (

The sample variance may readily be calculated in this form. However

it should be noted tliat eqn, 4.16 reduces in the follovring manner. Expand

ing XJe have

1 II 2 2 2 2
= i. 2 (a" + b^ + a' •+ b' - 2a'a" - 2b'b')

n T s s s s
s=i

.*. -7'

•in 2 2 —.2 2

" S (a" + b" ) + a' + b'
^ s=l ®

2a' 2b'

4.17

, This expression reveals that there is little difference between the

variance of the amplitudes of the difference vectors and the variance of the

a33:plitiides of the estimated vectors themselves if, and only if, the estimated

vectors dp not display a great scatter in directions. The amplitude of the

mean vector will necessarily always be less than the mean of the amplitudes

of the individual vectors, but the difference will be small if the latter

are all in similar directions. This is likely to apply in the case of

the first harmonic, and it is therefore possible that similar results may
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be obtained from both the amplitude and vector techniques in this case.

For the second harmoiiic, where the statistical accuracy is relatively poorer

and the directional scatter greater this conclusion may not apply.

The value of S obtained in practice from eqn 4,16 will depend, as

before, on the numerical values of the various r_g, and consequently for

comparison purposes the coefficient-of-variance form must again be used.

2 lOOS'
V = —

= 100

= 100

= 100

2 ~2
r - r

,-2

- 1

2 2

a** + b •*

a" + b'
-1

This eiqpression has been used for all calculations on this topic.

4,18

4,2.5 Selections of Parameters for Vector Variance

The initial analyses of phase and amplitude variance vrere completed

prior to commencement of the vector analysis. They had shcnm that was

indeterminate below 5 GV, and that p, for the first harmonic at least,

equalled 1 (a pure cosine dependence). The arguments leading to these

conclusions are given in Section 4,4,5. It V7as also apparent at this

stage that consideration of 8 ani R^ independently vras ixit satisfactory.

In the vector analysis, therefore, the parameters R^ and p were set

at 0 and 1 respectively, and advantage was taken of the reduction in number
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of varying parameters to investigate in greater detail the effects of changes

in 3 and 12 values of each were selected, chosen to bracket the likely

values, and modulation coefficients calculated for each possible paiar, 144

pairs in all, A computer programme v/as \7ritten to utilise this information

and obtain, and compare, the vector variance derived from each value pair.

4.2.6 Standard Errors of Estimates, and Exnected Variance

Since cosmic-ray detectors liave finite count-rates, any quantity

derived from them must have an associated statistical standard error. It

is assumed that the original data, on vdiich analysis is performed, is conposec

of n hourly, or bihourly (24 or 12 respectively) count totals; each of

these is a Poisson variate, having standard deviation v^.

Since amplitudes of the diurnal and semi-diurnal vectors are small,

and the differences betvreen the various are also small, it is possible

to regard each as having magnitude N and standard error v^, v^here
n

N = - Z U, .
kO

n-12 f
Equation 4.10 gives that a = — E n cos

k=0

Prnku

n

Since the only statistical variate on the right hand side is we

may vnrite the variance of a as
- m

a,n
= a'

%

U,

f2f
n..

2

n

11-1

E

k=-3

cos

2
m U

Similarly 2

Ic n

21111^11

n 4.19



Ifete that
a jiu •

O, and tliat a _
D,i!i a.l

125,

= a
3^2

o , (9R^ 9 ('3TI') 9
= cr rs—( + 0, /!^\ where O is the estimated

a (.da) b (oh)
Hov7 a

r a (.da) b (db) " ' r

variance of the vector amplitude of either harmonic.

02 = a2

02 = 02

R2
I-

4.20

The variance of the amplitude of the observed vector equals the

variance of its a or b cocponents. The above work follows Parsons (1959).

Consequently we have that the standard error of estimate, or standard

deviation, of r is

0=0
r a

/ n

/ n a
U.

k

Expressed in percent we have

100 2IT

N / n

= 100 / nN

4.21

If G is the grand total of recorded counts for the period we have,

for each harmonic

|2
0 = 100 / G

r

% 4.22

Since only the total count appears in eqn ^,22 it follows that 0^ is the

same regardless of v/hether hourly or bihourly data have been used. The
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standard deviation of the phase is then obtained by supposing that the true

end point of the vector defined by r ,0 , lies, to 67% confidence, within
* m m

a circle of radius drawn at the end of the vector, Tlie angle subtended

by this circle at the origin will represent the standard error of the phase,

0^0,m*

Thus = arcsin
e,m

and V7ill be different for eac

a
r

r
m

1 namonrc.

4.23

The variance of the an^litudes and phase will then be 0^ ^ and 0g ^

respectively. 0g ^ my be used as it stands, but 0^ ^ requires multiplica

tion by a scaling factor to convert it to a free-space estimate of variance.

The variance, 0^, of the amplitude of the difference vector is also

required for use with the vector variance analysis. Eqn 4.16 shows that

the free-space sample variance in this case reduces to

where and S^.. are the sample variances of the a" and b" components

respectively. Since a and b are statistically independent and each pair

and a, b^ and b, are related through completely determined functions,

knOT7ledge of the estimates of variance 0^ and 0,^ means that 0^^ and 0^^
" a • 0 a b

can &lso fee obtained',

a"* b"*
The ratios — and t will not be very different and thus to a first

a b •'

order the estimate of the free-space vector variance will be given by

0^ ci
V a b

.*.0^ = 20^^
V a

.*,0^ 20^ >. 4.24
V r
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Tlie latter quantity is knovm, and can therefore be approxinately

calculated. It will liave the same value for each harmonic. In practice

may be somewhat greater than if many equatorial stations, for v;hich

T,

~ jfe -— are included. •
a b

4.2.7 Presentation of Variance Results. The "Z" Parameter

Writing the variance, of amplitude or phase, of the free-space vector

obtained from the station as cf an average estimated variance can be
s

obtained, given by

1 ^

" s=l ®

This may be calculated readily, either i:a this or in coefficient of

variance form, and may be compared with the observed sample variance

of the component involved. It is convenient to define a new quantity Z

such that

Z =
4,25

According to Heatherburn (1949, pi 69) the quantity |nZ is a Gamma

variate of parameter K^-l). The e:q)ected value E(x) of a variate which

follows a Gamma distribution equals the parameter of the distribution.

Thus E(^nZ) = H"."!)

.*. |n.E(Z) = Kn-1)

.*. E(Z) = — 4.26
n

Thus for large n the expected value of Z-1, In such a case the distribution

l"2of Z will be approximately normal, v/ith a standard deviation of y'— ,
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In the case of vector variance the approximation of eqn 4.24 has

been taken as an equality. In this case becomes calculable, and E(Z)

follows eqn 4.26.

4.3 METHOD OF HAMDLIllG DATA

It was decided at the onset that the analysis would be confined to

data obtained from the world-\i7ide neutron monitor network either by regular

exchange or from one of the World Data Centres for Cosmic Rays at Minneapolis

(later Boulder), Moscow, anjd Tokyo, These data would be supplemented by

data from the underground muon telescopes at Hobart. Surface level muon

detectors liave not been used due to the uncertainties inlierent in the

correction of their data for atmospheric modulation (section 3.2,2).

Unfortunately uniformity is only noiii? being achieved in the presentation

of published cosmic ray data, and data for the periods analysed were published

in several different formats. Neutron data are usually published both as

raw data and after correction for changes in baroraetric height, together with

the appropriate barometric readings. In some cases only raw data and

barometric readings are available; in such cases pressure correction is

necessary before the data can be used. A "most probable" barometric co

efficient t^as used for this purpose. Most data are published as count

totals, but there are exceptions. Some earlier data especially are published

as percentage departures from some stated mean. These may be used directly.

Other data, nctably from Japanese stations, are published in logarithmic

fomu These must be converted back to count totals before analysis. Both

these systems have gradually been abandoned in favour of straightforward

count totals.
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VJhen large scale interchange of cosmic ray data commenced at the

beginning of the IGY in July 1957 bihourly tabulations V7ere in general use.

With the advent of higher counting rate detectors almost all stations have

now changed to hourly tabulations. The differences in the value of the

harmonic coefficients obtained vrhen the same data are expressed in hourly or

bihourly form are within the statistical limits involved (Section 4.2.6).

To avoid unnecessary arithmetic the harmonic analysis programme was designed

to function with either hourly or bihourly dataj giving an indication of

which form was used on the result sheet. The majority of data are tabulated

in hours, or bihours, Universal Time, and all analysis has been carried out

in this frame, thus eliminating possible confusion betv/een 'local' time based

on actual detector longitude, 'local' time based on local zone time, local

summer time, etc.

The data were organised by summing all data for each given hourly or

bihourly period for a month for each detector. Stms for hour 25 and hour

26 (or bihour 13), defined in the usual way as hour 01 and hour 02 of the

following day, v/ere also obtained. As many days data as possible were

used in each month.

In the analysis of data of this type for periodic effects it is

important that the fiml results are not contaminated by the presence of

non-recurrent effects in the data which would have frequency coirponents

at the frequency of interest. Data containing abrupt forbush decreases,

solar flares and what are loosely kixown as "other anomalous effects" must

therefore be rejected. In the present case, where intercomparison of data

from different stations is being undertaken, it is also highly desirable that

only data covering the same days at all stations be employed. To this eiri
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hourly plots of data from three law cut-off neutron ir£>nitors at widely

separated longitudes were cjcairiined for the type of events mentioned above,

IvTien anj' such event was found the day on which it occurred wa.s eliminated

from the data of all stations before the addition of the monthly sums. In

the case of Forbush decreases the days imraediately before and after the

main decrease day(s) v/ere also rejected, as were any obviously disturbed

days in the recovery period. In addition to such global rejection, days

from individual stations were also rejected when it was apparent that the

data were anomalous in some vray, due possibly to instruriiental trouble or

undefined causes, or when more than 2 hours data vras missing altogether.

If only one or two hours data \7ere missing, and the remaining data for the

day looked normal, they were replaced by figures obtained by linear inter

polation between the four hours bracketiig the missing data. Tlie rejection

of certain days at some stations only is undesirable but inevitable, PCT-rer

failures, particularly at the riX)re remote stations, are distressingly frequent

and if one rejected all statioris' data because of a 3 hour recording gap in

the data from one station only, one would eliminate a high percentage of the

available data, if not nearly all of them.

These techniques do not affect any secular changes which nay be

present. Figures 4,6 depicts the apparent daily variation vrhich will be

observed in data v/hich increase at a uniform rate throughout the day. The

data from hours 25 and 26 are used to eliminate such changes by multiplying

data for each hourly group by appropriate factors such that, after such

multiplication, H01+H02 = H25-I-H26, data from intermediate hours being

multiplied proportionally. This process is carried out in the harmonic

programme, A slight error is introduced due to the statistical variability
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r-, = .077%
r2 = -039%

Figure 4,6, Apparent daily variation resulting fran a uniform rate of change of intensity of 0,2S%/day
(7,5%/month).
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between the HOI + H02 and 1125 + E26 totals, but in monthly means this erron

is negligible.

Data prepared in the above manner vrere tabuls-ted in yearly groups.

Listed for each month were the number of days' data actually used, the poss

ible number of days - defined as the total number of days in the month minus

the number of days rejected from all stations on cosmic ray grounds - which

could have been used, and the sum of these two quantities. The 26 hourlj'

or 13 bihourly count totals followed, followed in turn by a check total of

the sum of these.

After the first few sets of data had been produced in this way it

v/as found desirable to provide sum checks over each column of data over the

12 months, in order to detect accidental transposition of numbers in a row

by the typists during data tape preparation. Such errors liave been found

occasionally, and are more reliably detected by cross sum-checking than by

proof reading of typescripts. The omission or repetition of a complete

month of data by an inattentive typist is also detected in this fashion.

Cross checking of this variety was also used in the manual preparation of

the monthly hour sums.

A further cause of typing errors was the inevitable use of rather

similar 5 or 6 digit numbers for each hourly monthly sum. A suitable large

number vras therefore subtracted from each hourly sum for any given month,

the figure so subtracted being added to the actual plus possible days sum

check, and detected and re-added to the hourly values in the harmonic analj'-

sis programrae. Tliis reduced the number of digits to be typed per hourly

group to 2 or 3, with a very significant improvement in typing accuracy.

Data set out in the above fashion were typed and simultaneously

punched on paper tape using Friden Flexovjriters, normally I'/ith three years
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computer to identify the station and year(s) involved, scale factor, station

longitude, and whether the data were in hourly or bihourly format. The

longitude was included for standardisation with other Hobart group projects

which used the sane, or similar, data in the same programmes and which

required conversion to local solar or srdereal tine.

The enforced use of paper tape as the only available medium of data

input to the computer vras felt to be a considerable disadvantage, llhen the

inevitable punching errors are found the whole tape has to be repunched, copy

ing the good sections automatically and correcting the errors individually.

This is a time-consumirig process. Worse, if it is required to update a tape

by addition of more recent data the whole of the original must be copied and

then the extra data added. Tapes could not be spliced and then presented to

the computer, for reasons of computer hardware, until after this part Oo. the

analysis had been completed. A proliferation of small tapes is also a dis

advantage as they cannot be stacked neatly and consequently it is difficult

to ensure that they are presented to the computer in the correct order.

Also, the computer readers require manml loading for each tape. A punched

card systan, preferably with magnetic tape or disc storage, would have made

the data processing much simpler.

4.4- DIURNAL VARIATION, 1961-3. INITIAL ANALYSIS.

4.4.1 Availability and grouping of stations.

At the onset, data from 24 neutron monitors were available for the

period 1961-3, mostly from the Hobart files but in one or m^o cases direct

from the investigator concerned. For the purpose of this analysis they were

divided into two groups, as listed in Table 4.3. So far as practicable the
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distribution of cut-off rigidities and mountain stations within the groups

was kept similar.

Cut-off Altitude

Station
GV m gm/cm^ Missing data

Group A Resolute < O.OB S.L 1033

Mav7son 0.22 S.L 1033

Deep River 1.02 145 1015-

k Sulphur Mt. 1.14 2283 783

Mt. Wellington 1.89 725 949

London 2.73 S.L 1033

Munich 4.14 S.L 1033 May-Dec 1963

6 Jungfraujoch 4.64 3550 669 Jan-Feb 1963

Hermanns 4.90 S.L 1033 Feb. 1963

Brisbane 7.00 S.L 1033 Jan-Apr 1963

k Mt. Noriloira 11.39 2770 736

Kampala 14.98 1196 896 Jan-Jul 1961,
Mar. 1962

Group B Thule < 0.04 S.L 1033 All 1963

Chinrchill 0.21 S.L 1033

Ottawa 1.08 100 1020

Uppsala 1.43 S.L' 1033

Leeds 2.20 100 1020

Kiel 2.29 S.L 1033

Lindau 3.00 S.L 1033

k Pic du Midi 5.36 2860 728

Rome 6.31 S.L 1033

Buenos Aires 10.63 S.L 1033

k Mina Aguilar 12.51 4000 630

k Huancayo 13.49 3400 684

Table 4,3. Neutron mon-Ctors used -in 1961-3 analys'ts. k -indiaates
mounta-in stat-ions. Cut-off indiaated is verttcalj taken from MaCraoken^
RaOj Fowlerf Shea^ ard Snart (1965).



For many analyses there are some unfortunate features in the geo

graphical distribution of available stations. There has been a strong

tendency for cosmic ray observatories to be established primarily in the

more affluent areas of the v7orld, particularly North America and Western

Europe, both areas of relatively 1cm geomagnetic cut-off, A number of

stations have been established in other areas, hot-rever some of them seem

to suffer a good deal of instrumental trouble, and some are situated at

mountain altitudes, consequently being more awkward to use in this type

of analysis (section 4,4.7). It appears that tropical stations in general

are more difficult to maintain than those in more temperate regions. It

has been the experience of the Hobart group that the detectors at Lae,

New Guinea (cut-off 15,5 GV, latitude 6° 44'S) have been less reliable

than identical equipment at other stations, due to a combination of

climatic and logistic problems, and in spite of the best efforts of the

local operator. The finance necessary to remedy this state of affairs

has not been forthcoming. It seems likely that other operators of

tropical stations have met similar problems.

It can be seen from the table that the two highest cut-off stations

in each group are at mountain altitudes. Good experimental coupling co- »

efficients applicable to the exact altitude of each station are not avail

able, The best that could be done in the initial analyses was to use the

general mountain altitude coefficients of Dorman (1957) or Webber and

Queiiby (1959), These in themselves are less precise than the sea-level

coefficients due to the paucity of available measurements. Consequently

results from mountain stations must be considered with some caution, and

in fact analyses have been performed with and vrithout their inclusion

(section 4,4,7),

It is also evident from table 4,3 that no stations are available with

cut-offs between 7,0 and 10.6 GV, a very serious, gap. The author is aware
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of only one existing station in this range, that at Mexico City at 9.5 GV,

but the data are not generally available and the station is in any case at

mountain altitude. There is a strong need for a number of sea-level

neutron monitors to be installed at different locations vrith cut-offs

ranging from 7.0 GV ujn-rards. They should preferably be of the M64

type, although for this type of -analysis this is not critical and a well

maintained KY monitor is quite adequate.

The ideal analysis would use data for exactly the same periods for

each station. However from time to time almost all stations have a few

hours or a day or tv-70 of data missing due to poxirer failures, routine main

tenance, and the like. T'Jhilst frequent data gaps could possibly indicate

serious instrumental troubles the existence of the occasional short gap can

have no such implication. At the same time such gaps do destroy the hope

for totally simultaneous data since there is a good chance of such a short

gap occurrirg in the data from at least one of the 24 stations in any given

day. The rather lenient view xjas taken that the data from a station were

usable if at least 69% of the 'possible' data (section 4.3) x-7cre available

in the period under consideration. This corresponds to requiring that at

least 21 days' data be available for each possible 30 days' data. In

consideration of monthly mean daily variations the application of this

criterion is unambiguous, but in the case of the annual mean d.v, one may

require simply that 69% of the possible data are available (which permits

three consecutive months to be completely missing) or that 69% of each

individxoal months' potential data are available. The latter is clearly

the best principle but in practice^ due to the relative invariance of the

d.v. from month to month, the former consideration x-zas generally used with
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the added restriction that stations v^ith two or more consecutive months

missing from their data were rejected for the year in question. Care vras

also taken that any single missing months were in fact average months accord"

ing to the majority of stations.

4.4.2 Consistency of observed harmonic vectors

It is unfortunately true that some stations' data, whilst fulfilling

all criteria concerning availability, and looking satisfactory on an hour

by hour plot, still produce harmonic coefficients which are quite considerably

different from those obtained from other stations. Provided the harmonic

coefficients for the station in question are consistent from month to month

there is lo reason to suppose, a priori, that the observations are faulty.

Ho^^ever the phenomena under discussion are small, and spurious variations

due to such things as temperature effects, either in detectors themselves or

in barometric instruments, (Katzman and Vehkatesan, 1960)j regular changes

in atmospheric structure such as large humidity changes (Bercovitch, 1967);

and a number of other possibilities may all, in principle, completely alter

the observed d.v at any one station. If this spurious modulation is conr

sistent through many nonths it will reveal itself as an isolated, clearly

erroneous, point on a scatter diagram of estimated free—space vectors from

various stations. If however the spurious modulation is inconsistent from

ia>nth to month it will be revealed, visually, on a suitable harmonic dial

plot, when compared with observed vectors from other stations. Rao,

McCracken, and Venkatesan (1963) have shown, in their Table 1, that the

differences in the observed diurnal variation at stations vnth similar cut

off rigidities viewing the same free-space anisotropy will not be great, and

that inter-station comparison is therefore of value. The modulation co-
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efficients calculated for the present analysis confirm this view. There is

however a possibility that such comparisons are not necessarily valid for

polar region stations whose asymptotic cones have been calculated purely

on the basis of internal (to the earth) magnetic field sources "(Gall,

Jimenez, and Orozco, 1969).

Summation dials were plotted for each calendar year and all available

stations (Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9). For convenience of plotting they are

presented in Universal Time. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 depict the summation

plots of the three annual mean diurnal and semi-diurnal vectors for each

station plotted in local time. The individual monthly semi-diurnal vectors

for each station are not presented here. Inspection of these figures

immediately shoxre certain stations displaying inconsistent behaviour. We

will deal with each year separately.

4.4.2.1 1961 Results

From figure 4.7 the vectors at Kiel are clearly of abnerraal length in

the first fe?-/ months and severe phase alterations occur in 1-Iay and December,

since there is ample confirmation of more consistent behaviour from other

European stations it was rejected. There was a temptation also to reject

Brisbane, Hermanns, and Buenog Aires, due to the marked clockwise swing in

their vectors through the year. This however could not be done as all three

stations plainly have a lot in common, being mediumrlatitude southern-

hemisphere stations with cut-offs in the range 5 to 10 GV. It must be

assumed therefore that a genuine effect may be present. The vectors of the

two highest latitude stations. Resolute and Thule, are somewhat less regular

than many others. This is due in part to the low count rate of, and small

expected observed d.v at, each station, and may be made worse by external
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magnetospheric effects. These stations have considerable significance in

determinations of the latitude dependence parameter p and were therefore

retained in the analysis at this stage.

An interesting feature of the 1961 observations concerns the small

irregvilar vectors present at a ntmber of stations in the final few months

of the year. It was at first thought that these might represent some form

of data contamination, since no common feature could be found to isolate

these stations from the remainder. Later analysis from data obtained from

further stations shovred that the short vectors were definitely genuine and

apparently have estra-terrestial origin. No stations were rejected from the

analysis from this cause,

4.4.2.2 1962 and 1963 Results

In 1962 it is apparent that Huancayo is quite faulty, and in 1963

Buenos Aires appears to be seriously inconsistent. In both years the

vectors at Kiel were abnormally long. The necessary rejections were made.

Data for each year which are rejectable for the above reasons have been

termed 'doubtful' data in follwring sections.

4.4.2.3 General Comments

The summation dials in Figure 4,10 depict the mean annual diurnal

variation in local time for each of the three years. The stations are

arranged in the two groups, in order of increasing cut-off rigidity. Certain

common characteristics are evident. As the cut-off increases the observed

time maximum becomes earlier. In general the directions of the vectors

at any particular station do not change much during the three years, although

there is a slight tendency for them to become a few minutes earlier. The
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1962 vectors generally have larger amplitudes than those of the other years.

The observed amplitudes decrease markedly at both high and low cut-offs.

At the lov7 cut-off Polar stations this is expected for any set of parameters

since the axial direction of the cone of viewing is well away from the

ecliptic plane. The lopg spread in longitude of the cone of viei^ing of

eqiiatorial high cut-off stations tends to reduce their observed amplitudes,

and this may be aided by a relatively low upper limiting rigidity. Brisbane,

Huancayo, and Kiel flagrantly oppose these generalities in certain years,

and as in each case there are other reasons for suspecting their accuracy

for the years in question (see above) they have been rejected for those years

Regrettably Huancayo vras in any case rejected automatically by virtue of the

large amount of missing data in all three years, the percentage available

ranging from 53 to 63%.

Figure 4.11 depicts the semi-diurnal vectors in the same manner, using

an enlarged amplitude scale. It is evident that these vectors also become

earlier with increasing cut-off rigidity. The amplitudes, in contrast to

the diurnal case, increase with cut-off. Again some stations show incon

sistent behaviour, notably Kiel with relatively enormous vectors roughly six

hours out of phase with the remainder, and Huancayo roughly three hours out

of phase. It is interesting that these two stations have already been

eliminated on other grounds, Munich appears to disagree rather with the

general pattern, and in any case has one year of data unavailable. The

Mawson vectors are rather later than those for the other stations, but this

is explicable by the position of the cone of vietring, the centre of which

lies nearly directly overhead, rather than 30 to 60 degrees east of the

station as is generally the case. The explanation is valid almost regardles:
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of which rigidity exponent is assumed for the primary variation. There is

also a rather surprising disagreement between the Leeds and London vectors,

the cause of which is not kncm^n. It appears, from considerations of con

sistency, that the London vectors are probably in error.

No attempt has been made to plot statistical error circles in figures

4.10 or 4.11. Even in figure 4,11 circles of radius one standard deviation

are about the size of, or smaller than, the 'origin' circle at the commence

ment of each vector set. Since the standard deviations of the amplitudes

of both diurnal and semi-diurnal components are the same this is even more

applicable to figure 4.10. Thus the majority of the semi-diurnal, and all

the diurnal, vectors plotted are of considerable statistical significance.

The semi-diurnal vectors at llawson, for instance, are about four standard

deviations in length, and for most of the other stations the statistical

significance of the semi-diurnal vectors is higher. This, together with

the consistency in local time of plots from many stations points to a

genuine nDnrstatistical origin of the semi-diurnal variation, although it

does nst of course prove that the variation exists in the primary flux.

4.4.3 Results of Variance Analyses

A number of sets of analyses were undertaken, to test the effect of

various data and coupling coefficient changes. For each run the variances

of and T2 minimised separately for a suitable range of the

four parameters 3, and p. The analyses uexe performed for each

of the three years involved, and for the data combined over the tliree years.

Details of each run are listed in table 4.4.
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Run Ifo.
Selection of
Stations

Possible lb

of stations

Doubtful

Data

Coupling
Coefficients

1. All 12 (Group A) Included Webber and Quenby

2.
If 12 (Group B) II II II

3.
II 24 (Both Groups) II II II

4. Sea level only 17
II It If II II

5.
It If II 17

• II II Excluded II It

6. If ft 11 17
II II II Dorman

7. If II II 17
11 II Mathes'7s & Kodama

Solar Hinimum

8. II II II 17 II II It l-Iath^rs & Kodama

Solar llaximTjm

9. All 24 II II II Dorman

10.
II 24 II II II Webber and O.uenby

Table 4»4, Details of amlyses performed using the separate vax'iame
analysis programme^ US79,

The follc«7iiig effects can be studied using appropriate combinations of

these analyses:

(a) Differences between analyses based on phase and analyses based on

amplitude (A,11 runs).

(b) Internal consistency of data (runs 1, 2, and 3).

(c) Variations due to use of different coupling coefficients (runs 5,

6, 7 and 8).

(d) Variations due to inclusion of mountain altitude data (Runs 6 and 9)

(e) Variations due to inclusion of suspect data (Runs 4 and 5, and

3 and 10).

4.4.4 Differences between analyses basoi on phase and amplitude constant

minimisations.

It has already been pointed out (section 4.2.3 and figure 4.5) that

obtaining the minimum variance of the estimates of the free-space amplitude
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constant and phase separately need not necessarily lead to the same values

of the various parameters. This lias been amply borne out in practice,

especially for the years 1961 arsi 1962. Table 4.5 lists typical values

of 3 obtained for the first harmonic from run 7.

Period Minimisation of:- Value of 3 obtained
Corresponding values of
Z Amplitude Z Phase

1961 Amplitude Constant -0. 2±0.2 15.1 20.9

Phase +0. 6±0.3 28.8 13.3

1962 Amplitude Constant +0. 1±0.15 12.5 13.6

Phase +0. 4±0.2 16.4 10.9

1963 Amplitude Constant +0. 2±0.2 8.5 13.6

Phase +0.25±0.3 8.5 13.6

1961-3 Amplitude Constant -0.15±0.15 31.3 50.0

Phase +0. 5±0.1 28.0 46.7

Tci)le 4.5, Est-mates of 3 for diiirnat variation obtained from
minimisation of estimates of amplititde and. phase. R = 100 GV,
p = 2.0, coupling coefficients MatheiVs and Kodjama ^
Solar Minimum. Sea level stations only with all doubtful stations
excluded. The same stations were used in each analysis for any
given period.

Figure 4.12 depicts the variance cinrves for 1961 with 3 as a

parameter, on v/hich the results in table 4.5 are partly basei. The iidivi-

dual curves are steep enough to produce reasonably unambiguous results

but the results disagree and the minimum values of Z obtained are too high

for the scatter in the estimates to be attributable purely to statistical

fluctuations. This could be due to errors in the model; to the inclusion

of data which are corrupt in one xray or another; to the impracticability

of averaging by this type of technique over periods v/hen there are undoubt

edly changes in the mean monthly free-space diurnal variation; or to under

estimation of the standard deviations inherent in each detector's observe-
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tions. None of these possibilities can be instantly dismissed, and it

is likely that the discrepant values of Z observed are due to a combination

of them. A discussion of these factors appears in section 4.7 but one is

v7orth mentioning at this stage.

According to Rao et al (1963), the standard deviation of the annual

mean phase of an IGY neutron monitor is about 5°, and they comment that

this is probably an underestimate. The standard deviation calculated

in the analysis purely on the basis of Poisson statistics is a little

less than 3°, giving a mean expected variance of 8.3 square degrees,

exactly 1/3 of the value used by Rao et al. Since Rao et al just managed

to reduce their observed variance to the order of 25 square degrees it is

apparent that the value of the expected variance used in this analysis is

unlikely to be matched by the calculated sample variance. It is probable

on this basis alone that the minimum achievable Z will not be less than 3

in the case of phase variance. Similar arguments will apply to amplitude

and vector variance. Experimental results reported in section 4.7,6 support

this conclusion. Other authors have also reported that the statistics of

neutron monitor observations are worse than those estimated from the count

rate alone (e.g. Sandstrom, 1965).

There were severe changes in the monthly mean diurnal variation in

the last few months of 1961, and it is notesjorthy that the highest value of

TOTnifflTm z was in tliat year, as was the largest discrepancy between the
amp

two values of 8 obtained. In 1963, for which year later analyses have

shown much better agreement between stations than in 1961, a much lo\<rer

value of minimum Z is found. However the lowest values of Z ,piia.se

reaained rather constant over the three years, and represent a variance

of about 110 square degrees.
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I'Jhen the three-year nean diurnal variation is considered the minimum

values of Z found are much higher than for the individual, years, This is

due to the reduction in the expected variance, reduced from the annual

value by y'S, whilst the observed maximum variance goes up slightly, due

partly to the greater likelihood of inclusion of faulty data and also,

possibly, to averaging over a longer period.

There remains the possibility of the retention of faulty data, even

after the previously described checks have been made. There is evidence

that a number of stations shov? consistent differences from average values

of the free-space vectors over several successive years (section 4.5.3) and

one or two of these stations are included in the above analyses. The

differences may be either in amplitude or phase, or both, and vrould there

fore be expected to affect the two analyses separately.

Figures 4.13 and 4,14 present the distribution of the estimates of

the first harmonic free-space vectors based on minimisation of amplitude

and phase variance separately for 1961, corresponding to the top lines of

table 4.5. The various vector estimates are represented by circles of

radius one standard deviation drawn around their end points. The mean

vector, defined as a vector of average length directed in the mean

direction, is also plotted. Its error circle is dashed for ease of

recognition. Plus and minus one standard deviation limits are also shown

for the amplitude and phase respectively in the two figures. The figures

take on the general elliptical appearance, perpendicular and parallel to

the mean vector respectively, predicted in figure 4.5.

It is not possible to determine which is the more valid analysis.
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and the question arises as to whether it is legitimate to minimise the

amplitude and phase variance separately. The different results obtained

are partly due to the fact that the tv;o analyses utilise different parts of

the available information, although they also reflect the possibility

that either the model or the correction of the observations for environ

mental effects may be inadequate. In order to make use of all available

information later analyses (sections 4.5 and 4.6) minimise the length of

the difference vectors between the estimated vectors for each station and

their mean (section 4.2.4). Hovrever the present technique is sufficient

for differentiating between coupling coefficients, investigation of

mountain stationsi etc. as reported in sections 4.4.5 to 4.4.8.

4.4.5 Sensitivity to evaluation of the various parameters, and
internal consistency of data.

The two groups of stations (table 4.3) V7ere analysed separately in

runs 1 and 2 (table 4.4), and jointly in run 10, for comparison purposes.

Doubtful data were included in runs 1 and 2, and excluded in run 10. Furthe

analyses of the individual groups of stations were carried out using vector

variance (section 4.5.1), but some conclusions could be made at this stage.

Different values of 3 and were obtained for the same periods from

the two groups. This must be due, in part at least, to the inclusion of

suspect data. Hox^ever the values of p and R^^ obtained are in agreement

throughout. Figure 4.15 shows the set of variance curves from run 10

for all stations, with doubtful excluded, for 1962. They are typical

of those obtained from either of the individml groups of stations and the

other years. They show that the phase estimates are quite insensitive to

changes in R^^ or p, and that the amplitude estimates are insensitive to
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changes in below 5 GV. ' Consequently R^^ is indeterminate by this

technique. Similarly p is indeterminate by minimisation of pliase

estimates. However the variance of the amplitude estimates is extremely

sensitive to the value of p in the, admittedly large, range scanned, and

in every case except one the value of p obtained was either 0.5

or 1.0. In the exceptional case data from the high latitude stations were

missing and the amplitude variance plot vras broad and shallow. The

modulatiou coefficients (section 4.2.1) are highly sensitive to changes in

the cosine dependence exponent only at the highest latitude stations,

Thule, Resolute, and l-Iavrson, and only mildly sensitive for other stations

even as high in latitude as Deep River (figure 4.16), The dependence is

so sliarp for the high latitude stations, relative to the remainder, that

the sharp variance curve shwrn in figure 4.15 results and an unarabigtrous

result may be obtained, independent of possible slight errors in the

observations at these stations.

It is possible therefore to state that the latitude dependence of

the first harmonic in each of the tliree years 1961, 1962, and 1963 is

approximately cosine or a little less, and certainly lies in the range

(cosine)^to cosine, with a mean exponent value of about 0.8±0.2,

Subsequent vector analyses liave been carried out usir^ a value of 1.0.

It is not possible to give a value for Rj^, except to note that it

is probably less than 5 GV, and that the method is insensitive to alter

ations below this limit. It has therefore been taken as 0 GV in subse

quent work.
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4.4.6 Sensitivity to couplln.q coefficients.

Fotir sets of coupli-ng coefficients were used, those due to Dorraan

(1957), Webber and Quenby (1959), and the coefficients for both sol^r

maxiiauTA and solar nininvmi conditions published by llathews and Kodama

(1964). There were no significant differences between the results

obtained with any of these sets (table 4.6).

Coupling Coefficients

Parameter

Webber and

Quenby
Dorraan

Mathevjs and Kodama

Solar Minimua Solar Maximijm

3 -0.2 -0.2 -0,2 -0.2

Corresponding Z 15.06 15.10 15.05 15.96

R
u

30 30 30 30

Corresponding Z 16.48 16.79 17.02 17.43

^1 1.0 1.0 1.0" 3.0

Corresponding Z 22.22 22.25 22.13 22.94

P 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Correspondiig Z 22.05 25.60 26.03 24.72

Table 4,6» Fcccameter and corves-gonding values of Z obtained fnom
minimisation of the Vajciance of amglitwie estimates fon each set
of coupling coefficients. First harmonic 1961^ 15 sea-level
stations with doubtful refected.

The only set which shows an appreciable difference from the remainder

are the Hathews Kodama solar maximum set, and even then the difference is

slight. There is no significance in the different value of the found.

1961 V7as probably closer to solar maximum than solar minimum, but the

reverse applies to the other tV70 years. Considerable simplicity resulted

from use of only one set of coupling coefficients to cover all three years

of data, and in viet7 of these results it was considered adequate to use
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one or other of the solar minimum sets, Tne llathef-7s and Kodama co

efficients are for sea-level stations only, whereas the other sets also

include coefficients for mountain altitude detectors. Before the vector

variance computations were made the three-altitude coefficients of Loclcv/ood

and Uebber (1967) became available, and in viet? of the above results and
-2 —2

the 3 altitude (sea level, 828 ^.cm , and 680 gm.cm ) advantage these

have been used in all vector analyses.

4.4.7 Inclusion of mountain stations.

The investigations described above have made use solely of sea level,

and approximately sea level (e.g. Mt, Wellington, 725 metres), detectors.

Mountain altitude stations liave much higher count rates, and consequently

better statistical accuracy, than identically equipped stations at sea

level, but this advantage is countered by several problems:-

(a) The difficulty of computing coupling coefficients considering

the relatively fa? stations involved and their scatter in altitude.

(b) The altitude of the detector which is, in general, different from

the mean altitude used for the coupling coefficients. The

difference eithet can be ignored or some rather uncertain extra

polation made.

(c) The probability of difficulty in relating barometric height at

such stations to the air mass above the detector, due to dynamic

pressure effects resulting from high winds around the mountain

(Section 2.2). This difficulty has been reported for Mt.

Washington (LoclOTOod and Galatea, 1957) and for 1-2: • itorikura,

(Chiba and Kodama, 1969), and is likely at other exposed sites such

as Pic-du-Midi and Jungfraujoch.
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Table 4,7 illustrates the effects of including oDuntain altitude

stations in the analyses.

Minimisation of
Parameter

3

Corresponding Z

R
u

Corresponding Z

Corresponding Z

Corresponding Z

Sea Level Stations
only

Amplitude Phase

0,2

8,55

60

8,42

4,0

8,40

1,0

8,66

0,2

13,87

100

13,78

1,0

13,78

1,5.

9,77

Sea Level plus Mountain
Stations

Amplitude

0,4

27,58

90

27,58

4,0

26,12

1.0

27,58

Phase

0,4

21,25

90

21,25

1,0

20,92

1.5

16,34

Tahte 4,7. Comvarison of 12 sea-tevel stations (run 6) and the
same 12 sea-teVel plus 6 mountain-level stations (run 9), 1962 >
Coupling coefficients : Dorman,

The 1963 results were by far the most closely ordered in that the

lowest values of Z were found that year. The inclusion of the extra 6

mountain stations, whilst not appearing to make a great difference to the

results, clearly shifts Z from statistically probable to statistically

improbable values, particularly in the amplitude case. Introducing these

stations has therefore introduced seme sort of contamination to the data,

but at this stage it is not possible to determine which of the various

possibilities is involved, or whether perhaps one of the individual

mountain stations is itself faulty. Further consideration is given to

this problem in connection with the variance of vectors (Section 4,5,3),
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4.4.8 Inclusion of Doubtful Stations,

Doubtful stations liave been defined (section 4.4.2.2) as those

stations whose monthly mean vectors appear to display peculiar features

when plotted oh summation dials (figures 4.7 to 4.9). In 1963 Buenos

Aires and Kiel were placed in this category (section 4.4.2.2) and table

4.8 compares results obtained from analyses including and excluding these

stations in that year. All available sea-level stations were used in the

comparison.

Minimisation
of Parameter

Accepted Stations (run 5) Accepted plus Doubtful Stations
(13 stations) (run 4) (15 stations)

Amplitude Hiase Amplitude Phase

3 0.2
+0.it

—0.2
0.2 ±0.3 0.0 ±0.2 0.2 ±0.3

Correspondiig* Z 8.5 13.6 20.0 14.0

R
u

60
+200

- 30
80

-30
30 to 45 £D

-30

Correspoidirg Z 8.3 13.7 17.3 13.9

,
4.0 + 1*5

-If .0
1.0

-I.o
4.0

-If .0
1.0 *-=

-1 *0

Correspondii^ Z 8.1 13.8 25.0 14.1

P 1.0 ±0.2 -1.5 ±0.5 1.0 ±0.2 -1.5 ±0.5

Corresponding z 8.5 9.4 25.8 10.6

Table 4,8, 1363 First HarnvniOj Coupling Coefficients
W^ber and Queriby» Sea level stations only, 957q Confidence
Limits,
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Kiel was rejected because of abnormally long vectors, and the table

sho\rs that inclusion of these stations causes a major change in the mininaum

Z values obtained from variance of the phase estimates. The Kiel vectors

appear to be in approximately the correct direction, and the mean Suenos

Aires vector appears likewise, so this result is reasonable. In consequence

the parameter estimates obtained from amplitude variance differ in the txTO

cases whilst the estimates obtained from phase variance do not. Inclusion

of such obviously doubtful data may be expected to increase the minimum

variance to non-statistical values, thereby producing false estimates of

the parameters sought.

4.4.9 Conclusions, initial analyses.

In general minimising the variance of the amplitudes and of the

phases of the free-space vectors, estimated from each stations* observations,

gives different results. It is usually possible to reduce the minimum

variance in each case to a value which, vrhilst usually somewliat larger than

one V70uld hope for on a pvirely statistical basis, is not so large as to

suggest that the approach is basically incorrect. This conclusion is

supported by the fact tliat the statistical estimates used above are under

estimates of the actual statistical fluctuations of the observations of

each detector (section 4.7.2).

The exponent p of the cosine (latitude) dependence is found to lie

in the range 0.5 to 1.0, probably nearer the higher value. is indeter

minate belov; 5 GV, and can therefore be taken as zero, since the detectors

used have no significant response below the atmospheric cut-off about 2 GV.

For sea-level stations at least the analyses are relatively insensitive to

the coupling coefficients used. Inclusion of mountain stations increases
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the variance to somewhat larger values. The best estimates of the

parameters from these analyses are therefore obtained from the sea-level

stations only, with all doubtful stations excluded, and with p set equal

to 1.0 ani set at zero. Estimates obtained in this way are listed

in table 4,9.

From Minimisation From Minimisation
Ko. of

stations
of Amplitude of Phase

Excluded

Parameter Corres- Parameter Corres- actually Stations

Value ponding Value ponding used

Z Z

1951 3 -0.1±0.2 15.1 0.6±0.5 12.7 15 Brisbane,

90-^150
~ 1*5

Kiel

R
u

30 to 50 16.5 15.2

1962 3 0.2"^°'^
-0..3

12.3 0.4±0.3 11.7 15 Brisbane,
Kiel

R
u

50
"a 5

13.4 90±40 11.4

1963 3 0.3±0.3 8.5 0.2±0.3 13.6 13 Buenos Aires,

R
u

60-'2°°
- 30

8.3
-30

13.6

Munich, Kiel,
Thule

1961-3 3 -0.1±0.2 30.4 0.5+0.2 28.6 12 All above

(Average)
R

u
30 to 40 31.6 100^^°°

~ 25
28.6

Table 4,9 Final Tesults^ first harmonic^ from individual minvm-
isation of aurplitide and phase voa?ianae. The 17 sea-level stations
onlyg less those i-ndicated. Coupling ooeffiaients : Webber and
Quenby. = 0. p ~ 1,0. 3 estimates made with R =100 GV,
R estvnates with 3 at available value nearest to that dust foutd
f^tdble 4.1). The corresponding variance curves are shown in
figure 4,17.

There is no strorg evidence as to which of the two, sets of results

presented are the more reliable, although one might suspect that the 3
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values obtained from amplitude minimisation, and the R values obtained from
u

phase minimisation, are the more reliable, since the variance curves tend

to be more sharply defined - and therefore less sensitive to individual

station error - in the amplitude case for B and the phase case for E.
u

(figures 4.15 and 4.17). The tendency is not strong, however.

4.5 VECTOR VARL\IiGE ANALYSIS, 1961-1963.

The disagreement betx^een the results achieved from the phase and

amplitude analyses led to analyses based on minimisation of the amplitudes

of the difference vectors, defined for each station as r - r
' —s ,m —m

(Section 4.2.4). Values of R, and p x^ere set at 0 and 1.0, respectively
JL

as indicated by the previous results, and the 3-altitude coupling co

efficients of Loclwood and Webber (1967) V7ere used in the hope of improv

ing the usefulness of the mountain stations. To avoid the possibility

of erroneous results due to use of an incorrect value of R^ (Section 4.5.5)

12 X 12 matrices (Section 4.2.5) of modulation coefficients xjere prepared

to cover each possible combination of values, the sample variance of the

difference vectors being found for each combination.

4.5.1 Comparison of different station groups.

Group A and Group B stations (table 4.2) x-zere first studied separately

It happens tliat the only doubtful station in Group A is rejected automatical!

due to shortage of data but that this does not apply to Group B. Group B

XTas therefore analysed including and excluding the doubtful stations. The

results from the txro groups (Table 4.10) differ, as the earlier xrork had

predicted.



Group A

No doubtful

Stations

R
u

Corres

ponding
Z

Group B

Including doubtful
Stations

u

Corres

ponding
Z

167.

Group B

Excluding Doubtful
Stations

6 R
u

Corres-

pordinr
Z

1961 0.4 80 14.1 0.0 50 58.4 0.0 60 28.2

1962 0.4 80 15.5 0,0 80 30.2 0.2 70 19.7

1963 0.6 70 14.9 -0.4 1000 29.5 -0.2 500 32.8

Table 4.10, Values of 3 fo^ rnimmum Daa^-ianee of diffevenee
-Oeatovs. All stations used except those vfiioh do not meet the
minimum percentage of data criterion (section 4.4,1.)

The Z values for Group B when doubtful stations are included are

enormousj and there is a significant reduction when these stations are

removed from the analysis. Even in this case however the Z values obtained

are still too large to be attributable to statistical fluctuations, and it

is noticeable that the parameter values obtained do not differ greatly

vzhether or not the doubtful stations are included. The increase in Z

for Group B in 1963 xirhen the doubtful stations are excluded results from

the elimination of Buenos Aires, whose vector, although suspect, vas close

to the mean vector for the year. Excluding stations regarded as doubtful,

from study of their monthly vectors, does not bring Group A and Group B

into agreenent, althoiagh the discrepancies in the parameter estimates are

marginally redticed in all 3 years.

All stations have been allotted equal weight in the analyses, dis

regarding differences in statistical accuracies due to differing count-rates,
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Since the majority of the detectors involved are more or less standard

IGY type monitors this seems a reasonable approach. However two stations

in particular, Resolute and Thule, do have much lower count rates than the

others and in consequence the standard deviations of their vectors are

comparatively large. To eliniinate possible errors due to the inclusion

of such stations both groups were re-analysed with those stations eliminated

whose individual standard deviations were greater than 2.0 times the mean

standard deviation for all detectors in the group. The process generally

made no difference to the estimated parameters but increased the minimum

Z values obtained, since removal of such stations did not materially lower

the observed variance but did considerably lower the expected variance,

by removing the largest components of the latter.

Some stations have estimated vectors which appear to be considerably

different from the mean. Automatic rejection of such stations was tried

by eliminating from the analysis all those stations whose difference vector

was greater than 5 standard deviations in length, on the grounds that such

a difference vector was unlikely to be statistical in origin. For this

purpose the standard deviation of the detector itself was used. The

technique certainly eliminated the really discrepant stations but also

tended to exclvide high count rate detectors having small standard deviations

Deep River and Jungfaujoch, for example, were excluded by this method.

There is no justification for the exclusion of high count rate stations,

and the method was abandoned. Results from these two trials for Group A

stations in 1963 are presented in table 4.11, the corresponding vectors

being displayed in figure 4.18. The low Z value obtained wheii stations

were eliminated on the above grounds cannot be taken too seriously, due
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to the elhaination process used. For the other years for Group A, and

for all years for Group B, only 2 or 3 stations remained after elimination,

supporting the viev; that the method is not useful.

Eliminated Groups
No, of stations Parameter Estimates Corresponding

None

Standard deviation )
> 2.0 X mean s.d.)

Ditto plus difference )
vectors over 5.0 s.d.)

remaining

11

10

3

0.6

0.6

0.4

R
u

70

90

100

13.93

16.77

1.67

Table 4,11. Effect of removal of var-ious grcy.-ps of stations fran
analysis. Group A 1963.

4.5.2. 24 Stations analysis.

It is evident from Table 4.10 that the results obtained from the t\ro

groups are inconsistent. In consequence all stations were combined in

one analysis in order to determine, if possible, causes of this discrepancy.

Stations known to be doubtful were excluded at the outset. Analyses were

performed including and excluding mountain stations. The initial results

are summarised in table 4.12, and the estimated free-space vectors when

mountain stations are included are presented in figure 4.19.

Year
Mountain

Stations

No. of

stations

used

Parameter

3

Estimates

R
u

Corres

ponding
Z

1961 IncliKled 20 0.2±0.2 100 27.1

II Excluded 15 0.0±0.2 500 17.6

1962 Included 17 0.210.2 100 23.5

II Excluded 12 0.210.2 100 11.9

1963 Included 13 0.410.3 60 24.5

II Excluded 10 1.210.8 40 6.5
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Table 4,12. Estimates of 3 and i?,, using data fran all 24 stations
except those classified, as doubtfiit. Quoted limits ca?e 95% con-
fid.ei'icey based on counting vate of detectors.

It is noteuorthy that the Z values are very significantly lovzer

v:hen the mountain stations are excluded. In 1953 this reduction appears

to be accompanied by a tremendous change in 3» This is the result of an

abnormally flat variance curve.

4.5.3. Discrepant vectors.

Certain strange features are apparent in figure 4.19. There is

a marked tendency for certain stations to occupy more or less the same

relative positions on the plots from year to year, and some of these are

drastically rffiioved from the mean vector. Tlie vector estimated from

Pic-du-f-Iidi is, for each year, significantly longer and later tlian the

the.mean vector for the year. In 1961 it is about 1.5 times longer than,

and 100 minutes later than, the mean vector, and is about 1.25 times longer

than, and 50 minutes later than, the mean vector in the other two years.

Similarly the vector estimated from Ilina Aguilar agrees reasoiably well

with the mean direction in all 3 years but is only about half the length

of the mean vector in each year. Other less marked examples exist,

Churchill for instance is always earlier than the mean vector, but about

the same length, whilst Liirlau and lit. Wellington indicate the correct

direction but give vectors which are somewhat long and somewhat short

respectively. Mt. Iforikura is generally rather later than other stations.

It is not possible to produce definitive explanations for these

phenomena, although possibilities can be put forward. Pic—du—liidi, at

728 gm.cm"^ atmospheric depth, is 48 gm.cm ^ below the level of the coupling
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coefficients used, which v/ill cause undue weight to be given to the rigid

ities around 5 to 10 GV in comparison with higher rigidities. This v/ill

result ,in 3 appearing to be a little more negative tlian it really is,

which vrill have the effect of lengthening the estimated free-space vector

by, qiialitatively, about the right amount. This should not hovrever have

more than a 4° or 5° effect on the vector direction. The reverse argument

applies at llina Aguilar, which station is at a nstably higher altitude than

the coupling coefficient level. The estimated vector here may reasonably

be expected to be short, as found. Against this argument hw^ever the

estimated vector obtained from Sulphur llountain is very close to the mean

_2
vector on each occasion, although, by accident, the 680 gm.cm. coupling

coefficients were used although the station's atmospheric depth is 783 gra.

-2
cm . The only practical solution appears to be the rejection of all

mountain stations.

The consistent discrepancies of the other stations mentioned are

rather smaller. The probability that they are statistical in origin is

small. Gall, Jiminez, and Orozco (1969) have pointed out that for

particles of rigidity less than about 5 GV the directions of approach at

the magnetospheric boundary are not equal to the asymptotic directions of

approach at 25 earth radii. The error increases as rigidity decreases,

being very large belo;r 2 GV. Furthermore they point out that the direction

of approach is time dependent due to the asymmetric shape of the magneto-,

sphere. The errors introduced by ignoring such deflections will affect

about 10 to 12% of the particles recorded by a detector such as Churchill.

Ahluvralia and IlcCracken (1966) dealt vrith this problem in respect

to/the diurnal and saai-diurnal variations, and McCraclcen and Rao (1966)
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interpret their results as meaning tliat, on the average, the estimated

free-space vector found assuming a spherical magnetosphere underestimates

the actual free-space direction by 2 or 3 degrees. The correction is

likely to vary from station to station and x-rill tend to become larger at

low cut-off stations. It need not however be. consistent for different

stations at similar cut-off rigidities; Gall et al have demonstrated that

the differences between directions of approach and asymptotic directions

vary very considerably for similar rigidities at different stations in

the same general invariant latitude range. Without considerable compu

tation it is not practicable to forecast the phase error which would be

introduced into the estimated vector, but it does not seen likely that

the deflection could reach 15° or 20°, V7hich would be necessary to bring

the Churchill vector into line with other stations, and there is no sign

of any consistent discrepancies in the vectors obtained from the other high

latitude stations used. This explanation for the anomalous result from

Churchill is therefore probably incorrect. However no other plausible

explanation is evident.

There is no reason to suspect any geophysical abnormality at Lindau,

and in practice only the 1963 vector, which is excessively long, was

rejected. The short Mt. Wellington vectors may be due to the use of sea-

level coupling coefficients. The altitude of this detector is 725 metre.

It was also found that Home and Mt. Itorikura were very much later than

average in 1953, and these also were rejected.

4.5.4 Effect of excluding discrepant stations

The 1963 data were then analysed with and without the mountain

stations and with and xiithout the stations Lindau, Mina Agiular and
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Chijrchill. Rome, Pic du Midi and Mt. tbrikura vrere excluded throughout

on the grounds of their discrepant vectors, and several other stations

vrere missing due to lack of data. The results are summarised in table

4.13.

Mountain

Stations

Included

Excluded

Included

Excluded

Questionable
Stations

Included

Included

Excluded

Excluded

Kb, of

Station

used

13

10

10

8

Parameter Estimates

e R

0.4

1.2

K) .2

0.4

u

60

40

1000

80

Corres

ponding
Z

24.5

6.5

15.0

3.7

Table 4.13. • 1963 data. Effect of esxilvding questionable stations.

Elimination of mountain and questionable stations enabled a reason

able Z value to be obtained for 1963. However the rather arbitrary

elimination of some stations on the grounds that they disagree with the

majority is not a valid procedure unless corrobative evidence is available.

The above reviev; demonstrates that, for 1963 at least, this evidence is only

partially available. The difficulty then arises of rejecting some stations

purely on the grounds that their results are not supported by other similar

stations. The viwi has been taken that this is permissible if only a

minority of stations do disagree for inexplicable reasons.

In 1961 and 1962 the matter is not so straightforward. These years,

particularly 1961, were much more geomagnetically disturbed than was 1963,

and the stations show a bigger general scatter in these years than they do

in 1963 (figure 4.19). The detection and rejection of discrepant stations
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is much harder in such circumstances. The viOT has been taken tliat, as

in 1963, the extremely low count-rate stations should be eliminated,

together with the stations vrith the longest difference vectors, being for

each year Churchill, Mina Aguilar, and Pic du Midi,

The results are presented in table 4.14. Itote the difference

between the table 4.13 and 4.14 results for 1963. Brisbane, against which

no suspicion was laid, ^Jas inadvertently rejected from the table 4.13 run

but has been included in the table 4.14 calculations.

Year g jts ^ Range R P.ange ^ „ Amp Const Phase ChT)
used u ^

Ko.

of Parameter Estimates Min- Free Space

1961 Inc 16 6.2 0.1 to 0.3 80 50 to 125 28.5 .243±.009 18.42±.15

1961 Exc 13 0.2 0.1 to 0.5 50 40 to 70 23.3 .268±.011 18.53±.16

1962 Inc 16 0.4 0.35to 0.7 90 75 to 105 23.5 .171±.004 18.171.10

1962 Em: 12 0.4 0.2 to 0.45 90 65 to 120 20.4 .171+.005 18.161.11

1963 Inc 12 0.8 0.6 to 0.85 60 55 to 90 5.0 .050±.002 17.701.10

1963 Exc 9 0.4 0.2 to 0.5 100 75 to 500 3.3 .140±.004 17.731.11

Mean Inc 12 0.2 0.2 to 0.4 150 70 to 200 38.5 .248±.004 18.141.06

1961

-63 Exc 10 0.2 0.0 to 0.2 150 100 tolOOO 34.4 .24S±.004 18.111.07

Table 4,14, All doubtful and questionable statioiis redeeted.

These results appear surprising in that 3 appears to remain positive

for all periods. They correspond quite reasonably to the results obtained

from minimisation of phase alone in table 4.9, but disagree with previously

published results which indicated that 3 = 0.0, (MmCracken and Rao, 1966)

or possibly -0.1 or -0.2 (Faller and Marsden, 1966). The difference
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appears to arise from the assumptions of these authors that the upper cut

off rigidity is not a significant factor. In their original analysis of

the IGY period Eao et al (1963) set = 500 GV, and this value has been

used in the various tables of variational coefficients published at, and

since, that time (e.g., I^lcCracken, Rao, Fcn-rleii et al, 1965),

4.5.5 Effect of varying R^

Figure 4,20 depicts a typical contour diagram, as a function of 3

and R^, for variance values obtained in one of the analyses. It shcrtirs the

trough which invariably runs across these diagrams. There are no statis

tical means for distinguishing between any of the (3» R^) value pairs

which fall v/ithin the trough. If a value of R^ is arbitrarily selected

then a particular -value of 3 will be obtained, Hox^ever as the value of

R is altered so the value of 3 obtained will alter, in the sense that 3
u

becomes more positive as R is decreased,
u

The contours in figure 4,20 are plotted at intervals equivalent to

twice the statistically expected variance of the data, the innermost one

being at this level above the minimum calculated variance anyt-rhere in the

diagram. Tliere is therefore, on purely statistical grounds, a 95%

probability that the actual value pair vrill lie within the confines of the

innermost trough. It will be argued later (section 4,7) that the total

errors inherent in this type of analysis should be assessed at not less

than twice the apparent purely poisson statistical error, and in this event

95% probability applies to the region within the second contoiir.

Contour plots similar to figure 4,20 have been drawn for many of the

combinations of stations which have been discussed in the preceeding sections
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Figvcpe 4,20, ContoiiTs of constant vaaytance of frae-space difference
vectors. The contoicr irregularities result from the coarse sampling
employed (section 4,2,5),
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Inmost cases the major part of the region inside the innermost contour lies

in the range of positive 3, generally within an range from IK) to 50 GV,

thus indicating that the likely situation should in practice be represented

by a pjositive value of 3 associated with an R^ value in the above range.

The conclusion is not altered by using a greater estimate of error (except

that the range of R^ is increased) since the second contour is generally

approximately concentric with the innermost one.

The difference between the 3 values obtained from the fixed R^ and

variable R. assumptions is clearly shown in table 4,15. The values are

obtained from minimum variance in the normal way.

Year
Mountain

Stations

lb, of

Stations

used

Column A

3 for R
500 GV "•

Column B

3 found for variable
R in this analysis
"3 Range

1961 Included 16 0,0 ±,05 0,2 0,1 to 0 ,3

1961 Excluded 13 -0,1 ±0,1 0,2 0,1 to 0,5

1962 Included 16 0,2 ±,05 0,4 0,35 to 0 ,7

1962 Excluded 12 0,1 ±.05 0,4 0,2 to 0,45

1963 Included 12 0,25±,05 0,8 0,6 to 0.85

1963 Excluded 9 0.15±,05 0,4 0,2 to 0,5

Mean) Included 12 0,0010.1 0,2 0,2 to 0,4

1961-3) Excluded 10 0,00±,05 0,2 0,0 to 0,2

Table 4,15. Comparison of rigidity exponents found for R = 500
GV and far variable R^,

The 3 values found in column A are slightly more positive than those

previously reported by other observers, Hovrever the difference is

insignificant in 1961, and only barely significant in 1962 and 1963, In

contrast the column B values are significantly different from earlier

results,
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The ranges of 3 quoted in table 4,15 are calculated from Poisson

statistics. Substitution of more realistic error calculations (section

4,7,6) vridens the ranges without altering the basic conclusion.

4.5.6 Estimates of Errors

In the simple case of variation of variance with only one variable

a curve is obtained from which the minimum value of the variance, the

corresponding value of the variable, and its likely statistical error, can

be read directly (figure 4.17). IJhen two variables are involved the

situation depicted in figures 4,20 arises. IThilst it is easy to locate

the point of raininura variance, and read off the corresponding values of

the variables, there must be sane confusion about the errors to be

associated x^ith (^ch variable. Figure 4.21 depicts the iimermost contour

associated with a bi-variate variance plot. The position of minimum

variance is indicated. Errors could be specified as the displacement

of the particular variable from its minimum variance value whilst the other

variable is held constant, as represented by the cross in the diagram.

Alternatively it is possible to quote error limits of one variable as the

extreme limits of values of that variable which are statistically insigni

ficantly different from the minimum variance value, regardless of changing

values of the other variable. This situation is represented by the bars

on the outside of the contour in figure 4.21. Clearly the txiro extreme

possible values of one variable, 3 say, are necessarily not associated

with the same value of P. .
u

The error limits quoted in tables 4.14 and4.15 are calculated on the

lastmentioned basis, and can therefore be regarded as extreme limits. Due
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Figure 4,2,1, Possible descriptions of statistical limits of
parameters (see text).
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to the awktvardness of expression the statistical errors have not been quoted

in most of the conparitive tables in this chapter, but it may be generally

understood that inmost cases the statistical limits are of order ± 0.15

for 3 and ±15% for R
u

4,5,7 Effect of inclusion of further neutron data

The stations used in the analyses described in section 4,5.4, after

stringent tests to exclude possible faulty data, v/ere limited both in nvmber

and geographic distribution. Elimimtion of the mountain stations ei:cluded

all stations Trith vertical cut-offs above 7 GV, and in fact only Brisbane

and Rome had cut-offs above 3 GV. This xras manifestly unsatisfactory,

as the responses of most of the remaining stations tended to vary in rather

similar fashion as the parameters- were varied. The variance curves were

therefore flatter tlian is desirable.

A further study of the 1963 diurnal variation was therefore carried

out, incorporating every item of data which was available in Hobart. Tliese

included data from Lae and Uilkes, both excluded from the original analyses

since no 1961 or 1962 data V7ere available; Amsterdam, Chicago, Climx,

College, and Mt. Washington. Huancayo, excluded from the original analyses

by virtue of its poor percentage availability of data, was also included.

Both sections of the Huancayo monitor, and all three sections of the

Mt, Wellington monitor, liad been harmonically analysed separately, and

these vrere included as separate observations. Figure 4.22 shox-7s the free-

space vector end points, and their associated error circles, for three

different combinations of 3 and R^ in 1963. Vectors are plotted from

all available stations, regardless of their suspected accuracy. Individual

sections of some detectors are plotted separately, A total of 31 estimated
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vectors, obtained from, 28 different observing sites, appear in each section

of the figure. The cut-off range of each detector is indicated by the

degree of shading, or lack of it, in the error circle. The vectors for

Mt, Norikura are advanced by one hour from their apparent direction to

compensate for wird-induced errors on the barograph at the station (Chiba

and Kodama, 1969). Comparison of this figure with figure 4.18, in which

the Mt. Horiloira vectors are not corrected in this way, suggests tliat the

correction, v7hich vras derived by Chiba and Kodama in a quite different way,

is approximately correct.

In figure 4.22 the vectors for Kiel, College, and Chicago, are very

different from those of other siaiilar stations. Their error circles are

dotted for identification, and the vectors have been omitted from subsequent

analyses, Kiel for the reasons discussed earlier in this chapter and College

and Chicago since the vectors appear to be anomalously short.

The pairs of parameters employed in these figures arc (3 = 0.0,

= 70 G7)j (8 = 0.0, = 150 GV), and (3 = 0.4, R^ = 70 GV). Visual

inspection of the diagrams indicates that the first of these provides the

poorest fit, there being perhaps not much to choose betvreen the second and

third possibilities. This is confirmed by variance calculations.

Iidication of the detector vertical cut-off range demonstrates the

greater scatter of amplitudes of the high-cut-off stations as compared with

those of low cut-off . There is a curious anomoly in that x/nilst the

vectors associated with Huancayo Section A, Kampala, and Lae, appear to

be unreasonably long they all agree so v/ell as to iiake it impossible, in

the lack of further evidence, to reject them. It is certain that these
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long vectors cannot be due to incorrect air nass correction coefficients

(section 4.7.3) and it seems unlikely that barographs v/ould display equal

errors at all these stations. However a triple co-incidence cannot be

ruled out, particularly as there is no means of knowing which of the two

Euancayo sections is correct. Of the three sets of vectors plotted the

variance of the vectors is least for the case (3 = 0.4 3.^ = 70 GV) both

when the above stations are included and when they are excluded.

The results of full-scale analyses including and excluding these

three detectors are compared in table 4.16 with the results obtained

previously (table 4.14) following the most rigorous of the station selection

procedures. The values obtained using the large nmber of stations differ

only marginally from those obtained in the original analysis, except that

the observed value of Z is much higher.

Ho. of

Analysis stns 3 Range Range
used

Phase

Z Amp Const (Hours,
LT)

Final

Original
Analysis, 9 0.4 0.2to0.5 100 75to500 3.3 .140±.00 4 17.73±.ll

Mountain
Excluded

All

available 28 0.6 0.4toO .8 70 50to 70 13.5 .088±.004 17.92±.18

stations

All

available

stations
except Lae, 25 0.2 0.ItoO .5 70 60tol50 11.9 .243+.Oil 18.07±.18

Kampala,
Huancayo A

Table 4,16. Effect of including all stations, 2963 only.
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4.6. VECTOR AIM.YSIS, 1964-1966.

As a result of the analyses of the 1961 to 1963 data it vras decided

to proceed directly to a vector variance analysis of the 1964 to 1966

observations, v;ithout studying the effects of separate variance analyses

of amplitude and phase of the free-space estimated vectors. For the

same reason the lower cut-off rigidity, was set at zero and the

latitude dependence was assumed to be pure cosine.

4.6.1. Availability^ and grouping of stations.

This period was one of change of equipment in cosmic ray observa

tories throughout the v7orld. Some old detectors were closed down, other

new observatories vrere opened, and some installations were changed from

IGY type to 1M64 type Neutron monitors. These changes had a restrictive

effect on the availability of some stations through the period.

The analysis of the 1961-3 data has appeared to shox7 that increas

ing the number of detectors beyond a dozen or so does not produce a

significantly different result, nor, apparently, a more highly significant

result. Since the data preparation time and computer run time are both

directly proportional to the number of stationjs in the analysis there are

good reasons for using as fev7 stations as possible, consistent V7ith the

use of a good distribution in cut-off rigidity of reliable detectors.

These considerations led to the choice of 14 detectors, as listed in

table 4.17.
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Station

Vertical Cut-off

Rigidity
(GV)

Altitude Itotes

Willces <0.05 Sea level

Mawson 0.22 II II

Deep River 1.02 II II

Kerguelen • 1.19
II II

Mt. Wellington 1.89 725 m

Leeds 2.20 Sea level

Lindau IGY 3.00
If II

Liidau KI64 3.00 II II Commenced Kogf 1964

Pic du Midi 5.36 2860 m

Rome 6.31 Sea level

Brisbane 7.20 II II

Mina Aguilar 12.51 4000 n

Haleakala 13.30 100 m

Lae 15.52 Sea level Some data missing

Table 4,17, Neutron deteozors used^ 1964-1966, Due to the sinall
'mxher of stations used w attempt v)as made to divide them into two
groups,

4.6.2. Consistency o£ observed hariaonic vectors

Vistial inspection of annual suianation dials of monthly vectors was

again carried out. As in earlier years some stations did not appear to

agree with the remainder. Those stations which were, by inspection, clearl^'

erroneous were classified as rejection stations whilst others, concerning

which some doubt could clearly be expressed, were classified as doubtful.

In 1964 Lae was rejected, due to 4 months of missing data and some

erratic vectors. Erratic mid-year vectors at Brisbane and llina Aguilar

caused these stations to be considered doubtful in the same year. In 1955
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Mina Aguilar was rejected, due to erratic short monthly vectors, and Lae

was classified as doubtful as the mean annual vector appeared to be mtich

too early. In 1966 Haleakala (erratic vectors) and Lae (early time of

maximum) were classified doubtful,

4.6,3. Pvesults of variance analysis

Year

No.

of

Sts

Classifi

-cations

Excluded

3 Range R
u

Range
Corresponding

Z Mvar Evar

Amp Phase

1964 13 None 1,2 >1,1 30 <35 17,3 6,63 .38 ,022 18,04

II 12 Rej ect 1,2 >1,1 30 <40 35,4 6,56 .18 ,021 18,08

II 10 Reject &
doubtful

1,2 >1,1 30 <35 23,3 3,72 .16 ,023 17,99

II 8 Reject &
doubtful

& mtn.

0,2 0,15to0,9 40 35to90 12,9 2,57 .20 .263 18,33

1965 14 rfone 1.2 >1,1 30 <35 39,4 16,5 .42 ,017 17,88

II 13 Reject 1,2 >1,1 30 <35 31,4 12,8 .40 ,018 17,80

II 12 E.eject &
doubtful

1,2 >1,1 30 <35 24,1 6,58 ,28 ,017 18,08

II 10 Reject &
doubtful

6 mtn.

0,4 O.OtoO.B 50 30tol50 18,1 6.35 ,36 ,176 18,18

1966 14 None 1,2 >1,1 30 <35 56,5 17,7 ,32 ,016 17,77

It 12 Doubtful 0,0 -0,ltoO ,3 50 35to65 20,9 3,80 ,18 ,464 18,61

II 10 Doubtful

& mtn.
0,6 0,2to0,8 30 <45 20,5 3,89 ,18 ,120 18,47

Table 4.18, Results of Vax'tanae analysis 1964 to 1966, Mvar is
the 11X60810?ed voj^iame of the estiriiates of the free-spaee veotops,
eoaJi> is the statistiaally eca^eated value of this quantity.

Seven of the analyses listed in table 4,18 appear to produce

ridiculously high values of 3, These analyses all include observa

tions from llalealcala, whereas the other analyses in the table omit this
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station. Inspection of the free-space vector estimates shows that the

vectors estimated from the Halealmla observations are too long, in each

of the three years, when corqDared with those from other stations. The

only way to bring the vectors dov/n to an acceptable length is to impose a

higher value of F. , the effect of v/hich is to further increase Z but to
o

decrease the value of 3. Such a parameter change shortens the vectors

obtained from high cut-off detectors, and shifts than to earlier times

of maximum. In 1965, for instance, changing Pv^ from 30 to 60 GV, and

minimising 3 alone, alters the value of 3 obtained from 1.2 to 0.6 whilst

altering the phase obtained from the Haleakala detector from average

(corq?ared with the other stations) to 1^ hours earlier than average.

The corresponding change in Z is from 24.1 to 27.3. Omitting Halealcala

entirely (together with Pic-du-llidi) reduces Z to 18.1, corresponding to

(3 = 0.4, R = 50 GV).
u

This e:tample illustrates the importance of accurate phase information

from equatorial detectors. Figure 4.23 shows the variation of estimated

phase with 3 for several detectors and it is clear that the effect is most

pronounced at the higher cut-off detectors. Unfortunately, as mentioned

earlier, it is just these stations which appear to be most prone to

instrumental and other troubles. It is known that the Lae instrument

appears to have an unduly early time of maximum, which is tentatively

attributed to local temperature effects. VJhilst one must sincerely hope

that most detectors are more adequately housed than is the one at Lae

one must wonder vrhether some such effect is a possibility at Ealeal:ala.

Whatever the reason for the apparent discrepancy Halealcala, was rejected

from the fin-al analyses in all years on the grounds of the apparently

discrepant vectors and the reduction in Z achieved by its exclusion.
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It was later found tliat the scatter in the data at Halealcala is nuch

greater than vrould be expected on purely statistical grounds (section

4.7.6), thus justifying its exclusion here.

4.7. POSSIBLE EPJlOnS IN THE AMLYSES. '

If the data fit the nodel exactly, and no unaccounted factors e^dst,

the nininuTii values of Z obtained in the final analysis for each year should

be of order unity. Table 4.20 lists the values actually obtained in each

year. The nodel clearly does not absolutely account for the observations..

Either the todel is incorrect, either wholly or in part, computation of

the estimated variance is in error, or other spurious effects exist.

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Minimum Z 23 . 3 20 . 4 3 . 3 1 2.9 1 8.1 20 .5

Measured Variance 7.34 2.98 .595 2.57 6.35 3.89

Estimated Variance .31 .15 .18 . 20 .36 .18

Table 4*20 Voo'ianae of best fit vesv.lts^ 1961 to 1966.

4.7.1. Possible criticism of the TOdel.

Evidence obtained by other authors, both with neutron detectors (e.g.

McCracken & Rao, 1966), and various combinations of muon telescopes and

neutron detectors (e.g. Jacklyn, Duggal, & Pomerantz, 1970), together with

the evidence from the Ilobart underground muon telescopes (chapter 5),

suggests tliat the basic model is likely to be sound. It is, hoxrever, an

oversimplified description of the free-space anisotropy, on two counts.

It is an averagit^ model, which represents an attempt to gain gross infor

mation about a phenomenon v/hich is known to be quite strongly time dependent

The averaging process is necessarily crude, and, due to the very fact of
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varyii^ responses at different stations, vrill not have quite the same

effect at each station. A certain amount of "noise" will therefore be

introduced to the analysis.

Secondly, the assimption of a sharp upper cut-off rigidity is

obviously not a physically justifiable procedure. In practice the

mechanism responsible for the diurnal variation is likely to gradually

lose efficiency as partic?.e rigidity rises beyond a particular value.

It may be speculated that the neclianism will Iiave no effect at rigidities

higher than tv/ice the characteristic rigidity at which it ceases being

fully effective. The efficiency my or may not decline in a linear

manner. Regardless of the actual form of the diurnal variation depend

ence at these rigidities, substitution of a sharp cut-off will cause an

error in the free-space vector computed from the observations of any

particular detector. Since equatorial neutron monitors are more sensi

tive to clianges in than are higher latitude detectors it may be eiqsected

that this effect will cause greater errors at equatorial than at high

latitude detectors, thereby introdtscing more noise to the analysis.

This point requires further investigation. It has deliberately

not been probed at present due to limitations of time and computer facil

ities. This thesis is primarily concerned with determining, if possible,

a value of R for the model used, rather than with detail refinements of
u

the model.

4.7.2 Statistical accuracy of detectors

The expected variance of the free-space vectors is obtained from

the purely poisson statistics of the individual detectors (Section 4.2.6).



O - — E o wlieare O is the variance associated with the vector
n . s s

s=l

recorded at the s^^^ Station. It is possible to test whether this

expression does or does not correspond to the variance of the actual

diurnal or semi-diurnal vectors observed by a detector.

Most neutron monitors are operated in two or three sections,

generally arranged side by side in a single laboratory. The mordtors

operated by the Chicago and Ilobart groups, and probably most others, have

totally separate electronic and recording systems for each section. The

ratios of the counting rates of the various sections are used to detect

instrumental and electronic faults as they occtar, and also to attempt to

keep track of chai^ges in the overall detection efficiency of the monitors.

The only coupling between the sections arises from a small percentage,

estimated at about 4% for a duplex IGY monitor (McCracken, 1958), of

thermal neutrons which originate in the producer of one section and are

detected by the counters in an adjacent section. Tliis has an

insignificant effect on the standard error of the section.

In normal operation the readings from a single barometer are used

to pressure-correct the data obtained from all sections. Any residual

pressure related vector would therefore be the same for all sections.

Likewise atmospheric temperature changes will effect each section equally.

For any given period therefore the scatter between the vectors recorded

by the various sections should be pureljr statistical in origin, unless

the sections have, for some reason, different sensitivities to periodic

changes in laboratory tenperature, a.c. supply voltage, or some other

environmental factor.

A suitable test of the accuracy of the estimated variance of, say.

193,
n
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the amplitude of the vectors recorded by a given detector is to compare

2
the sample variance, S , between the amplitude recorded by each section

2
for a given period, vrith the estimated variance, O , of the amplitude

for the same period. . In the absence of errors of the types discussed

above the value of Z obtained by this process should belong to a popu

lation which has a Ganma distribution, as outlined in section 4.2.7.

A number of independent estimates of Z may be obtained using data from

non-overlapping periods. The distribution of Z obtained will be extremely

skewed, since the number of observations, n, contributing to each sampling

of Z corresponds to the niimber of sections in the detector, normally 2 or

3, A mean value of Z, Z, may be obtained, and if sufficient observations

are available this should approach the value E(Z) expected from the

properties of the distribution (Eqn 4.26).

Ditirnal and semi-diurnal vectors have been obtained for each section

of the Hviancayo, llavrson, and Mt. Wellington monitors for each month of the

period 1951 to 1963. Values of Z have been calculated for the scatter of

amplitude, phase, and vector, for each month, station, and harmonic. Thus

36 values of Z are available for each station and quantity. The means of

these values, averaged over the 36 months, provide experimental estimates

of the mean values of Z. They are presented in table 4.20, together with

the expected values, E(Z).

In coiq)uting the results the same days of data have been used for

all sections at llawson, and at Mt. Wellington. Frequent gaps in the data

prevented this being done at Hiiancayo, where there are some differences

between the days used for each section in most months. Hm-zever this

does not account for the very large Z value observed for the first harmonic
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^ IM ^

No,of First Harmonic Second Harmonic
Station sec- E(Z) . a.v,«i,*

tions Ampli- Vector phase Vector
ected tude tude

Huancayo Corr. 2 0.5 7.47 1.09 4.29 2.28 2.55 2.33

Mawson Uncor 3 0.67 1.09 1.07 1.15 0.76 ' 1.25 1.15

Mt. Well. Uncor 3 0.67 .1.31 1.62 1.47 1.07 1.13 1.09

Mt, Well. Corr. 3 0.67 1.40 1.59 1.17 0.94 0.94 1.11

TdbZe 4.20. Mean of 36 independent observations of Z for various
quantities.

amplitude, and also vector, at Huancayo, This is primarily due to the

systematic manner in V7hich the diurnal amplitude recorded by section A of

the Iluancayo instrument is generally larger than that observed by section

B, The average value, from 1961 to 1953, of the ratio of the amplitudes

recorded by the two sections is 1.35. Very large ratios are observed for

some months, leading to correspondingly large Z values. It must be

assumed that this is an instrtcnental effect, particularly since the

variance of the phase observations appears to be normal.

The relatively small differences between the values obtained

from pressure corrected, and uncorrected, data at Mt. Wellington bear out

the assertion above that effects common to all sections will have only

small effects on the scatter of vectors.

It is OJticeable that every value of Z is greater than its

expected value. The average ratio "Z/E(Z) for Mawson and Mt. Wellington

(uncorrected) amplitude and phase, both harmonics, is 1.8 whilst the same

ratio for the vectors at these stations is 1.9. Two points emerge from
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this result. Firstly, the normal poisson statistics appear to persis

tently underestimate the errors inlierent in the calculation of harmonics,

as has been reported previously (e.g. Sandstrom, 1965). Secondly, the

approximation (section 4.2.6, eqn. 4.24) that the variance of the difference

vectors is approximately twice the vari.ance of the amplitudes of the

estimated vectors themselves, is verified. The predicted equality of

the variance of each harmonic for a given detector is also confirmed.

The first of these points may be confirmed by inspection of the

distribution of Z. Since Z is a Gamma variate, (nZ) is distributed like

with (n-1) degrees of freedom C'^eatherburn, 1949), and the chi-square

test can therefore be applied. For a single observation of (3Z), corres

ponding to the value of 3Z obtained for a single month, there is a prob

ability of 0.2 that the value observed will exceed 3.22 in random sampling

(X^ Probability Table, op. cit.). Therefore the probability that an

observation of Z will e^eed ;i.(3.22), i.e. 1.07, will also equal 0.2 in

random sampling. However study of the distribution of Z obtained for the

amplitude of the first harmonic at Mawson shows that 17 out of the 36

observations exceeded 1.07, and at lit. Wellington 16 out of the 36 exceeded

it. Similar results are found from the distributions of Z for phase obser

vations. Liket'/ise the expected median value of Z, Xirhich has a probability

of 0.5 of being exceeded in random sampling, is in fact exceeded by 25 out

of the 36 first harmonic amplitude Z values at each station.

The variate of the distribution is nox^ rescaled, such that the

nex-7 variate, Z", is given by

Z

1.8
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This is done on the basis of the observed ratio of E(Z) to Z, and is

equivalent to defining Z"* as S^/ (v'̂ 1.80)^, in effect increasing the

estimated standard error of the quantity involved by /1,8, that is, 1.36.

The distribution of Z" should now fit the distribution originally predicted

for Z above.

Combining the Z"* values for first harmonic amplitude at Mawson and

Mt. Wellington it is found that 16 out of 72 (22%) of observations of Z"

exceed 1.07, compared with 20% to be expected from random sampling, and

35 out of 72 (49%) exceed the expected median value. The separate dis

tributions for each station give results V7hich are statistically indis

tinguishable from these figures. It therefore appears that the distri

butions do have their predicted shape, thus confirming that the observed

standard error of amplitudes of the vectors appears to exceed the statis

tically predicted value by a factor of order 1,36 at both Llawson and Mt.

Wellington.

It is thought that this is due to the combined effect of a number

of factors which are in themselves small. The estimated 4% coupling

between the sections has already been referred to. About 12% of the

thermal neutrons recorded by an IGY type neutron monitor are products of

multiple events in which a single nucleon incident in the pile gives

rise to two or more detected thermal neutrons. Both these effects will

slightly longer the effective number of independent secondary neutrons

recorded by each section, thereby increasing the standard error of obser

vation, McCracken (1958) has shown that random errors in pressure

measurements contribute to increasing the observed variance of hourly and

daily mean data; these will have a proportional effect on data averaged

over longer terms.
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Considerable care has been taken with both installation and oper

ation of the !-Iav7son and Mt. Uellington monitorsj, and it is hoped that

their performance is at least average when compared against other detectors

of the world-\7ide network. On these grounds, a realistic estimate of the

variance of the harmonic vectors, or of their amplitudes or phases, is

double the statistically expected variance of these quantities.

4.7.3 Effect of use of an incorrect barometer coefficient

-Variations in atmospheric pressure tend to be almost entirely irregu

lar in polar regions, gradually taking on a more regular character as the

observer moves towards the equator. The regular variations are principally

semi-diurnal but diurnal variations do exist at some stations. At any

given station the mean annual vectors, both diurnal and semi-diurnal, are

remarkably consistent from year to year.

Approx Diurnal Semi-•diurnal

imate Time of Time of
Station

Lati Amplitude l^Iaximum Amplitude Maximum

tude (mb) (Hours L.T) (mb) (Hours L.T)

Godhavn " 69° .13

Mavrson -63° .07 18.8 .03 9.0

Prague 50° .32 4.7 .39 10.2

Christchurch " -44° .47

Hobart -43° .39 2.2 .62 9.3

Mt. IJellington -43° .12 19.4 .53 9.4

Pome 41° .23 3.9 .47 10.1

Cheltenham * 38° .67

Ktila 20° .21 3.5 .92 9.5

Chacaltaya -16° .20 8.7 .77 10.1

Euancayo " -12° 1.3

Kodaikanal 10° .28 13.2 1.31 11.7

Lae -6° .84 4.4 1.25 9.6
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Table 4.21, Average anmal mean Viiwml and Semi-Viurml 'Pressure
Vectors at various stations. Amplitudes for stations marked * due
to Forbus'h (1969). Remaining values from analyses by the autlior.
Variations from year to year generally do not exceed ±0,5 nib and
±0,4 hours.

The semi-diurnal vectors presented in table 4.21 shcn? consistency

of phase throughout, and steadily increasing amplitude as the detector

latitude becomes lower. This effect is well known to Meteorologists and

is connected with atmospheric tidal effects. . However the irregularity of

the diurnal vectors between stations suggests that these vectors may be

due either wholly or partly to local effects, such as undetected temper

ature variations in the barometers, or diurnal air-flow changes causing

Berimulli effects on the pressure readings. This suggestion is partially

supported by the differences shoira betxireen the Mt, Wellington and Hobart

barometers, which are separated by about 8 l<m. horizontally and 700 m«

vertically and x^hich shox; very similar sani-diurnal vectors but totally
/

different diurnal ones. The Hobart records are corrected for instrumental

temperature variations, the Lit. Welliigton aneroid instrument x^as temper

ature compensated, and both xirere operated under a moderate degree of

temperature control. Nevertheless the fact remains that it is not con

ceivable that the diurnal variation in the air mass over txro stations

8 km. apart should be so different, and the discrepancy must be attributed

either to local air movement effects or to instrxjmental problems. It is

not immediately possible to say x-zhich, if either, set of results represents

the true diurnal variation of the air mass over Hobart. In the folloxzing

disctission therefore, concerning errors due to such variations, the larger

of the txzo figures has been employed.
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The difficulties involved in obtaining a correct value of the

barometer coefficient for any given neutron monitor have already been

discussed (section 2,2,1), A retrospective study of the type carried

out by Bachelet, Dyring, lucci, and Villoresi (1967), hereafter called

the BDIV study, is really necessary if accurate coefficients are to be

obtained.

The BDIV study presented the first definite evidence that barometer

coefficients are solar cycle dependent. It also shows quite clearly that

the statistical error tails on coefficients derived during the IGY are

greater than those derived in later years (figure 4.24), As a consequence

of these two facts most investigators determined coefficients for their

instrtments durii^ the IGY, and retained the same coefficients for some

years, regarding the values they were using as being the best obtainable.

At some stations a single change in coefficient was made at some time

between 1961 and 1966, Such changes have all tended to reduce the dis

crepancy between the coefficient actmlly used and the BDIV value, even

though in several cases the analyses on which the clianges were based were

quite independent of the BDIV study, Tliis was the case with the Hobart

group, vrhich changed the coefficient employed at all its stations from

0,944%/mm to 0,992%/mra on January 1, 1962,

The pressure variations at tropical localities are, in general,

mtich smaller than those in temperate and polar areas. Barometer coeffici

ents determined for such stations therefore have larger error tails than

those determined for instruments of similar counting rate located in other

regions. This is apparent in the BDIV analyses at liina Aguila and Euancayo

(figure 4,24), For this reason the Hobart group have employed the same

coefficient at Lae as for their other detectors, being a;7are that this is
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not necessarily the best coefficient for the station but deciding that

it is the best available.

The BDIV coefficients for each of the 21 stations which they con

sidered have been averaged over the years 1951,1962 and 1963. Denoting

pressure coefficients by a the mean coefficient thus obtained has been

compared with the coefficient actually used at the station to produce an

error 6a = ~ The r.m.s. value of — for the 21 stations,

expressed in percent, is 4.2. The major part of this is accounted for by

• (Sotdiscrepancies at 4 stations; Kiel, where —— equals 10%, Zugspitze and
vv

Sulphur llountain (each 8%) and Buenos Aires (7%). The r.m.s. value of

for the remaining 17 stations is 2.3%. This compares with an average

uncertainty in the BDIV coefficients of ±2% (Huancayo), ±1|% (Mina Aguilar),

±1% (ICiel and Hermanns), and ± 5% at the remaining stations. The value

5cx
of 0.5% found for —— at Huancayo is clearly fortuitous.

vt

The combination of an erroneous barometer coefficient and a diurnal

or semi-diurnal pressure vector will lead to residual pressure-associated

vectors forming part of the vectors obtained from pressure corrected data.

Ideally one would wish to subtract the residual vectors from the observed

vectors. This requires knowledge of both 6a and the pressure vectors.

Alternatively the rav7 neutron data should be recorrected using a retro

spectively determined value of a, the determination being carried out for

each individual year and station. The labour involved in either procedure

would be substantial as BDIV coefficients are not available for a number

of stations used in this survey, and pressure vectors are available for very

few of thaa. The alternative is to make, from the available data, the

best possible estimate of the likely errors involved in ignoring the
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effect.

Bearing in laind that generalisation may be dangerous in this case

it is apparent, from table 4.21 and Forbush's data that the stations may

be grouped into low, medium, and high latitudes for consideration of

pressure vectors. This is done in table 4.22 where the corresponding

Amplitude Range of
Diurnal Amplitude of Residual Vectors

Latitude Group Pressure Vector (mb) 5a/a = 5% = 2.3%

Polar 0.0 to 0.2 .000 to .007 .000 to .003

Tmperate 0.2 to 0.7 .007 to .025 .003 to .011

Tropical 0.2 to 1.3 .007 to .047 .003 to .021

Table 4.22. Possible amplitudes of vesidual vector's for observed
pressure vectors.

amplitudes of the residual pressure associated vectors for hypothetical

stations for which-—- is 5% are also listed. Such values of 5a/a
OCr

have been observed, but with certain obvious anomalies removed the r.m.s.

value of 6a/a drops to 2.3% as mentioned above. In this case the

majority of the residual vectors have amplitudes around .01%, only slightly

greater than the standard error of amplitude of the observed annual vectors

for most IGY type monitors.

Four stations exist for which BDIV coefficients and pressure vectors

are both available. For these stations the amplitude of the residual

vector is, as depicted in table 4.23, less than the standard error of

amplitude except at Mt. Wellington in 1961. The exceptional case has a

fairly large 5a and moderate pressure vector, a combination that might be

thought fairly bad. The observed diurnal vector in the pressure-corrected
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data is .187 ± .007% at 15.41 ± .14 hovirs L.T. ' Tlie corrected vector,

x^ith the residual pressure associated vector removed, is .203 ± .007%

at 15.53 ± .14 hours L.T. The amplitude difference is statistically

insignificant at the 95% confidence level.

Amplitude, T.T^TTT a i j Standard
. BDIV Amplitude ^

Pressure ^ ^ . error of
Station 1 -rrwo) Coeff of Residual ,

Diurnal observed
/ A\ (/4/mb) Vector (%) ^ „ „Vector (mb) vectors %

Max-7Son (1961) .07 -5.3 .749 .003 .008

(1962/3) .07 0.0 .746 .000 .008

lit. Wellington (1961) .39 -5.9 .756 .017 .007

" " (1962/3) .39 -1.2 .753 .003 .007

Rome .23 +4.2 .689 .007 .012

Huancayo 1.3 -0.5 .734 .005 .007

Table 4.23. Effect of faulty baa^ometeic' coefficient at some stations^

It may be concluded that the use of an incorrect barometer co

efficient is not a major problem at most stations, although it may xT'ell be

so at a fexAT. Saae errors are definitely introduced to the diurnal vectors

observed, they will be systematic both in time at one station and betxjeen

stations at the same time (due to the relatively constant directions of

the pressure vectors). This can cause small errors, of order a few

degrees, in the estimated direction of the free-space anisotropy, but is

more likely to affect its estimated amplitude since, roughly speaking, the

diurnal pressure vectors tend to be out of phase x^ith the observed vectors

at many stations. The overall effect xrill be to introduce a quasi-

statistical scatter in the free-space vectors estimated from various

stations. If the amplitude of the residxjal vector is comparable x-rith the
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standard error of amplitude of an IGY monitor, as it appears to be, and

if the residual vector is in phase with the observed vector at some

stations (e.g. llawson, lit. Wellington, and Kodailcanal), and out of phase

at others, the uncertainty in the amplitude of the estimated free-space

vectors will be approximately doubled. Thus, from this cause alone, the

expected variance of the estimates of the free-space amplitudes could be

up to four times the statistically expected value.

4.7.4 Other Errors

Other factors, besides those mentioned, will intrude into the

vectors recorded at any individual station. Those which are cormon to

all sections vill not be detected by inter-section comparison, and may not

be revealed by residual variance tests. Uncompensated diurnal environ

mental effects come into this category. Such factors will contribute to

the scatter of the free-space estimates in an unestimable fashion, but it

seems reasonable to expect that the variance of these estimates could easily

be doubled by the combination of these effects and the errors inherent in

the cmputational processes (Section 4.7.1).

4.7.5 Combined effects

Since all of the factors discussed in the previous sections are

independent of one another their combined effects are multiplicative.

Taking a factor of 2 from the pseudo-Poisson instrument-associated effects,

of 2 to 4 from the residual barometer associated vectors and a further 2

from the other possible errors we find that a realistic value of Z could

well be betvreen 8 and 16 times the statistically expected value, E(Z).

Consequently the likely values of Z could range up to 8 to 16, in all cases.
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4«7»6 Practical Errors

The standard deviation 0^ of the amplitude of a vector r_ has been

directly derived from the total number of counts recorded in the period to

which the vector refers (Section 4.2,6). It has been shown in section

4.7.2 that the use of 0^ so calculated leads to an underestimate of the

variance of the vectors observed by the different sections of the same

neutron monitor.

An alternative method of estimating cr^ exists. Dyring &Rosen

(1961), using data from the neutron monitors at Uppsala and Murchison Bay,

have shovrn that the residuals v:hich remain in some cosmic-ray data after

the first and second harmonics of best fit have been subtracted, follow

a random distribution. Thus the variance of the residuals can provide an

estimate of the variance of the original data. If quasi-statistical

variations are present in the data, or if all the counts contributing to

the data are not statistically independent, the variance estimated in

this way will be higher tlian that estimated on the basis of Poisson

statistics alone. An estimate of a^, which we shall call a^, may be

made from this variance.

By analogy with eqn, 4.21

r / n e 4.27

where a is the standard deviation associated with each residi^al, and
e

n is the number of observations (12 bi-hourly or 24 hourly) employed.

Sandstrom (1965) cites Guest (1961) as stating that an unbiased

estimate of the variance, a^, of the residtials is given by
e
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4.28
n~2j-l

where e, is the amolitude of the residual and j is the order of the
k

highest harmonic removed. In the present case j = 2.

Values of 0^ have been obtained for all data employed in the diurnal

analyses. It is found that, except for occasional statistical fluctuations

in individual months of data, is always greater than for the same

period, except at one station.

It is convenient to define the ratio of the variances of the

amplitudes, as computed by the two methods, as

Y = r 4.29

r

This ratio will also apply to the variance to be associated x^ith

the vector end-points, since this quantity is twice the variance of the

vector amplitudes regardless of hox'? it is calculated (section 4.2.6).

Sandstrom (1965) has noted that the ratio of 0^ to 0^ varies between

different detectors. This is confirmed by the present x7ork (Table 4.24).

Ebx^ever it also appears that this ratio, and therefore Y, depends to some

extent on the total number of counts included in the data. Most IGY

monitors studied yield Y values, for annual mean harmonics, in the range

1.5 to 3.5. NII64 type monitors have slightly higher values of Y as do

'some (but not all) high altitude detectors. For any particular monitor

the annual Y values are generally greater than the average of the Y values"

of the contributing months; the Y value of a multi-year average harmonic
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is greater than the values associated with the individual years; and

the Y value associated with the vector obtained from the entire monitor

for any given period is greater than the average of the values associated

with the harmonics obtained from each section for the same period. These

results for the Maxjson IGY monitor appear in figure 4.25, where the

ordinate is plotted as y, = vY, the ratio of the standard errors.

Station Y Station Y

Brisbane 2.3 llawson 2.4

Buenos Aires 3.3 Mina Aguilar 7.6

Churchill 2.6 Mt. Ibrikura 4.2

Deep River 3.7 Mt. Wellington 1.8

Hermanus 3.3 Munich 2.2

Huancayo (Section A) 4*6 Pic-du-ilidi 9.9

Jungfraujoch 4.1 Ottawa 1.6

Kampala 20.5 Resolute 1.4

Kiel 9.6 Rome .55

Leeds 2.4 Sulphur Mountain 2.3

Lindau 2.6 Thule 2.4

London 2.9 Uppsala 2.3

Table 4.24 Avsii'age annual values of I (eqn 4,29) for 24
stations 1961-196d, The average value of Y for 16 Sea level
stations (eonlvding Kiel) is 2,4 and far 6 Mountain stations
(excluding Kampala) is 5.5.

The Deep River neutron monitor has been enlarged twice. The annml

y values associated with the various count rates are also shown in figure

4,25. It is clear from both the llawson and Deep River examples that the

observed variance, and therefore standard error, of the residuals decreases

more slowly than does their expected variance as a larger number of counts
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are included in the analysis.

Increase in Y with increase in counts could indicate the possible

existence of sitall harmonics in the data, of order 3 or higher. Regular

variations other than harmonics of 1 cycle per day would not be revealed

by these results, due to the superposition of data on a daily basis before

analysis (Section 4.3).

For relatively snail count totals the extra, non-statistical,

scatter introduced into the residuals by ignoring possible higher order

harmonics will also be relatively small if the amplitudes of the ignored

harmonics are small compared with their standard errors of amplitude.

In such cases the residuals will appear to be random variates, as found

by Dyring and Rosen, and Y should asymptotically approach a minimum value,

theoretically unity but in practice probably a little higher (section 4.7.2)

The proportion of the scatter in the residuals due to the ignored

harmonics, and consequently the value of Y, will increase with increase

in included counts. Once the amplitudes of the ignored iiarmonics become

large compared with their standard errors vrill become effectively

constant. In this condition we have

1
Y «

r

i.e. Y « N

where N is the total ntsnber of iicluded counts.

From figure 4.25 the first signs of this occur, at the two stations,

in the region 1? = 10® to 10^°. A first assumption is to consider that

the amplitudes of the ignored harmonics can be no greater than the standard
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error associated with the lower of these limits, approximately 0,005%,

Such harmonics could not usefully be investigated on an annual basis

using the methods outlined in this thesis for studies of the diurnal

variation, and the natter has not been pursued further. *

Very high annual Y values associated vrith lower-count-rate instru

ments (such as averages of 20 at Kampala and 32 at Haleal^ala) si;iggest

severe fluctuations in the data of other than cosmic-ray origin. These

could be due to large high-order harmonics in the data but are more likely

to be due to repetitive sudden fluctuations in counting rate. This viet^r

is supported by the discrepant vectors found for these stations (sections

4,4,2 and 4,6,3); by private discussions with Dr,M,A', Shea concerning

Halealcala; and by observations at Kiel, whose average annual Y value

(table 4.24) is 9,6, The diurnal vectors for this station have been

found discrepant (section 4,4,2) and inspection of the residuals after

subtraction of the first and second harmonics reveals that the residml

for the bi-hour period 2200 to 2400 U.T, is frequently too large to be

explicable on purely statistical grounds.

The averages of the monthly Y values for the individual sections

of the llawson and Mt, Wellington neutron monitors from 1961 to 1963 are

1,6 and 2.0 respectively. There are no significant differences betxreen

the sections of the same monitor. It was shovm in section 4,7,2,, by a

quite deferent technique, that the ratio betvreen the observed and expected

yi/7

* Obsex'Vat-Cons of 3 haz'tnonias in Mt, llazikuza muon and Beep Riter neutzon
data wez>e vepozted at the Hobax>t Cosmic-Bay Conference by Fujimoto,
IJagashimZj FuJiij UenOj and Kondo (I9?l) and Uori^ YasuCj and Ichinose
(1971).
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variance of the first hamxanic amplitudes (i.e. Y) was 1„8. The good

agreement between the two methods indicates that, for these stations at

least, the scatter between the vectors recorded by the different sections

is entirely due to quasi-statistical noise inherent in the data, and not

to systematic differences between'.the sections. Neither does this level

of Y value appear to be associated with non-random components remaining

in the residuals. It is probable, but not certain, that these conclusions

apply also to other detectors whose annual Y values are less than about

2,5 or 3, ^

One station consistently displays ~lovr values of Y, The average

of the annual Y values at Rome for the period 1961 to 1966 is 0,97. For

1961 to 1963 the average was 0,55 (table 4,24), The counting rate for

this detector is of the order of 17,000 counts per hour, rather low for

a standard IGY monitor at its latitude and altitude, A more likely figure

would be in the range 26,000 to 30,000 counts per hour. One possible

explanation could be that an abnormally long dead-time was used in the

recording equipment to guard against the possibility of recording multiple

events arising from a single incident neutron. However the reduction in

count-rate is rather large for this explanation, and N, lucci (private

communication) reports the use of a dead-time of 20 y-sec with a resulting

multiplicity of 1,13, This compares with a dead-time of 5 ysec and

multiplicity of 1,2 (McCracken, 1958) of the Hbbart group neutron monitors,

Fieldhouse, Hughes, and llarsden (1962) have reported the mean life-

tine of thermal neutrons in an IGY monitor to be about 170 ysec. There

is therefore no essential difference between the Rome and Hobart group

neutron monitors in this regard, a conclusion supported by the similarity
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of their observed multiplicities. The reason for the lov: values of Y

found for Rone remains unlcnovm.

A.7.7 Effect of use of practical errors

Sandstrom (1965), and others, have suggested that the error limits

quoted in cosmic-ray observations should be computed on the basis of the

observed variance of the data rather than on its estimated variance.

This is strongly supported by the results presented in sections 4.7.2

and 4.7.6. Accordingly a number of the inter-station comparisons dis

cussed in sections 4.5 and 4,6 have been recomputed in order to obtain new,

practical, error limits for the various quantities which have been deter

mined. The process does not alter the central values of 3 and R^, nor the

freer-space amplitude constant and phase, obtained from a given set of

stations. Keither does it affect the comparisons carried out in section

4,5 between the various coupling coefficients, effect of retention and

rejection of mountain stations, etc., except to nalce the differences which

were observed somev^hat less significant.

As expected the minimum Z values obtained using practical errors are

about half those found using Poisson statistics vrhen all doubtful stations

have been rejected. This ratio tends to be larger vrhen all stations are

used. Table 4.25 shows the various values obtained in the two cases in

a typical year.

Errors 3 Range R GV
u

Range
Amplitude
Constant

Phase

L.T. '
Z

Poisson 0.2 O.OtoO.6

Practical 0.2 -0.2to0.9

40 30to60

< 120

.263±.016

.263±.034

18.33±.26

18.33±.38

12.9

5.9

Table 4,25. CoTnpca}ison of Foisson and Tmotioal Errors fcrt? 1964,
The same e-ight siations wex>e used in eaoh case. Quoted limits
ccoe 95% oonfideme.
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4.8 COKCLUSIOITS, DIURIIt\L Alte-LYSIS OF NEUTROI^ DATA

Table 4,26 presents the final results obtained in each of the years

1961 to 1966, The error limits qvioted in this table, and also in tables

4.25 and 4.27, are the limits of the variable concerned on the assumption

that the other variable is invariant at the value stated. (Section

4.5,6, figure 4.21).

Year

tfo.

of

Sts 3

Estimated Values

of

Range E,^(GV) Range
Amplitude
Cons tant

Phase (LT) Z

1961 13 0.0 "0,2to+0.5 70 35to300 .430+.073 18.55+.45 10.4

1962 13 +0.2 +0.1to+0.4 500 > 130 .264+.029 17.95±.31 11.0

1963 9 +0.4 +0.2to+0.7 100 50to250 .140±.017 17.73±.32 1.6

1964 8 +0.2 .-0.2to+0.9 40 < 120 .263±.034 13.33±.33 5.9'

1965 10 +0.2 -0.2to+0.8 60 < 300 .185±.033 18.24±.49 8.0

1966 10 +0.2 -O.lto-K).9 40 < 80 .296±.040 18.54±.39 8.3

Table 4,26. Piml results for diA^ml variation. All doubtful
and mountain stations resected, 95% confidence limits based on
•practical errors.

The results in table 4.26 are presented graphically in figure 4.26.

l-fost of the ranges found for 3 include zero, and thus cannot be said to

defiiutely mean that 3 is other than zero. Hro/ever all the error ranges

for 3 are clearly biased towards the positive and there is therefore some

indication that 3 aay be, on the average, slightly positive. The values

of R^, whilst rather v/ide-ranging, are consistent with currently accepted

values. Similar values of R^ xrauld have been obtained had 3 been

arbitrarily fixed at 0.0. ' The directions of maximum are not significantly

different from 18.00 L.T.,' except possibly in 1961, even then the differ-
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ence is not great. The values of the amplitude constants depend crit

ically on both and 3 and thus the v/ide range in values is not necess

arily as significant as it appears at first sight.

These conclusions must be qualified by the large value of Z in all

years except 1963. Possible reasons for these high values have been put

forvjard, and it must be assimed that these are the best attainable. They-

appear to be the major shortcoming of this type of analysis.

The principal difference between this and previous analyses is the

simultaneous determination of 3 and R^, combined with the use of the full

vector information available from each detector. At the time of previous

investigations (e.g. Faller and JIarsden, 1966; McCracken and Rao, 1966)

it was thought tliat R^ was rather higher than has subsequently proved to

be the case. These investigators consequently felt justified in regarding

variations in R^ as unimportant, and assigned arbitrary high values to it,-

usixally 500 GV. They then concluded that the average value of 3 is

indistinguisliable from zero. Tlie effect of setting R^ = 500 GV in the

present analysis, and subsequently determining 3, has been discussed

(section 4.5.5), and is further illustrated in fig\ii:e 4.27. The stations

used in figtme 4.27 correspond exactly to those used in figure 4.26 and

table 4.26, and it is seen that the average value of 3 obtained in this

way is indeed approximately zero. HOT-rever figure 4.17 shows that, whilst

the neutron observations are not as dependent on R^ as they are on 3, a

definite value of R^ is indicated, particularly by the phase information.

It is thus important that this be taken into account in determinations of

e.

The analyses presented in this chapter show that the errors inherent
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deterHinations of the parameters involved are larger than has previously

been believed, resulting in rather wide ranges of possible parameter values,

In chapter 5 we vrill consider how observations from underground muon

detectors can be used to reduce these ranges.

4.9 TEE SEIil-DIURML VARLA.TIOH IN I'lEUTROH DATA.

The analysis techniques applied to the diurnal variation may also

be applied to the semi-diurnal variation. For data-handling reasons it

has been convenient to consider both harmonics, for any given set of

stations, in the same computer run. This has been done for many of the

diurnal analyses reported earlier in this chapter.

The amplitudes of the semi-diurnal variations observed by neutron

monitors are much smaller than those of the diurnal variations seen by the

same detectors (figures 4.10 and 4.11). The standard errors, however,

have the same magnitiide for both harmonics (section 4.2.6). Consequently

the second harmonic has a much lower, signal-to-noise ratio than does the

first. This is reflected in the variance curves and contour plots

obtained. , The variance cinrves similar, for example, to figure 4.27, are

very shalloiir since changes in the estimated free-space vectors caused by

quite large changes in 3 are of the same order as the standard error of

the vectors. This is also evident in figure 5 of Rao and Agrawal (1970).

The contour plots are therefore broad and shallow, and it is not possible

to put very precise limits on the parameter values. In these circumstances

only the final results obtained are presented (table 4.27, figure 4.28),

with no discussion of the intermediate stages of the analysis.
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Year

No.

of

Sts

B Range R (GV)
u

?\.ange Amplitude
constant

Phase

L.T. Z

1961 13 1.2 > 0.6 150 60tol000 .0010+,0004 2.6±1.7 2.7

1962 13 1.4 > 0.2 80 35to 500 .0012±.0005 4.0±1.8 3.7

1963 9 2.2 >1.0 60 35to 250 .0001+.00005 3.8±2.0 8.7

1964 8 1.0 indeter

minate

250' indeter

minate

.003 ±.001 3.3±2.2 2.7

1965 10 1.4 > 0.4 1000 40 .OOOli.OOOl 2.4±2.9 0.8

1956 10 0.8 _> 0.2 250 > 45 .005 ±.003 3.3±2.2 1.8

Table 4.27 Firal results^ semi-diurml analyses, 95% practical
eonfid.enoe limits.

The stations used in these analyses are the same as those employed

in the final diurnal analyses. From the semi-diurnal vievTpoint these

need not necessarily be the best available set, Hov/ever there is eviderxe

that those stations which are reliable in the diurnal context are also

reliable for semi-diurnal studies. The wide limits found for the para

meters, regardless of which particular set of stations was used, support

the view that it was not worthvrhile to make a separate selection of stations*

for the serai-diurnal case.

Preliminary investigations showed that the lower limiting cut-off

was not an effective factor in determining the scatter of the estimated

free—space vectors, provided it was less than a few GV. It was therefore

set at zero.

The exponent of the cosine dependence on asymptotic latitude was

also investigated. As in the diurnal case the useful information comes
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from the scatter of the estimated free-space amplitude constants. I-Jliilst

the results are not quite as clear-cut as in the diurnal case (figure 4.15)^

and there is rather more variability from year to year, a value in the

range 0 to 1.5 is strongly indicated. The value 3 proposed by Lietti

and Quenby (1968), (section 3.4.2), appears to be excluded. The exponent

x«is accordingly set at unity in the calculations leading to the results

of table 4.27.

Figure 4.11 shw^s tliat the observed second harmonic amplitudes are

larger at equatorial than at polar stations. This has been noted previous

ly (e»g. Katzman and Venlcatesan, 1960; Rao at al, 1963). It was found

in the initial analyses that the rigidity exponent is clearly positive,

and the range investigated was therefore set at 0.0 to 2.2.

Lietti and Quenby (1968) have proposed a direct rigidity dependence

for the semi-diurnal variation, at least in the range below around 100 GV.

Some confirmatory experiniental evidence is available (Abies, McCracken,

and Rao, 1966; Eashim, Peacock, Quenby and Thambyahpillai, 1969; Rao airi

Agrawal (1970); Subramanian (1971). The present results confirm that

the rigidity exponent is positive, and encompass the value unity without

distinguishing it from other positive values. They also shcx-r that the

upper limiting rigidity cannot be reliably determined from the neutron data

used, except that it is clearly greater tlian 35 to 40 GV, This is in

agreement with the 70 to 100 GV range found by Hashim et al for the period

1965 to 1967 using inclined underground miion detectors.

The amplitude constants found are small, and dependent as the value

of 3 obtained. Quenby and Lietti (1968) predict an amplitude constant.
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for a direct rigidity dependence, of approxinately 0.0025, in good agree

ment with the results obtained here for 1964. If 3 is set equal to 1.0,

within its possible range of values, similar values of the amplitude

constant are found for the other years, except in 1965 vjhen it is rather

smaller.

The times of maximum found appear consistent from year to year.

The average value over the six years is 3.2±2.1 hours. The radial or

cross-radial directions predicted by Subramanian and Sarabhai (1967) appear

to be excluded. Instead the directions found are approximately perpen

dicular to the average direction of the interplanetary magnetic field, as

predicted by Quenby and Lietti, and found by themselves and by Rao and

Agrawal.

The rr?values of Z obtained are reasonable, in fact better

than those found for the first harmonic. This contrasts with the result

reported by Rao et al (1963), (section 3.4.2) for 1958. Their con

clusion is drawn using a rather small value, 25 square degrees, for their

expected variance. More likely figures vrould be of order 100 (Poisson

errors) or 200 (Practical errors) square degrees. The latter reduces

their Z value to about 6, comparable with some of the values, in table 4.27.

There does not seem to be any useful information on solar cycle

trends in the semi-diurnal variation obtainable from the present results.
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CHAPTER 5.

THE HOBART UI^DERGROU^D I-SJON TELESCOPES.

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The conclusions reached in the previous chapter leave fairly vride

limits on the possible values of 3 and R for the first liarnonic of the

solar daily variation in cosmic-ray intensity. Hiis is partly due to

the rather similar rigidity responses of all neutron monitors, regardless

of their geomagnetic location. The limits can be considerably reduced by

the combination of neutron monitor results with those from other types of

detectors which are more sensitive to primary particles of higher rigid

ities. Such instruments respond in different ways to changes in 3 and

R than do neutron monitors. A suitable instrument for this purpose is
u

the utiderground muon detector installed near Hobart.

This instrimient is a vertically aligned semi-cubical duplex muon

telescope, liaving a count rate of 65,000 counts per hour in its original

condition. It has operated in a disused railway tunnel at Cambridge, on

the outskirts of Hobart, since October 1957. A full description of the

observatory and its equipment has been published, (Fenton, Jacklyn, and

Taylor, 1961). Since their paper appeared a more detailed survey of the

area has revealed that the effective instrtrmental depth is 36 metres water

equivalent (m.w.e.) belov? the siarface (Jacklyn, 1979), and not 42 m.x^.e.

as originally believed. A third section V7as added in mid 1966, raising

the count rate to 95,000 counts per hour.

5.2. t:-ie observations.

The magnitude of the solar daily variation observed in underground

muon data is small compared with tliat seen by surface neutron or muon
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detectors. Figure 5.1 shovrs the amplitudes of the mean annual solar

diurnal variations observed over a nuraber of years by the Deep River and

I'lawson neutron monitors and the Ilobart underground telescope. All data

are corrected for pressure changes only. Annual mean sunspot numbers

are also plotted. There is a noticeable correlation between the under

ground amplitude and the sunspot numbers, indicating t'nat solar-cycle-

related changes occisc in the anniml diurnal variation at higher rigidities.

Irregular variations from year to year are also evident, consistent between

all three instruments. Both observations oppose the suggestion (McCracken

and Rao, 1966) that the mean annual solar diurnal variation is relatively

invariant from year to year.

Before discussing the results obtained from the underground tele

scope we first consider some of the factors which may affect the observa

tions.

5.2.1. Atmospheric Effects.

The difficulties which are associated with the use of surface level

muon detectors for daily variation studies (section 2.2) are much less

severe in the case of underground instruments. The various atmospheric

effect coefficients are relatively small, the partial barometer and

negative temperature coefficients falling as the mean rigidity of response

of the detector rises. Dutt and Thambyahpillai (1965) indicate that the

Duperier formula (section 3.2.1, eqn. 3.1) is adequate for the correction

of underground data. Table 5.1 lists the Duperier coefficients obtained

for the Hobart and London underground instruments. The London temper

ature coefficients are greater than those for Hobart, in spite of the

greater depth of the London observatory (60 m.w.e.). The figures are
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well substantiated, being very similar to values found earlier by Dutt

and Tliambyahpillai. They are still small however, particularly the

negative temperature coefficient, compared with values found for svnrface

instruments (table 2.2).

llobart 36 m.w.e. London 60 n.w.e,

Total Barometer Coefficient %/cm.Hg. -0,655±0.042 -0.495±0.026

Partial " " " " " -0.591±0.044 -0.467±0.026

Negative Temperature " %/km. -0.459±0.250 -0.76 ±0.13

Positive " " %/°C +0.020+0.010 +0.042±0.006

Table 5.1, Atmosphex"ia ooweation aoeffioients far widergrourd
imon deteotors. Hobart values from Fenton et at (1961); Lo-iidon
total barometer ooefficient from Dutt and Thartbyakpillai (1965);
other London values from Feaaoak (1969),

In normal usage the underground data are corrected for pressure

variations only, using a total barometer coefficient. The practical use

of these corrected data for solar daily variation studies then rests on

the likely amplitudes of the daily variations in the height and tenper-

attrre of the secondary particle production region.

To some extent such variations are a function of regional meteoro

logical conditions. The necessary observations are difficult to make,

and few stxidies are available. Bercovitch (1966, 1967) has concluded that

there is no significant daily variation in upper atmosphere temperatures

above the 300 mb. level over Canada. Teweles and Finger (1960) reached

a similar conclusion. Harris, Finger, and Teweles (1962) observed an

annual average diurnal temperature variation of amplitude about 0.5°C at

100 mb. over the Azores. They believe their observations may contain
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diurml insolation errors, and a separate derivation in the sane paper,

from wind data, gives an amplitude of 0.2°G. Hashim, Peacock, Quenby,

and Thambyahpillai (1969) state tliat an upper limit of 0.2°C can be put

on the diurnal temperature wave amplitude, corresponding to a variation

of amplitude less than 0.01% in the cosmic-ray flux, with time of maximum

close to local noon.

A series of observations, covering a 28 day period in September and

October 1966, have been made near Melbourne, Australia (Commonwealth Bureau

of Meteorology, 1968)., and have been analysed by Tucker (1971). The direct

temperature observations, made with an exposed white-painted thermistor,

reveal a diurnal variation in the 100 rab. region of amplitude 0.8°C, with

maximum close to local noon. In contrast to the results of Harris et al,,

Tucker's analysis of wind data suggests a slightly larger amplitude, about

1,0°C, with a maximum near 1800 L.T. Hov/ever he warns that considerable

errors are involved in the derivation of temperature from wind observations,

due to the large random component in the wind data.

The Melbourne observing site is about 420 miles from Hobart, and

the results should be applicable there. They suggest a diurnal variation

of amplitude about 0.02% in the Hobart underground data from this cause.

However Tucker's results appear much larger than have been observed else

where, and it is not clear whether they represent anniial averages.

Concerning the negative temperature effect Thambyahpillai, Dutt,

Mathffl-7S, and Romero (1966) quote the annual mean diurnal variation in the

height of the 100 mb, level above southern England to be 42 metres, with

a maximum at 1300 L.T., which would give rise to a variation of amplitude
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of 0.03% in the London underground data. Tucker's observations of diurnal

pressure waves at fixed altitudes over Melbourne imply a diurnal variation

of amplitude 35 metres in the height of the 100 mb. levels V7ith maximum

around local noon. These results agree well with those of Thanibyahpillai

et al., and suggest a diurnal variation of amplitude 0.016%, x^ith maximum

about midnight, in the Hobart data. This variation almost cancels that

predicted from the positive temperature effect. Tucker's pressure data

are directly derived from the temperature observations using a hydro-static

equation. Hence any insolation errors should affect both results equally,

and the conclusion of a negligible resultant cosmic-ray effect at Hobart

is still valid.

Some direct evidence that the atmospheric dixirnal waves in under

ground data are small is also available. Peacock (1969) has shox-m, using

data from the inclined underground telescopes at London during solar minimum„

that the upper limit for the atmospheric vector in both inclined and vertical!

detectors is 0.015%. Jacklyn (1970) concludes from a study of several

years' data from Hobart that there is no persistent significant variation

out-of-phase xrith the solar diurnal variation. In effect this means that

the negative teraperature effect cannot be significant or, alternatively,

that it is significant but is effectively cancelled by the positive temper

ature effect in the manner outlined above. His analysis does not exclude

the possibility of an atmospheric associated resultant vector approximately

in phase x^ith the genuine cosmic-ray variation, as would happen v/ere the

positive temperature effect dominant.

For the reasons outlined above data from the Hobart underground

detectors have been used x^ithout further correction for atmospheric effects.
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5.2.2. Coupling Coefficients.

It is not possible to obtain coupling coefficients for underground

detectors in the manner normally employed for surface instruments, i.e.

latitude surveys taking account of geomagnetic cut-off rigidities at the

various observing sites. However Fenton (1963) has obtained a set of

differential coupling coefficients for the Ilobart underground detectors

using a theoretical treatment to obtain the rate of pion production from

primary protons. A quite different treatment by llatha^s (1963) employing

extrapolation of existing surface latitude surveys, together with an

-2empirical response curve for a muon detector at 312 gm.cm , has led to

similar coefficients. With no knovm reason to prefer one of these sets

of coefficients to the other Fenton's results have been used in the present

work. They are calculated for a depth of 40 m.w.e., and therefore

slightly under-estinate the contribution from the lov7er rigidities.

5.2.3. Modulation Coefficients.

Tlie computer programme used to obtain modulation coefficients for

neutron monitors (section 4.2.1) is not suitable for use vrith muon

telescopes due to the latter's more complex geometric sensitivity (Parsons,

1959) . Before the necessary modifications to the programme were under

taken Dr. Ps..H, Jacklyn kindly made available values of and (section

4.2.1) which he had calculated in the course of his own work. These

values have been used throughout the present chapter.

Tlie range of 3 covered by Jacklyn's coefficients is smaller than

that employed in the previous chapter for neutron monitors. Hm-rever the

likely values of 3 are bracketed. A potentially more serious problem

is that they have been calculated for an assumed latitude independent
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diurnal variation, vrhereas the neutron coefficients assume the cosine

dependence found in section 4.4.5, There is evidence (Jacklyn, Private

Coiimunication) that the variation may be latitude independent at higher

rigidities. The effect on the coefficients of introducing a cosine

dependence has been estimated by the present author. The results obtained

using the two sets are compared in section 5.4,1.

5.2.4. The Orbital Doppler Effect.

High rigidity cosmic-ray particles cannot be trapped by the inter

planetary magnetic field, and therefore cannot take up any motion, such as

co-rotation, associated with the interplanetary field. To a first

approximation such particles are all those having rigidities greater than

R . The earth's-movement through the gas comprised of these particles,
u

as the earth orbits the sun, causes a Ccsnpton—Getting type of solar diurnal

variation to be observed (Compton and Getting, 1935). The maximum of the

variation, in free-space, is at 0600 L.T., in the fon-rard direction along

the orbit. The effect is generally referred to as the Orbital-Doppler

effect, shortened to OD in the following discussion.

There has been uncertainty in the literature concerning the correct

expression to be used in calculating Compton—Getting vectors, apparently

due to the complexities of the co-ordinate transformations involved. The

matter seems to have been settled by Forman (1970), who derives the aniso-

tropy which will be observed in particles of energy E to be

^CG = (2 +aY) ^ 5.1
where a =

E + 2mc^

E + mc^
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and Y is the magnitude of the e:q50nent (assumed negative) of

the energy spectrum of the particles,

V is the average speed of the particles, and

V is the velocity of the body moving past thoa.

The relativistic cosmic-ray particles involved in the OD effect

have minimum energies of order 50 to 100 GeV, For such particles, observed

V
from the earth, a = 1, y - 2.5, and = lo"'̂ .

3od 4.5x10"'̂ 5.2

The free-space OD vector, OD, depends solely on the value assigned

to For any particular detector OD is modulated, both geomagnetically

and by the response characteristics of the detector, to give rise to an

observed vector od. For neutron monitors, v/hich have a proportionally

small response at high rigidities, od is negligibly small compared with

the observed diurnal vector r^. However for instruments which respond

more to the higher rigidities od becomes significant. For the Kobart

underground telescopes r^^ varies betv7een 0.025% and about 0.10%, and od

is of order 0.02%. To enable valid comparisons to be made between the

diurnal vectors observed by this and similar detectors and those observed

by neutron monitors an OD-free vector, r^, must be used such that

= r^ - od 5.3

Evaluation of od requires assumption of a value of R^, one of the

quantities being sought by the analysis. Fortunately the dependence

is ict great, and the assumption of a likely value suffices. Dr. Jacklyn

(private communication) has calculated values of ^od for the Hobart data
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and has consequently ohtained Hean values of for each of a number of
J.

years. Eis results, extended by the author to the end of 1969, are listed

in table 5.2,

Year

Observed

Amplitude
(%)

Phase

(deg)

Assumed

P. (GV)
u

od

Amplitude
(%)

Phase

(deg)

Corrected

Amplitude
(%)

Phase

(deg)

1958 .081 251 120 .017 084 .099 253

1959 .110 249 120 .017 084 .127 251

1960 .087 260 120 .017 084 .104 260

1961 .044 229 120 .017 084 .060 240

1962 .071 245 120 .017 084 .088 249

1963 .064 234 75 .022 081 .085 241

1964 .049 222 75 .022 081 .069 234

1965 .023 205 60 .025 079 .042 234

1966 .062 208 60 , .025 079 .079 222

1967 .039 225 75 .022 081 .059 238

1968 .074 243 90 .020 082 .094 247

1969 .059 229 100 .018 083 .076 237

Table 5.2, Removal of Orbital Doppler effect from Eobart under-
grourd results. The quoted observations for the years 1958 to 1962
are averages of the vectors recorded by the Eobart and Budapest
imdergrourid observatories. The differences between the observations
made by the two detectors^ vjhich are at similar depths^ are within
statistical limits in all years.

5.3. METHODS OF AFALYSIS. '

Analysis of vector information is rjot as important with tmderground

detectors as it is with neutron monitors. The majority of the information

required for the present purpose is contained in the amplitude of the

observed vectors, and in any case the statistical errors in the observed

phases are proportionately rather large. Consequently it seems
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preferable to consider amplitiide and phase information separately. It

will be shown, in the follotring sections, tliat the results from each are

mutually consistent,

5.3.1. Analysis of Amplitudes.

Jacklyn and Humble (1965) have shown that it is practicable to

determine for a given period, by comparing the results from an under

ground telescope x^ith those from a suitable neutron monitor. Using the

Hobart underground telescopes, and Mt. Wellington neutron monitor, they

obtained a value of 95 ± 15 GV for in 1958, after setting 3 = 0.0

according to the results of Rao, LfcCracken, and Venlcatesan (1963). No

account VTas taken of the Orbital Doppler effect in tliat analysis.

The method involves the estimation of the free-space-amplitude

constant. A, for different assumed values of R for each detector. The
u

values of A obtained from the neutron monitor are rather insensitive to

changes in R^, x^^hereas those obtained from the underground telescopes are

highly sensitive to such changes. Cutrves of A v R^ for the tx-70 instru

ments therefore intersect at a steep angle, indicating fairly precisely a

value of R^. For the same reason the value thus obtained is relatively

insensitive to small errors in the amplitudes of the diurnal vectors

observed by either instrument. Figure 5.2 shoxrs the case for the Hobart/

Budapest combined underground telescopes, after correction for the OD effect

arid the Deep River neutron monitor in 1958, assuming 3 = 0,0. The error

limits are 95% practical, the value of R obtained being 88 gv, which
M 1 8

is consistent xvith the earlier value.

In the present instance it is required to alloxj for the case of a
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varyiiij 3. Families of A v curves may be drawnj for each instrument,

with 3 as a parameter. The intercept of the curves for correspondins 3

gives a value of R.^ which could be associated with tliat particular value

of 3.

The plotting of families of A v ctrrves is a tedious business,

requiring to be repeated for each new period of observation. Fortunately

a much simpler technique exists.

For each point on the curves A=^

where R is the amplitude of the vector observed by the detector and B is

the amplitude modulation coefficient for the particular instrimient and

assumed values of 3s R^s coupling coefficients etc. (Section 4.2,1).

For two particular detectors X and Y, we have

A- = X and A = y
^ — y B

X y

The required condition is that A = A and therefore
X y

R - R
-S «
B B

X y

.'i B R
5.4

B R
y y

Thus the necessary ratio of the response constants equals the ratio of

the amplitudes of the observed vectors.

Sets of values of B for various stations and conditions have been

computed (section 4.2.1). Tliese are then plotted, on a logarithmic scale,
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as functions of R^. Using 3 as a parameter, families of curves are

obtained for each detector (Fi£nre 5.3). Such plots, from different

detectors, may be overlaid, x^rith the B scale of one set superimposed on,

but displaced along, the B scale of the other (Figure 5.4). Tlie use of

logarithmic scales enstires tloat, for a given displacement of the B scale

relative to the B^ scale, the ratio is constant tliroughout the comr

bined diagram regardless of the absolute values of either quantity. The

displacement of the two plots is adjusted such that BJ'& equals the
X y

observed value of R /R for the period under consideration. The values
X y

of R consistent v/ith this ratio for various values of 3 niay then be read
u

directly from the intercepts of the appropriate 3'curves. Obtaining

results for other periods then only entails altering the relative displace

ment of the tv7o sets of plots.

The statistical uncertainties associated xjith each vector lead to

a range of possible values of To 95% confidence the true value

of this ratio lies in the range

R - 2a R + 2a
X X X X

"r + 2a R - 2a
y y y y

Possible combinations of 3 and R^ which satisfy each of these relations

are obtained as described above and their locii plotted as a 3 v. R^

graph (Figure 5.5a). The region between the tx-70 curves represents a

swathe of possible 3, R^ combinations consistent with these particular

observations. The region is of quite different shape to that obtained

from the neutron data alone in the previous chapter. Superposition of

the two regions on the same diagram puts considerable constraints on the
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possible ranges of 3 (Figure 5.5b).

5.3.2. Analysis of Phase.

A similar process to that described above can be carried out using

the phases 9^ and (p^ recorded by two dissimilar detectors. The phase
modulation coefficients (section 4.2.1) are available for a variety

of neutron monitors and combinations of 3 and R^. Jacklyn (private

couEiiunication) has computed similar coefficients for the Hobart underground

telescopes. Both sets are in units of hours. Converting to angular

measure let the coefficients for two particular detectors be T and F
X y

respectively. For observed vectors in directions i and cj) we have
X y

estimates

n = (j) + F and n » 6 + F
XXX y y y

for the directions of the free-space vectors. Applying the condition

that ri = ri we have
X y

dj — A = F — F 5.5
X y y X

Families of curves of F v. x^ith 3 as a parameter, are plotted

for each station. A linear scale is used for F. The same overlay

technique, and subsequent plotting, as used in the amplitude case can

then be employed to delineate a further region of possible combinations

on a 3 V. plot.

In practice the technique is of little use since the geomagnetic

deflection associated with the Hobart underground telescope is relatively

insensitive to quite large changes in and is almost totally insensitive

to changes in 3 (figure 5.6). The maximum change in F betx^reen the extreme
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likely values of is only of order 10°. This must be compared with

the 95% confidence limits on the phase observationsj which average ±30°.

In consequence very large regions of possibility are obtained on 3 v. R^

diagrams by this method.

5.4. RSSITLTS.

5.4.1. Combined Observations.

The precise meaning of tabulated errors, discussed in section 4.5.6

in connection with results obtained from neutron intercomparisons, becomes

even more uncertain when such results are compared vrith those obtained

from the underground muon studies. For this reason results in this

section are presented graphically.

Figures similar to figure 5.5a have been obtained for each year

1961 to 1966. They are obtained from the Hobart underground muon ampli

tude observations, corrected for the orbital-doppler effect, and the

Deep River neutron monitor. The latter instrument is used since it

displays estimated free-space vectors close to the mean free-space vector,

averaged over a number of neutron monitors, in each year. It also has a

low statistical error, even on a practical basis. The resulting regions

of possible combinations of 3 and R^ are plotted in figures 5.7 and 5.8,

where they are labelled muon regions. The regions of possible 3 and R^

combinations obtained from the final neutron analyses (figure 4.26), and

here labelled neutron regions, are plotted in the same figures super

imposed on the muon regions.

The regions of possibility obtained from the Kobart underground

phase observations, xdien combined with those from Deep River, entirely
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encompass the regions derived from the other tv70 methods in every year

(section 5.3.2). They are not presented in figures 5.7 and 5.8 since

they provide no further useful information. They do, however, indicate

that the conclusions reached from the neutron and muon amplitude techniques

are not inconsistent with the diurnal phases observed underground at Hobart,

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show basically sixailar results. In figure

5.7 the muon regions have been computed on the basis of a latitude indepen

dent of anisotropy at higher rigidities (section 5.2.3). In figure 5.8

the muon regions refer to a cosine (latitude) dependence at all rigidities.

In each case the neutron results principally delineate a range of possible

3 values, the muon results then determining the range of a.nd imposing

further restraints on 3.

The values of obtained in figure 5.8 are a little higher than

those in figure 5.7. This is to be expected Compared with the errors

inherent in the measurement the difference between the tvro sets of results

is lot large. The values of 3 obtained are essentially the same for each

case. For all years the central value of the range of 3 is positive,

in some cases surprisingly so.

In 1962 and 1963 the combined analyses appear to exclude the

possibility that 3 =0.0. Jacldyn, Duggal, and Pomerantz (1970) demon

strated that 3 = 0.0 was a likely result for all years 1958 to 1966

(although their analysis does not definitely exclude non-zero values),

and they evaluated R^ on this basis. It is interesting to put 3 = 0.0

in the present analysis, and compare the values of R^ thus obtained v/ith

those found by Jacklyn et al. The values are listed in table 5.3.
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Underground
Analysis Latitude 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Dependence

Jacklyn et al Independent 90 80 70 70 55 60

Present work " 56to74 — ~ 50to98 45to77 59to85

" " cosine
(latitude) 62to82 - ~ 53toll7 48to90 66to90

Table 5,3. Values of R ^ in GV, obtained, by diffei->ent analyses
assuming 8 0.0,

Jacklyn et al did not attempt to specify the possible errors in

their results, but they must be at least a few GV. The differences

between theirs and the present values of are therefore statistically

significant only-in 1961, although it could be argued tliat the consistently

higher values obtained through solar minimum by the present x?ork imply

either that Vi was higher, or that 3 was more positive, tlian was found
u

by Jacklyn et al for that period,

5,4.2. Solar cycle changes derived from muon analyses.

The year to year changes in observed diurnal variations are repre

sented, in the Deep River neutron monitor (figure 5.1) for instance, by

amplitudes varying over a range of up to 2 to 1, and times of maximum

normally varying by only a few minutes, although variations of up to one

hour are observed, Tlie amplitude changes could, in principle, be due to

changes in 3, in R^, in amplitude constant, or in varying combinations of

the three, A considerable number of combinations of these variables

appear to fit the observations (figures 5.7, 5.8). It is, however,

possible to put limits on the likely year to year changes in these

quantities.
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Neutron monitors are too insensitive to changes in (figure 5.3)

for such changes to be the prime cause of the observed year to year changes

in amplitude. For a free-space vector with unchanging amplitude constant,

A, but with varjT'ing 3, the diurnal vector observed by a typical neutron

monitor will approximately double in amplitude for each 0.2 rise in 3.

The observed p'nase of the vector will change by only 5 or 6 minutes in

most cases. Thus the observations imply that the range of possible values

of 3 is also about 0,2, Larger clianges in 3 would require simultaneous

large changes in A, in the opposite sense, a rather unlikely process.

The relative constancy of 3 permits the solar cycle changes in

to be assessed, by assigning an arbitrary, but possible, constant value

to 3 and. determining the value of v/hich then fits each year's obser

vations. If the value of 3 selected is too low then the resulting value

of R vrill be too high, and vici-versa, but the error will not be large
u

and should not mask any cyclic changes in R^.

In addition to the analyses reported in the previous section the

Eobart underground muon and Deep River neutron observations have also been

used to prepare further plots, similar to figure 5.5a, for each of the

years 1958 to 1960 and 1967 to 1969, Utilising the similar results

already obtained for 1961 to 1966, values of R^, and consequent free-space

amplitude arid phase, have then been obtained for each year on the assumption

that ^ = 0,0 (table 5.4), These values are compared with the sunspot

numbers in figure 5.9. Results from the 1961 to 1966 neutron analyses

have been entirely ignored in these calculations. The free-space phase

and amplitude for each year have been estimated directly frcm the Deep

River observations once the range of R has been determined. They differ
u
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to some extent from the values obtained by Jacklyn et al, who obtained

values for those quantities from the average of observations of a nxinber

of detectors. A similar scatter in amplitudes from year to year, and

early time of maximuin in 1958, is indicated by both analyses.

Year

Most

Probable

Value

R (GV)
u

Range

Prom To

Estimated Free-Space

Amplitude Phase
C%) (L.T)

R (GV)
u

JDP

R (GV)
u

AE

1958 88 70 118 .41 17.18 100

1959 126 100 170 .35 17.76 100

1960 84 .68 109 .46 18.31 100

1961 61 . 56 72 .47 17.81 90

1962 66 55 80 .58 17.99 80

1963 78 61 100 .42 18.17 70

1964 69 50 96 .42 18.10 70

1965 61 46 78 .33 17.48 55 43+2

1966

1967

70

66

58

55

86

74

.46 17.79

.39 17.98

60 )
)

+5

^°-3

1968 82 68 96 .44 18.02 90

1969 74 65 84 .41 17.99

Values of i?,amplitude constant^ avd vJ-iase, of the
fx'ee-spaoe diupval anisatvopy. Results obtained from diveat com-
pca>ison of Hobart und&^grourd ntuon and Beeip Riven neutron obser
vations assuming 3 = O.C, and disr^egarding infornntion available
from neutron analyses in some years. Errors are 95% practical^
those for amplitude and phase being small (figure 5,9), Values
of R found by Jacklyn et al (1970) and by Ahluivalia and Ericksen
(19^)g labelled JDP and AE respectively^ are also listed.

Tahte 5.4,

A smali solar cycle variation probably exists in the above tabu

lations of R . The large errors involved make it rather uncertain, however
u

and a value of 70 GV agrees with the observations in all years except 1959,

What variation there is appears to be rather smaller than the variations
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suggested by Jaclclyn et al and by Ahluwalia and Ericksen (1970).

5.4.3. Discussion of observations of R .
u

The values of obtained in the present analysis depend on the

accuracy of the underground vector amplitudes. As indicated in table 5.2

the vectors used up to, and including, 1962 are in fact averages of the

vectors recorded at I-Iobart and at the underground observatory at Budapest

(40 m.u.e., 47° Ngeographic). The amplitudes recorded by the two

stations are consistently similar, and well within likely statistical

variations. In 1961 in particular (see discussion below) the two ampli

tudes are almost identical. It is therefore likely that the amplitude

used is correct. The phase difference of about 30° between the phases

observed by the tv70 stations in 1961 is statistically possible. Since

the two stations are situated at quite different longitudes and in totally

different geographic locations any meteorological effects in the results

would be expected to reveal themselves by causing greater differences

between the result vectors than are actually observed. It can thus be

provisionally concluded that serious meteorological contamination does

not exist at either station.

5.4.4. Observations in 1961.

The diurnal variations observed by many (but not all) neutron

monitors in October and Itovsnber 1961 were abnormally short (of order

0.1%), and were often in unusual directions (section 4.4.2.1). The

underground vectors also displayed unusual behaviour in this period, and

the value of found for 1961 is rather lox^.

High energy detectors observe diurnal variations in sidereal as
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well as in solar tine. The existence of the sidereal variation is well

established but there is some dispute in the literature concerning its

origin. This does not concern us here for^ wliatever its origin, it is

likely that the sidereal variation will be more or less constant from

month to month in sidereal time. The same may broadly be said of the

solar variation in solar tine. . This being so then at some part of the

year the tvro vectors v/ill re-inforce, resulting in a large monthly vector

in solar time. Six months later partial cancellation vrill occur, resulting

in a shorter vector in a different direction. These effects do not appear

in the annual vectors sirae the total sidereal contribution to an annual

solar diurnal variation is zero if the sidereal variation is time-

invariant.

In the Southern Hemisphere re-inforcement occurs early in the year.

The monthly vectors thus shoxv a steady shortening and anti-clccla-rise

rotation until September, after vrhich clocfcc-rise rotation recommences.

Figure 5.10 shows the 12 year (1958 to 1969) average monthly vectors

observed underground at Hobart, and compares them vrith the individual

monthly vectors observed by the same instrument in 1961. The unusual

behaviour of the vectors in the last three months of 1961 is clearly seen.

It iidicates that the variation in solar time was much smaller than normal

in those months, the observed vectors presumably largely comprising the

sidereal component. This is quite contrary to the position earlier in

the year.

A reduction in R to abnormally low values during these months
u

provides one possible explanation of these observations. However inter-

comparison of the observed neutron monitor vectors appears to favour a
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very loxr amplitude constant associated with values of 3 and in their

normal range. With the snail observed amplitudes the errors involved

in this estimation are large and the results are therefore rather doubtful,

It does seem, hot^ever, that it may not be physically meaningful to

discuss a mean diurnal variation in 1961, and tliat for analysis purposes

the year should be divided into two periods, January to September, and

October to December. The technique of analysis employed is necessarily

restricted to complete years of data, to avoid contamination by variations

in sidereal time, and consequently no attempt has been made to consider

these periods on their ov/n account.
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CHAPTER 6.

THE SOLAR DIURHAL VARLATIOH - DISCUSSION AI>1D COHGLUSIONS

6.1 DISCUSSION

The most recent model for the diurnal variation is that due to

Forman and Gleeson (1970, not yet published), which was briefly outlined

in section 3.4.1. They derive an expression for the average streaming _S

of cosmic rays in interplanetary space, as a result of which an anisotropy

5 will be observed. They find that

S = CUP - K
11

f *

su
- K

1

9U

3r
V '

11 ~
k j

3.5

The quantities in this expression are defined in section 3.4.1, and the

component vectors are illustrated in figure 6.1.

K
_SU
3r

K
11

3U

3r
11

CUV

Figure 6,1, Streaming components.

In a solar centred spherical co-ordinate system the streaming may

be expressed as

S = S + S, + Sq
— r (j? 6

the sum of the radial, azimuthal, and perpendicular streamings. It is

observed that = 0 on average.



Now s = cir; - K
r - 11 3r

cos ip » r" - K
3U

3r

255,

sin ip,^: 6,
11

where ^ is the angle between the magnetic field and the unit radial

vector

3U
By observation ~ ^ •

30
is small compared with JU

3r

we have

CUV - K
11

JU
3r

cos^ I|i . r - K 3U

3r
V ✓

sin^ ^ ^ =0 6,2

Now S. = K
9 11 3r

sin Tp - K
11

3U

3r

= K
11

' in
3r

1

sin cos \lj •* !<

8U
Eliminating we have

CUV (k - k ) sin ^ cos ^
11 1

K cos^ i!; + ic sin ip
11 1

cos ijj

' in
3r

I

sin if) cos 4> 6.3

6.4

The corresponding anisotropy is (Gleeson and Axford, 1968; Gleeson, 1969)

3S
5 ° _Z: » where v is particle speed,

vU

1 V ^
K + K tan Tp

11 1

6.5
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Gleeson and Axford show tliat, as particle kinetic energy T ->

C (2 + Y)/3, V7hera y is the spectral exponent of the particles. This

is the Compton-Getting expression (eqn, 5.1), and consequently C is often

referred to as the Compton-Getting coefficient,

Gleeson and Axford have evaluated C for both protons and alpha

particles over a wide range of kinetic energies. They find, for protons,

a value of 1,2 at 2 GeV, rising to 1,6 at 100 GeV, confirming the approx

imation to the Compton-Getting relation at high energies. Setting C at

1.5, Vat 400 km.sec and v at 3 x 10^ m.sec ^ we have, since ^ - 45°,

5 = 6 Xlo"^ 1 X ^ 6,6

x^here X ~
111

fljLX
1 -h X

The rigidity dependence of 5 rests on the dependence of C and x»

In the range 2 to 50 GeV / nucleon C increases slightly. The C,T

relation is not exponential, however in this range the overall change in

•K) 1
C is equivalent to an R * relationship for protons,

22 2
In 1965 K was observed to vary as Rv, with a value of 10 cm ,

sec ^ for 6 GeV protons (Gleeson, 1969), (wt) is then independent of

rigidity, and = 2,5.

IC •
NoxiT k > 11 (section 3.4.1) x?ith the minimum value

JL, —

1 + (tox)^

occurring if there is no contribution to the scattering from random x/alk

of the magnetic field lines (Jokipii, 1966; Jokipii and Parker, 1969).



Should this contribution indeed be negligible then K would also be

rigidity dependent and x would be rigidity independent.

Substituting (ost) = 2,5 we have K > _ K ,
i— /.,don

i,e, X > 0,14,

257,

In 1965 the estimate for the free-space amplitude is 0,33 (table

5,4), Jacklyn et al (1970) find a similar value. Eqn, 6.6 then

requires that x - 0,29, Thus in that year the contribution to the

perpendicular diffusion from random walk of the field lines approximately

equalled the contribution from the scattering in a smooth fieldj and no

direct statement can be made about the rigidity dependence of x«

If is TX)t rigidity dependent the rigidity dependence of x

becomes even more uncertain, but the observational evidence suggests that

any such dependence must be weak,'* There appears hcrv;ever to be no

theoretical requirement that the observed diurnal anisotropy should be

entirely independent of rigidity. If X is rigidity independent then the

anisotropy should show a slight rigidity dependence, about R * , due to

the increasing value of C in the energy range of the anisotropy.

There is no explicit mention of an upper limiting cut-off rigidity

in the Forman/Gleeson model, However the model only holds for particles

staying entirely within a magnetic sector (Kess and Hilcox, 1964; Wilcox

and Ness, 1965), in the interplanetary magnetic field. Particles

* Diwing discussion following a papep (Humble^ 1971) presenting some of the
results of the present work to the Hobart Cosmic-Ray Conference Dr. J.J.
Quenby stated, that rmanetic field power spectra give x independent of rigidity
even if Ku does not vary as Rv. (Discussions^ 12th Int. Conf. Cosmic
RaySg Hobartj Conference Papers (University of Tasmania)^ to be published).
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traversing a sector boundary are scattered out of, or into, the sector.

Thus it could be assumed that v;ould be related to the characteristic

size of sectors during the year. There is evidence to the contrary.

The sector structure in late 1963 and early 1964, at a tine of low

solar activity, \Tas a well substantiated system with four more or less

equal sized sectors distributed around the solar periphery. In two of

these the magnetic field vectors were directed avray from the sun, and in

the other two tov/ards it. Tlie sectors co-rotated with the sun, their

dimensions being determined by the time they took to pass an interplanetary

space probe. There were also small regions of varying magnetic field

directions, occupying about 2 or 3 days of each 27 day solar rotation

period. Thus the characteristic dimensions of a sector, in the azimuthal

direction at the earth's orbit, was ^ . lit (- 1.4) a.u. Aparticle
having gyro-radius 0.7 a.u. could not be contained in such a sector. At

-5
the reported average field strength of 6 y (6 x 10 gauss) this corres

ponds to a maximum possible particle rigidity, for retention in the sector,

of 190 GV. '

Such a particle would remain in the sector only if its gyro-centre

were on the sector axis of symmetry. A reasonable value of R^ might

correspond to a rigidity at xjhich 50% of particles would be retained

in a sector for a significant period. This corresponds to 95 GV in this

particular case, the upper limit of the range observed for 1964.

The argument above assumes that the characteristic sector dimension

(or more properly a product of sector dimension times field strength in

the region traversed by the particle) is no smaller in directions perpen-
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dicular to the ecliptic than it is in the azimuthal direction. The

asstnnption is questionable.

The sector structure apparently chanses during the solar cycle,

Ness (1969) reports that in 1965 only two sectors existed, one ox 19 or

20 days and the other of 8 days, duration. At first sight this contra

dicts the requirement of div B = 0, Presumably the field lines return

at some other helio-latitude. These sectors persisted bett-reen March and

Septenber, 1966, but interchanged polarity in that time. There is some

evidence, from data supplied by Dr, Ness to Dr. A.G. Penton, that the

pattern of alternate long and short sectors continued until at least mid

1968.

Such clianges in the large-scale structure of the interplanetary

magnetic field could reasonably be expected to have significant effects

on cosmic ray beiiaviour. The surprising thing is that, at least as far

as the diurnal variation is concerned, the effects are so small, A

sector of angvilar width approximately -j-, corresponding to the larger of

the two sectors reported by Ness, has infinite dimensions in the azimuthal

direction, so far as particles likely to be involved in the solar diurnal

variation are concerned. The perpendicular dimension of such a sector

must be the factor which controls the maximum rigidity for retention of

particles. For the smaller sector the azimuthal direction will probably

be the controlling factor, Hcx'jever this applies, at least in 1966, only

to around one quarter of each month, and x^ill have a correspondingly small

effect on the mean diurnal ^rariation observed for the month.
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Scliatten, Uilcox, and Ness (1969) have suggested that the magnetic

sectors liave their origin in relatively small regions on the solar disc,

and tloat fairly substantial cross-radial propagation takes place. An

azinutlial source to sector ratio of about 1 to 3 is stiggested. There is

evidence that the sources are at relatively high solar latitudes in 1966,

around 35° to 43°, compared with their essentially equatorial location at

the end of the previous solar cycle a year or so earlier. The inference

is that the sources may follow the normal pattern of the sunspot cycle.

The cross-radial spread, and high latitude source, reported suggest that

the perpendicular sector diameter in the region of the earth's orbit will

be at least 2 a.u., and probably nearer 3 a.u., corresponding to the

retention of particles of 135 GV or 205 GV respectively in the larger

sectors. Hiese values are considerably higher than the observed values

of R^, and the mechanism can therefore only explain the observations if

there is a considerable reduction in [bI in regions well av7ay from the

ecliptic.

6.2. COLLUSIONS

The errors involved in determining the parameters of the solar

diurnal variation are larger than have been estimated by previous investi

gators. The present work excludes the likelihood of the rigidity exponent

3 having a negative value in any of the years 1961 to 1966, and suggests

that, on average, 3 may be slightly positive. It is experimentally

difficult to distinguish between zero and slightly positive values, and

zero is not excluded in four of the six years. These observations are in

agreement with the theory of Forraan and Gleeson, v;hich does not require 3

to be identically zero. The highly positive value found for 3 in 1962,

whilst apparently satisfactory in texios of neutron data consistency, is



rendered further suspect by its failure to agree with the underground/

Deep River analysis. There is ro noticeable pattern in the changes

observed in 3s and it is not statistically possible to determine whether

it remains constant frord year to year. Ho^rever large year to year

changes are improbable.

The upper limiting rigidity, R^, shov/s sane tendency towards a

solar cycle variation, with the lowest values occurring around solar

minimum. Irregular variations from year to year are superimposed on

this pattern. Some of these are undoubtedly statistical in origin,

others may well be genuine, Tlie observed values of are consistent

v/ith the Fornan/Gleeson theory, and x^ith observed magnetic field

sector structure, but are somexdiat smaller than the latter x^ould indicate,

suggesting that some other controlling mechanism exists. Tlie large ranges

found in the determinations of R^ arise from the counting rates of the

instruments used and the nature of the comparisons employed. They are

believed realistic.

There is no evidence for regular solar-cycle variatioriS in the

phase, or amplitude constant, of the free-space diurnal vector. The

times of maximum observed are close to 1800 L.T'. ' It is not clear x/hether

the departures from this are statistical or physical in origin. The

considerable variability in the amplitude constants from year to year

may be genuine or may reflect small changes, of order ±0.1, in 3 from year

to year.
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CHAPTIgl 1.

A mNSIENT EVENT.

7,1 BITP-ODUGTIOM.

November 1960 V7as one of the most interesting and active months of

Solar Cycle 19 from the vie\';point of cosmic radiation. Large radiation

flxixes of solar origin were observed at ground level on November 12th and

ISthf and to a lesser extent on November 20th. They were accompanied by

intense magnetic activity and by Forbush Decreases in the recorded intensity

of galactic cosmic rays. These events have been considered by a number of

investigators (Locfa-70od and Shea, 1961; Mathers, Thambyahpillai and Webber,

1961; and several papers in the Proceedings of the Kyoto Conference, Vol.II,

1962), but no consideration appears to have been given to the sharp and

short-lived decrease which occurred on November 30th and Decemoer 1st 1960.

This is surprising, as the nature of the decrease appears to be unique as

far as IGY and subsequent records are concerned.

The event superficially appears to resemble the pre-decrease sometimes

seen prior to normal Forbush Decreases (McCracken and Parsons, 1958);

however, in this case no following decrease was observed. Tne event was

only obvious at stations whose asymptotic cones are centred between 50

and 180° East of the Greera^ich meridian. It was short-lived, four to

five hours, and had intensities of depression ranging up to 5.9%. Some,

possibly related, effects were also observed two or three hours later at

certain American stations.

The methods used to study the daily variation may also be used,

with suitable modifications, to study transient events. Tlie December 1st

event is particularly suitable for such an analysis by reason of its rapid
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onset and ending. The follovring sections discuss a study of this event.

A preliminary report of this work has been published (Humblej, 1968), hov;~

ever some of the conclusions reached here differ slightly from those

suggested at that time.

7.2 OBSERVATIONS

7.2,1. Cosmic Ray Observations

Data have been obtained from a number of stations in the global

netv7ork; a detailed list appears in table 7.1. A number of stations,

including several in the equatorial region, were unavailable due to equip

ment troubles.

The stations have been divided into four groups on the basis of

longitude of the major portion of their viewing regions. The regional

names adopted refer only to the approximate longitude and not necessarily

the latitude of the recording station. The hourly or bihourly intensities

recorded by each instruiaent are shown in figure 7.1, with amplitudes

expressed as a percentage of the mean count rate for the particular instru

ment for HOI to H22 inclusive on November 30th (U.T.). It can be seen

that the Australasian stations saw no marked event on either November 30

or Deceaber 1, whereas the European group stations all shCT7 a marked

decrease with a minimum occurring during HDl and H02 U.T. on December 1.

This corresponds to a decrease in the incident galactic cosmic radiation

in directions n betv/een 0 and 120° from the Sun-Earth line, i.e. in the

morning side of the anti-solar hemisphere (figure 4.1). Some sign of

the decrease is to be seen in the Eastern American stations, with the

minimum being less pronounced and occurring mainly around H03 U.T. on



Station

Vertical Cut

off Rigidity
(GV)

A. Australian Group

Geographic
Longitude
(degrees)

Altitude

(metres)
Type of
Detector

Lae 15.52 147.00 S.L. M

Mt. Nor ikura 11.39 137.56 2770 N

Brisbane 7.00 153.01 S.L. N

lit. Wellington 1.89 147.24 725 N

I-bbart 1.88 147.33 S.L* M

B. Etiropean Group

Kodailanal 17.47 77.46 2343 N

Rome 6.31 12.52 S .L. N,M

Pic-du-Midi 5.36 0.25 2860 N,M'

Jungfraujocli 4.48 7.98 3550 N

Zugspitze 4.24 10.98 2960 N

Loridon 2.73 359.91 S.L'. N

Leeds 2.20 358.45 • 100 N

Uppsala 1.43 17.58 S.L'. N

Kerguelen 1.19 70.22 S.L". N,M

liawson 0.22 62.88 S .L. N>!I .

C. ' Eastern American Group

Huancayo 13.49 284.67 4000 N

Rio-de-Janeiro 11.73 316.78 S .L. N

Climax 3.03 253.82 3500 N

Mt. Washington 1.24 288.70 1900 N

Ottax'Ta 1.08 284.40 100 N,M

Deep River 1.02 282.50 145 N

D, Western American Group

Sulphur Mountain 1.14 244.39 2283 N,M

Churchill 0.21 265.91 S.L. " N,M

Resolute < 0.05 265.09 S.L. ' N,M

Tahte 7,1, Stations used in analysis of Deaember 1st event.
11 ~ neutivon monitoVg M = vevtioal muon telesaope.
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Figure 7.1. Mean hourly or hi^hoicrly intensities veoovded by various

detectors^ eojpressed as percentages of the mean intensity for nours 01
to 22^ November 20^ I960.
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December 1, The \7e3tern American stations shov; only a slight depressionp

rather gradual and amounting to only 1 to 1^% centred around K06 or H07

U.T't ' The behaviour of the American stations suggests that the effective

sinic moved if anything slightly further round to the night side and rapidly

weakened. The v/hole event x-jas over in about five hours.

The upper section of figure 7,2 shov/s the more general cosmic

ray picture at the time, depicting the hourly intensities recorded

by several neutron monitors, situated at different longitudes, between

November 25 and December 2, It is seen tliat November 27 was fairly quiet,

follox'/ing many days of intense activity, and that there is some evidence

of enhanced diurnal variations commencing on the following day. The

magnitude of these xras much less than the magnitude of the December 1

decrease. Figure 7,3 shoxrs the daily mean neutron amplitudes recorded at

Mav7Son throughout November and December, The neutron intensity at Jlax^son

on November 30 was, if anything, still slightly depressed follovring the

Forbush Decreases earlier in the month. There is no sign of a decrease

or other anomaly 27 days prior to the event, however a decrease was

observed 26 days later, on December 26, and this is depicted in greater

detail in the lavrex section of figure 7.2, It is a normal-lookirjg event.

There was no further recurrence in the next solar rotation,

7,2.2. Solar Conditions

The sun was particularly quiet during this period, A class 2

flare xjsls reported on November 28, at 1611 U.T, (maximum) from llcllath—

Hulbert plage region 5953 at S09 £72, and tvro class 1 flares were seen

on each of November 29 and 30. There were only short gaps in the flare

patrol at the time, ensuring that no major flares could have escaped
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detection. No e^tceptioml ionospheric activity or solar radio emission

were reported (CRPL, 1961). The two flares on November 29 may be

different observations of the same flare, the only difference between

them being exactly one hour in the times reported by the two observatories

concerned, Tlie peak of this flare was reached at 0109 (or 0209) U.T,

It emanated from a solar position NlO EOS, in plage 5948. This plage

vras new since the previous solar rotation, having been bom on the invisible

disc. Its first ClIP (Central Meridian Passage) was at November 29.8, when

its intensity was rated at 3.5, the highest noted for the month. The

region subsequently split into two and lasted, at reduced intensity, a

further txro solar rotations. Apart from the high intensity on its first

passage, there seems little to distinguish this region from others present

at the time. Of the latter, No. 5946, CM? November 29.2, was making its

second appearance and weakening. It died on the invisible disc. No. 5945,

CMP Novffliber 28.8, intensity 2, was also making its second rotation. It

survived until January. There are no flares listed for this region

during the November transit. Region 5953 made its first CMP at December

04,2, intensity 3. It made a further CM? at January 01.3, intensity 3

and again at January 27.7, intensity 1.

7.2.3. Terrestial Magnetic Conditions

Figure 7.4 presents the magnetic observations during the period.

A sudden commencement (S.C'.) of activity vjas noted at 1915 U.T. on November

30, before the cosmic-ray event started. The planetary magnetic distur

bance index, K , rose to a value of 8 by H05 on December 1, and then
P

gradually decayed. Prior to the S.C'. had been fairly steady belxveen

2 and 3, Subsequent S.C.''s occurred on December 7 and then at 2100 U.T.
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December 25. The latter was followed by weak magnetic activity on

December 26, after which K rose to 6+ by 2100 U.T'.,' December 27.
P
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7.3 MEUTRON IDI-HTOR RESPONSE CHAMCTERISTICS. '

The vie\-7ing regions (section 2.1.3) of medium and lov7 latitude

neutron monitors are V7ide in longitude, whereas those of higher latitude

monitors are much more sharply defined over only a few degrees of longi

tude (Rao, HcCracken and Venlcatesan, 1963). Provided the geomagnetic

latitudes of the monitors are less than about 60 or 65°, the viCT7ing

regions are located at lov7 asynptotic latitudes (section 2.1.3). It

follows tliat if an event is observed to have rather similar characteristics

in Universal Time at stations having similar geographic longitudes but

different latitudes, it must be a genuine time variation in the incident

radiation, rather than a time invariant spatial anisotropy. The estimated

effect of the latter as seen by neutron monitors at Huancayo, Rome,

Kerguelen and Mawson is shov7n in figure 7.5a, The responses, in local

time, of the four detectors are seen to be quite different. Figure 7.5b

shov7S the responses of the sane monitors to the same anisotropy, but

presented in U.T, ' The anisotropy assumed was a depression of intensity

from a sector of angular xjidth 60°. The model used fits the 1-Iawson

observations for the event under consideration .quite well; it does not

fit the observations at Rome and Huancayo, It can also be seen from

these Figures that, as pointed out by Rao et al, any encroachment of the

acceptance cone of a detector into an already depressed region as the earth

rotates, results in only a gradual diminution of the count rate, the steepest

drop occurring at the highest latitude stations.
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Tills latter feature is observable in data from the American

stationsj which do indeed rotate in tovrards the already depressed region

and consequently show a smaller amplitude than observed at the European

stations and a slightly later, mre gradual, minimum. During HOI, U.T.

the approximate time of minimum of the event, only limited portions of

the leading edges of the American stations' acceptance cones were receiv

ing radiation fran the depressed region. An hour or two later more

sensitive parts of the cones were covering the depressed region, just at

the time that intensity was starting to recover. By the time, two or

three hours later still, that the TJestern American stations were looking

in the relevant direction, the depressed intensity had all but disappeared.

It will be shown that, durirg its existence, the angular width of the

depressed sector enlarged, but it is not certain whether this was the

cause of the slight minimum observed by the Uestern American stations

about HO8 or whether this was mainly due to the enhanced diurnal variation

already mentioned.

7.4. DELIHEATIOI-T QE THE AITISOTROPY.

Before the physical cause of the anisotropy can be established it

is necessary to determine its angular extent and spectrum. Tlie extent

can be determined from the responses of various stations and, in principle,

the spectrum may be found by examining the ratios of the neutron and miion

responses at stations where the viet^ing regions for the tv;o instruments

are similar. In the present case, only three pairs of neutron and muon

records were available. Instrumental uncertainties existed in tn-70 of

the pairs and conflicting values of the spectral exponent were obtained.

A preferable technique is to combine the calculation of spectrum
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with the determination of angular extent and to calculate the response

of each detector to a number of likely models for the anisotropy. Since

the response of each detector to any given model v;ill be different,

different estimates of the amplitude constant will be obtained for each

station, and the model giving minimum variance in these estimates may be

selected.

The model chosen for the anisotropy is

= AR^ cos Xfor (051^. and 0;cn<n )
J(R) "

= 0 for R > R regardless of direction
u

= 0 for n > regardless of rigidity.

In th<^e expressions X is asymptotic latitude and n is the free-

space direction (figure 4.1).

A computer programme, similar to that used to calculate modulation

coefficients for the daily variation, and based on the calcvilation of

variational coefficients, calculates the hourly - or bihourly if appro

priate - response of a station as the earth rotates relative to a spatially

and temporally fixed anisotropy, giving the depression (expressed as a

percentage of the free-space amplitude constant A) vrhich vzould be observed

in each hour or bihour TJ.T'. ' If the anisotropy is located at some other

position, the effect is merely to change the Universal time at which the

event is seen, by a fixed amount at all stations. In use, the parameters

6 and n are varied and sets of responses are calculated for each station,
u

The minimum variance technique is then used to single out the model giving

best fit to the observations.



In a study of. tliis type it is clearly preferable to use hourly

count rates. However, in 1960 a considerable number of stations, particu

larly those in the European group, x^ere still reporting their resxilts in

bihourly form. Consequently bihourly figures have been used throughout

the analysis, and the event has been treated in three stages, assuming

it to be tine invariant over the three periods H23-4, November 30 j and

and K03-4, December 1. This is unfortunate since it appears from

the Mav;son record that the event started sometime during H23, probably

around 2230. Cessation of the main phase seems to have been either late

in H03 or early in H04, but this is less certain since no station X'7ith a

reasonably narrox; viex^ing region xras looking in the appropriate direction

at the time.

These definite changes in the form of the anisotropy during periods

X'7hen the calculations have required it to be stationary x/ill certainly

contaminate the results. The calculated value for the amplitude constant

x-7ill be too small, and uncertainties will result in the exact location of

edge of the anisotropy',. The errors are thoxight not to be serious, since

the model itself is .certainly in error in assuming uniform amplitude of

redxiction inside the affected region. It xrould possibly be more realistic

to m'ite the amplitude constant as A cos a(ri - p ) x^here p is the centre
o o

direction of the anisotropy and a is ir)t necessarily integer. In vi®7

of these factors it has been thought reasonable to persist in using bi

hourly data.

A preliminary inspection of the data indicated that the rigidity

-0.5
spectrum x:as probably of the form R * , or thereabouts. This value xjas

therefore used in determination of the angular x-ridth of the event. No
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underground lauon observati.ons were available, but it was apparent from sea-

level muon detectors (figure 7.1) that quite high rigidity particles must

have been involved. An upper limiting rigidity of 50 GV was selected,

based on the above value of the rigidity exponent and on the muon obser

vations, The errors introduced into analyses of neutron data by the use

of this value of R^, which could be 10 or 20 GV too low, are comparable with

the errors of observation for this type of spectrum.

Use of the above values of 3 and R^ showed that the best fits to

the observations are given by intensity reductions in the sectors specified

by n = 0° to "(135±15)° for H 23-4, by 0° to (120+15)° for H01-2, and by

(300±30)° through 0° to (180±30)° for H03-4. It is therefore likely,

smoothing these results, that the anisotropy vras stationary in the sector

0° to 135° fran 2230 to about 0200 U.T'. ,'and then gradually extended round

to the evening direction whilst maintaining a slowly weakening depression

on the morning side. The amplitude constants for the three periods,

assuming the -0.5 spectrum, were 1.4, 2.5 and 1.3 respectively for the

three periods. These features are indicated in figure 7.6. So far as

can be determined, the intensity from directions in the 1200 to 1800 L.T'.

sector never became depressed. After II04 it is not possible to clearly

delineate-a definite anisotropy; although there are small depressions at

some American stations, they could be due to the fairly large diurnal

variations operative at the time.

Having determined the extent of the anisotropy, the spectrm could

be checked. llinimum variance of the estimates was found for a spectrum

varying as R~^*^, remarkably flat for an event of this general type.
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7.5 FORBUSH DECREA.SES,

Forbush Decreases (hereafter called F.D,'s) in observed cosmic

radiation appear to be related to shock fronts in the interplanetary

medium. Such fronts occur at points of collision between fast and slow

plasma emitted from the sun. Tliey may occur either when fast plasma from

a solar flare overtakes the slower material which precedes it (Parker,

1963), or at the glancing collision between plasmas emitted vzith different

speeds from adjacent solar regions (Sarabhai, 1963). The latter type of

shock front can be long-lived, and examples have been observed over tv70

or more solar rotations (llcCracken, Rao, and Bulcarta, 1966).

Several attempts have been made to classify F.D",'s on phenoneno-

logical grounds (e.g. Bachelet, Balata, Conforto, and Marini, 1960 a,

1960 b; Sandstrom, 1965). Some of the findings conflict, possibly due

in part to different typical behaviour of events arising from the ttro

causes. However Fedchenko (1966) lias found it possible to describe an

average flare-associated F.D'. having a pronounced initial anisotropic

phase (figure 7.7; McCracken and Parsons, 1958; Fenton, McCracken, Rose,

and Wilson, 1959; Mathes-rs, Mercer, and Venkatesan, 1968),

Fedchenko found that the intensity in the anisotropic, pre-decrease,

|)hase was depressed only from directions beti^een 0300 and 0900 L,T',,' whereas

Fenton et al found the depressed directions to lie between 0600 and 1200 L,T'

The latter sector is centred on the "gardenrhose" direction, looking toi-rards

the sun along the archinedian spiral of the quiet-time magnetic field.

The differences in the observed directions may arise from different estimates

of the viewing regions of the detectors employed. Asymptotic directions

calculated for a high-order simulation of the terrestial magnetic field
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were not available to Fenton et al, but liad been published (llcCrackenj

RaOj and Sheaj 1962) prior to Fedchenko's investigation. Hovrever he

does not state the soiurce of his directional information,

Fedchenko also found that the duration of the anisotropic phase

was related to the importance and helio-longitude of the related flare,

rne shortest duration was observed for flares near the eastern limb

(figure 7,8), A significant corollary of these observations is that

there does not seen to be any preferred longitude for flares which give

rise to F.D",'s observed at the earth. Towards the end of the aniso

tropic phase an S.C,' was observed, after which a world-r-ride isotropic

decrease ensued (figure 7.7).

The recovery of intensity follov/ing an F.D. usually starts a few

hours after the onset of the isotropic phase. The tine scale of the

recovery varies from one to a few days, with the rate of recovery vary

ing from one event to another. At least one case of an abrupt recovery,

occurring in less than txro hours on July 15, 1960, has been reported

(Sandstrom, 1965),

7.6 POSSIBLE I-lECHAI-JISllS FOR FORBUSH DECREASES, '

There is evidence (section 7,7,1) that the F,D, of November 30/

December 1 1960 is associated with a particular solar flare. In this

section, therefore attention is restricted to possible mechanisms for

events arising from such flares. The mechanisms suggested are based

on the proposals of Parker (1963).

7»6»1 Steady-State Interplanetary Conditions,

The basic motion of charged particles in a smooth magnetic field
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is helical, around the field lines. The simple motion of the guiding

centre of the helix, together with its pitch angle, are often used to

characterise the particle's actual notion. If the field is non—uniiom

some drift across it vjill be observed, and this drift will be re~

inforced by scattering if magnetic irregularities also exist. It has

been estimated (section 6.1) that the contribution to the perpendicular

diffusion coefficient Ki in the interplanetary field was about Kii/7 from

each cause for particles of rigidity less than 50 or 60 GV in 1965, The

guiding centre approximation is therefore valid xor the qualitative dis

cussion of the motion of such particles.

Particles of galactic origin enter regions of stronger field as

they approach the sun. Their pitch angles therefore increase and,

neglecting the small percentage which suffer solar capture, they are

eventually reflected, or mirrored, back out again.

7.6.2. Flares at !'7estern Solar Longitudes.

Figure 7.9 sho '̂rs a schematic representation of the effects arising

from a flare occurring at helio-longitude H 50. The fast plasma from

the flare creates a blast wave where it overtakes the slower quiet-time

solar wind plasma, here assumed to have a radial velocity of 300 Imi./sec.

Cosmic-ray particles penetrating the wave will suffer both scattering and

energy-loss, and a reduction in flius vrill therefore be observed behind

the wave in any fixed energy interval.

Ito cosnic-ray effects should be observed at the earth until the

wave reaches the quiet time field line (hereafter called the qfl) which

intersects the earth. Particles whose guidixg centres are on the qfl.
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and which are therefore observed at earth, are then affected only if they

would normally mirror closer to the sun than the point where the qfl is

disrupted. Such particles will be doubly affected, since they must make

tv;o passages of the blast vjave. The flux of particles mirroring betv:een

the earth and the blast v;ave vrill be unaffected, as vrill observations

made by terrestial magnetometers. The qfl is disrupted, in this example,

23 hours before the blast wave reaches 1 a.u. Should the wave then

envelop the earth (which is not the case with the example of figure 7,9)

an S,C', will be observed. An isotropic decrease in cosmic ray intensity

should then follow since all particles reaching the earth will have pene

trated the vTave,

7.6.3. Flares at Eastern Solar Longitudes,

As the site of the flare moves towards the east on the sun the qfl

vill be disrupted nearer to the earth for the same plasma speed. Conse

quently a shorter period of anisotropy should be obser^'ed, as found by

FedcheiJco, Figure 7.10 shovrs the case for a flare similar to that con

sidered above but situated at E 70, Tlie blast wave passes well behind

the earth, and no anisotropic phase will occur. In this particular

example the qfl will be disrupted (if it still exists at that distance)

at 3 a.u. from the sun, 140 hours after the flare. Once disruption occurs

an isotropic F.C, will be observed at the earth. Since the blast wave

never comes close to the earth an S,C, should not occur,

7.6.4, Uide-angle Blast Haves,

The preceding sections have discussed effects arising from blast

waves of angular width - 20^, The fact that F.D.'s are seen at the earth
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apparently independently of the helio-longitude of the associated flare

(figure 7.8) requires that,extensive regions of space be affected.

Satellite obser\'ations suggest that the size of the regions over which

F.D,'s occiar was of order 60° in 1965 (Uebber, 1967) j comparable with the

size of the sector structure at tb^t tine. Tlie study of Schattenj Uilcox,

and Ness (1969) also suggests that the fast plasm, and hence the blast

mve, is likely to be spread widely in azinuth.

Figure 7.11 shov7S the schematic for a blast wave which just passes

behitxl the earth, and which originates from a flare at E 70. The wave has

the same radial velocity as that of figure 7.10, but the angular spread

is nov7 180°. A very slight increase in plasma speed v70uld cause such a

vjave to envelop the earth, in xjhich case a very short anisotropic period,

followed by an S.C'.,'would be expected. A smller angular spread but

higher plasma speed would have the sane result. Waves of similar, or

rather smaller, spread emanating from vrestern hemisphere flares would lead

to the S.C'. and isotropic phase which were absent from the example dis

cussed in section 7.6.2. Waves of 60° in spread would explain some, but

not all, of the observations and larger \nves could well be possible in

view of the large sectors observed betvreen 1965 and 1968 (section 6.1).

7.6.5. Blast Waves out of the Ecliptic Plane.

The above work assumes tliat the blast waves are in, or symmetrical

about, the ecliptic plane, and takes no account of their perpendicular

spread. As an extreme example we now consider a blast wave passing close

to the earth but constrained entirely to one side, say the southern, of

the ecliptic plane.
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Primry cosmic rays with rigidities observable by surface detectors

are positively charged. It follo^7S that particles observed to arrive at

the morning side of the earth frcni directions in the ecliptic plane and

perpendicular to the magnetic field have their guiding centres travelling

along field lines south of the eclipticj if the field is directed away from

the sun. Such particles will be affected by the blast wave and a decreased

flux will be observed.

Particles arriving from the opposite direction^ on the evening

side of the earth, have been travelling on the northern side of the ecliptic

plane, for the same field direction, and will be unaffected. An aniso-

tropic decrease will be seen in approximately the 0300 L.T, direction.

An iniTard directed field xrith this blast wave, or an outward directed

field and a wave above the ecliptic, would result in an anisotropic decrease

from the 1500 L.T'. 'direction. Depending on the helio-longitude of the

parent flare a decrease might or might not also be observed in the garden-

hose direction. Any such decrease would affect high rigidity particles

to a greater extent than those of lox-rer rigidities, and a fairly flat

spectrum should result.

7.7. The November 30 / December 1, 1960 Event.

Comparison of figures 7.6 and 7,7 shoxre that this event differs

considerably from the type of F.D'. commonly observed. The major differences"

are;-

(a) The S.C". occurred before the anisotropic phase of the event;

(b) Ifo isotropic phase vas observed;

(c) The recovery vras very rapid;

(d) The direction of the anisotrcpy x^as unusvial.
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7«7«lo Flare Identification.

lYro solar flares could possibly be associated with the event

(section 7.2.2). The class 1 flare at 0209 U.T".Nsvember 29 is an un

likely candidate. Class 1 flares are itiore frequent than ground-level

F.D'. *8, suggesting that there is no close relationship betv7een then. The

required blast xxave speed of 1000 Ina./sec is also extremely high for such

a flare.

The class 2 flare at 1611 U.T.,' Ibvember 28, at helio-longitude

E 72, requires the more reasonable average blast v;ave speed of 820 Im./sec.

The magnetic observations after the S.C. may support this speed.

Snyder, Neugebauer, and Rao (1963) obtained a relationship between

the daily average magnetic activity as measured by E and the solar-

wind speed measured by !lariner 2 in late 1962. Their relation, when

applied to the present event, gives an average plasum speed of 727 ± 52

km,/sec between 1900 U.T'. Uovenber 30 and 1900 on December 1. If the

maximum observed value of IC is used a speed of 870 ± 64 km,/sec is indir
P

cated. These values are not incompatible vrith the required speed, par

ticularly as considerable scatter is present in the individual observations

of Snyder et al. Their result has, however, been called into question.

Uilcox, Schatten, and lless (1967) present a scatter diagram of

v, solar wind speed observations .made by IlIP 1 in late 1963 and early 1964.

These observations have been applied to the present event using a regression

equation derived from them by llansurov and I'lansurova (1969). They yield

an average plasma speed, for the same period as above, of 436 km,/sec, and

a maximum speed of 496 km./sec. However Mansurov and Hansurova find that

the relationship ,between and solar V7ind speed appears to be itself a
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function of average solar vrind speed at the time, the averaging being

carried out over a period of order a fev; vreeks. At tines or relatively

high solar activity^ and consequently high average solar vrind speedj, a

given plasitia speed will result in a lower value of than 't/ould result

from the sane plasma speed at tines of lesser solar activity* Extra

polation of this finding back to" 1960 suggests that the Snyder et al.

(SITE) equation will be more applicable than will that of Wilcox et al.,

and that, in vietJ of the intense solar activity during much of Kovenber

1960, the SHE eqmtion vxill, if anything, underestimate the true solar

plasma speed at the end of the month. Tlie magnetic observations there

fore appear to suggest that the Ilovember 2S flare could well have been

responsible for the l-Iovenber 30 S.G'. ' Sandstrom and Troncoso (1965a,

1965b) liave reported that every S.C. is accompanied by scrae form of

cosmic—ray disturbance at ground level, and it is therefore likely tnat

this flare vxas the cause of the present cosmic-ray event.

7.7.2. Discussion.

The event becomes similar to those outlined in section 7.6.4,

caused by xxide angle eastern hemisphere flares, if it is considered that

the observed anisotropic phase merely represents incomplete development,

for whatever reason, of the normal isotropic phase. In such a case the

S.C. should precede the onset, as observed, provided that the blast xxave

actually reached the earth. Since no decrease was seen from the garden-

hose direction the qfl could not have been disrupted any significant

distance from the earth in the suir.xard direction.

The anisotropy can now be explained if the blast wave was located

almost entirely on one or other side of the ecliptic plane (section 7.6.5)
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Ko magnetic field direction data are available to determine which

side, but sirce the flare (assuming the identification is correct) was

at heliolatitude S 09 the wave would probably be below the ecliptic.

In this case the observed decrease in the 0300 L.T". 'direction implies that

the magnetic field was di.rected outward. lib decrease should ever occur-

in the 1500 L.T'. 'direction in these circumstances, but some reduction may

be observed in both directions along the qf1. Such reductions could be

small if the blast wave penetrated only a short distance beyond the

ecliptic on the inrthern side, as many particles would then be able to

get around it. A small reduction in intensity was observed in the 2100

L.T'. 'direction, looking outwards along the qfl, late in the event.

The regaining observation \7hich requires consideration is the

rapid recovery to pre-eveni level. A region xdiose particle density (at

a particular rigidity) has been decreased following the passage of a

blast v/ave usually recovers to normal intensity over a day or tiro.

Recovery is by diffusion into the affected region by particles which liave

passed around, rather than through, the blast vrave. The time scale of

the recovery \Till be related to the distance through v/hich the diffusion

must take place, as well as to the degree of reduction in intensity in

the affected region. If the hypothesis put fori^ard above is correct,

and the blast wave was almost totally restricted to one side of the

ecliptic, a region of mrmal particle density was close to the earth as

soon as the blast wave had passed. Also, the observed amplitude of the

decrease was ijot as lai^e as many F.D'.''s, amounting to a little less than

6% at Hawson when the station's viev-ying region was almost totally enveloped

by the decrease. In these circumstances rapid recovery, by scattering
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from the unaffected side of the ecliptic, could occur. Residual aniso-

tropics, particularly at higher rigidities, would probably continue for

some hours, but these \70uld not be detectable with the observations

available for the December 1 event.

On these grouiris it is suggested that the event of Itovember 30 /

December 1, 1960 xras associated x^ith the passage of a blast x^ave x^hich

x-7as largely restricted to one side, probably the southern, of the ecliptic

plane, Tlie xrave also included the ecliptic plane, and intersected the

earth, but did not penetrate far into the unaffected side. It originated

in a class 2 flare at solar longitude E 72 on Noveraber 28, and had a xride

azimutlial spread in interplanetary' space. Hiere is no reliable information

on X'/hether the E.D'. observed on December 26 is related to this eventj in

vie-w of the 26 day recurrence it is quite possible that the tx70 are

entirely separate.
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APPEITDIX.

AVAILABLE COlIPUTIli; FACILITIES.

The Elliott 503 computer operated by the Hydro-University Computing

Centre has been used exclusively for all computing undertaken for the

purposes of the work described in this thesis. Only 25 computers of

this type were ever produced, and so far as I am aware no other cosmic-ray

group has access to one, Most of the larger programmes x^nritten have been

very closely tailored to this machine, xrith many machine-code inserts to

save both running time and store space. For these reasons the programmes

are not incorporated x/ith this thesis.

The confuting problsns have been made both harder and easier by the

nature of the installation. The Computing Centre is located in the Physics

Department building, and is a small installation, not yet x?ork saturated.

These factors have enabled personal contact Xirith the operating staff, my

oxiTn presence for the more complicated runs, and short turn-around times

both for programme testing and production runs. These are major advantages.,

as is the availability of an excellent Algol compiler having only a fex\r

minor restrictions (Hoare, Hoare, Hillmore, & Grover, 1963; Wooldridge &

Ractliffe, 1963) on the full generality of Algol 60 (Haur, 1963).

Hox'jever a number of hardx/are and softx^are restrictions have con

siderably hindered rapid progress, particularly in the early years, A

Fortran compiler has never been available and any available Fortran pro

grammes have to be manually translated. In practice this has only been

done once, x^ith the basic part of the trajectory programme. The input- '

output devices have also been a hindrance at times.
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The 503 is a fast medium-sized computer designed for use in scien

tific and engineering applications, havirg a cycle time of l.f- y sec.

and an 8192 word, each of 39 bits, random access main store. Tliere is

only one arithiaetic unit; nulti-prosrai-iming and ranote access are not

possible. In its original form the installation was extremely basic,

consisting of the machine itself, two 1000 character/second high speed 8

channel paper tape readers and two 110 cliaracter/second paper tape punches.

The readers are still the only available" input medium. The computer

operatir^ system, standard functions etc., occupy about 2000 words of store.

The compiler occupies about 5000 words, leaving around 1000 words for pro-

grame plus data. In the original configuration any programme in excess

of this length (in practice this meant all programmes) was compiled onto

paper tape, and then fed back in on a second pass, overxinriting the compiler.

This severely hindered the alteration of programmes, and in any event there

was still a 6000 word limitation on programme plus data. Such a size is

quite satisfactory for straightforward computational jobs like trajectory

calculations or hariaonic analysis, but does not permit large scale data

comparisons.

The installation remained in this form for 2 years. In January

1966 a 16k random access core backing store was added, almost quadrupling

the available storage and obviating the two-pass compilation requirement.

The two punches cannot reliably be used simultaneoiisly, due to

cross-talk problems, and output of results in any quantity remained a

major problem until a 300 line/minute Line Printer was installed in August

1967, followed four months later by an X- Yplotter. The installation

has remained in this form, the only charges being steady improvements to
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the software. It has been possible to fit, just, the largest of the

required programmes into the installation in this form, with the use of

machine-coding to conserve programme - and occasionally data -.storage

requirements.
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